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PREFACE. 

ONE of the most ordinary features of a pre-
fatory address being that of propitiating the 
public opinion, 	the writer of the 	following 
pages'ventures on this part of his task with a 
persuasion, that in few cases could the libe- , 
rality of the reader be more required, .or per-
haps more justified, than on the present occa- 
sion. 	 . 

The motives for committing the follovf- . 
ing Narrative to the press, were not such as 
usually actuate adventurers in 	the paths of 
Literature. Certainly neither the calculation of 
interest, nor the hope of reputation, propelled 
the author to his undertaking. 	The too fre- 
loi":, ity, 	v 	I OW 	ile appointments 	of 	those 
..; i„. 	do'. 	::i,+, 	i:1 	!;e myster:es of the press, 

''. L, ...JI: 	_, 	;t 	for indemnity for their 
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labours, prevent his indulging in a similar de-
lusion, and he is too-conscious of his deficien-
cies, to entertain the most distant hope. of dis-
unction by his present humble performimce, 
The motive, then, to be explained, is simply 
that of complying with the solicitations of many 
of his friendS, the companions: of his voyage,4 
who, relying on the fidelity of his observations,. 

• wish Tto preserve a narrative of those events 
in which their feelings were equally interested 
with his own. 	This, mingled with a faint 

• Lope that, in some particulars, the circum-
stances described will not be entirely without 

. interest to the public, have led to the produc- 
tion of this volume. 	The illustrations will, 
perhaps, have their best apology in the fact 

.. Of their having been executed by the author 
for his amusement, 	and in their being the 
first productions of his attempts at. graphic 
`delineation. 	Of the style and phraseology 
of his work, he is fully sensible how much 

- he stands in need of every indulgent, C011fsi• 

&ration. 	A life of arduous duty, within the 
'confines of a ship, 'admits of little opportu-
nity of acquiring eithei4race of composi- 
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tion or accuracy,  of language. 	The writer 
is perfectly aware how vulnerable' he is to 
criticism on this ground; 	but there is cone 
consideration which may redeem this humble , 
performance from the obloquy to which it 
might otherwise be exposed, and this he pre4 
sents to the reader, in the solemn pledge, that 
whatever may be the defects of his perform- 
ance, the want of TRUTH will, in no instance; 
be. ibund to augment the literary delinquencies' 
if which he may be found guilty. r 

   
  



   
  



The Names of Officers belonging to the BRITON, 
of 38 Guns and 300 Men. 

IMMINEIMMI D 

Sir T. STAINES, K.C.B. Captain. 
JAMES WILKIE, 	 
J. W. PROWSE, 	 
RODNEY SHANNON, 
C. B. LOUIS. 	 

1st Lieutenant. 
2d Ditto. 
ad Ditto. 
4th Ditto. 

JOHN SIIII.1.113EER, 	 1st Lieut. commanding R.N. 
H. BEN NET'', ... 	 2d Ditto. 
ALEX. BA  R R, 	 
E. TUTTIETC, ... 	 

Surgeon. 
Assistant Surgeon. 

PETER FORREST, •••• Purser. 
BLAKE, 	 Clerk. 

TII06. STUART,.. 	 
GEO. LE PINE, 	} Master's Mates.) 
---- R‘)BER. I'SON,• • Carpenter. 
----- ROBINSON,• • • • Boatswain. 
JOHN BROWN, 	 Gunner. 
Mr. CROZIER, 	 
"•-•—• WOODTHORPE, 
----- SKYRING; 	....•• 
•---- BROWNIAN 	 
...—.. IIL ACK MORE • • • ' 

TYLDEN,' 	 --4••-• Midshipmen. 
---- GARR ETT, 	 
----- 'GALINDO, 	 ----- SMITH, 	 
—•—•• RIDOUT, 	J 

   
  



   
  



The Author begs to infirm the public, that he but 
it in contemplation to publish a Series of TRIALS BY 
INQUISITION, both in Spanish and English, with fac-
similes of the signatures of the Inquisitor and his officers, 
the•Notary and the accused. 	The original manuscripts, 
which were stolen from the Court of Inquisition at Lima, 
at the time of its destruction by the populace of that city, 
are now in possession of the•Juthor, and have been el-
amine(' by several gentlemen of literary talents, who con-
cur in opinion, that they ought not only to be translated 
into the English language, but that the MS. should then 
be deposited  in some safe, but public institution. 	At 
present it is impossible fur the Author to Arm any idea 
'dative to the expenses attendant on such an undertaking; 
but as soon as an estimate can be given, he will lay btfore 
the public a prospectus of the work, and should he meet 
with a liberal support, those documents, cf a nature so ex-
ceedingly curious, will not be withheld. 

The Author will chcadidly gratify the curiosity of 
any gentleman who may be acsiroos ve perusing them, and 
'lase who are inclined to patronize the work, are requested 
to fiwtcard their names to Mom. LAW er W IIITTAK ER)  
Are Maria Lane, London. 
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A NARRATIVE 

Or THE 

BRITON'S VOYAGE, 
. 	 TO 

PITCAIRN'S ISLAND. 

.._.........„ 

CHAPTER I. 	• 	. 

NOTWITHSTANDING the variety 	of publi-
cations which have at different times appeared 
on this subject, "feel it is impossible that a 
voyage to the South Seas can, under any cir-
cumstance, be devoid of interest, and as a more 
than o 
one so recently cornpleted.  by H. %M. Frigat 
.13r .ton; I have, at the sui 	tion of ttly friends, 

) 	duccd to summit t 	' the notice of the 
l'u 	Ow Osirpoitiorp.i. wttich occurred to me 
duOilit: tlitif'.*itia, 4( iliy,Amployment on th 
ilet.00143. 	.1',  ',4 : i . 	• 	 "- 
. 	1.f. 	. 	•iiit 

   
  



2 • 	A NARRATIVE OF THE 

December 3I, .1813. 
• IT was late in the month of December when 

the Fleet destined for the East Indies and South 
America had collected at Spithead,  and the 
Commodore availing himself of the first east- 

- erly breeze, proceeded without tarrying at St. 
Helens, into the English Channel. 	In a few 
days we. had cleared the western promontory 
of England, and early on the morning, of the 

, 25th day from our departure, we made the. 
Island of Madeira. 	During the two preced- 

• ing days it had blown with exceeding great 
violence, nor was the wind abated when .the- 
Fort William Indiaman ' became disabled and 

• in 	want 	of inunediate assistance, which oc- 
casioned our sepatation from the Fleet, and 

. ultimate change of ,destination. 	It was two 
• days before we could reach the anchorage of 
Funchall, when all our mechkics were set to 
work, and from the most exemplary exertions 
of Sir Thomas Staines, we were on the eighth 
day again enabled to put to sea. 

' 	At our approach to this anchorage, I was 
very much Pleased with the_appearance of the 
tow, 	as well -as with 	the .' beauties of the 

' scenery, which, although in the depth of winter, 
bore a very agreeable aspect. 	r,  

• ' , Tunchall, the capital of the Island, in latitude 
- 	. 	., 	, 	. 	A., 	,,, 	 _,,.. 

   
  



BRITON'S VOYAGE. 	 3 

32° 37" N. and longitude, 	16° 	)5" W. 	i5. 
situated tin the side of a steep mountain ; form-
ing a kind of amphitheatre, prettily interspersed 
with vines and trees of various sorts with which 
the Island abounds. 	It is of considerable ex- 
tent,_ 	and 	rather regularly 	built, 	the streets 
narrow, but from a constant run of water through 
many of them, they are 'comparatively clean. 
The 	inclination of this mountain gives 	the 
houses at the upper part of the town, an ex= 
tensive view, not only of the beach below, but 
also of the adjacent Islands, known by the name 
of the Deserters. . 	 . 

The rivers running through the town, are at 
some periods of considerable size, and prin -
cipally supplied from the snow, which,. dur-
ing the greater part Of the year, clothes the 
summits of the mountains, from whence they 
issue, and run with a rapidity, impeded alone 
by the massive rocks with which their courses 
abound, until they discharge themselves into 
the sea. 

The fortifications are but few and of little 
import, and the troops which occupied them, • 
were part of the English ‘reteran Battalions., 
' 	1 he t6 	n possesses several 	churches, ,but 
none of them are handsome, and with the e--
option of a massive pair' of silvfr gatqa in front 
of one of tho altars, 'there is nothin$ worthy of 

B 2 

   
  



4 	A NARRATIVE OF THE 
. 	 . 

notice. 	I did not perceive a painting having 
claim to merit in either of them. 	. • ' 

There is an,extensive college for the instrucT 
tion of youth, hi all the branches of literature, 
and I was given tto understand a great many .0 	• 
young

. 
 gentlemen ate sent here from Portugal 

to receive their education. 	There is a domi- . 
nican and a benedictine monastery, and to the 
latter (which is the only thing curious or wor7  
thy.the notice of a stranger) is attached a small. 
chapel formerly known by the name of the . 
chapel of " All Souls," and had for its motto 
" memento mori," but it is now better known—
by that of Golgotha:, which appellation it has 
obtained from 	its 	being entirely lined 	with 
hUtnan skulls and bones.' 	Its interior has no 
other tracery. 	Of its origin I could 'only learn, 
that it was founded by some religious persons, 
wh6 at their death bequeathed property to a 
considerable amount, on condition that a certain 
number of masses should be daily said for the 
repose of their souls, under the penalty of losing 
such bequests in case of the slightest neglect; 
but notwithstanding this precaution, the chapel 
has not for many years been used for any other 
purpose than to gratify 	the curiosity 	of the 
traveller, nor could I ascertain that the masses. 
were continued to be said in any other place;  
although the Priests 	still 'continue 'to reeeiyi: - 	. 	,„.......... 	. 
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BRITON'S VOYAGE. 	 5 

the benefit arising from the estates so  be- 
queathed. 	In this horrible sanctuary, the con, 
ductor calls the attention of the stranger to the 
skull of a man who, in consequence of having 
a lock-jaw, had four of his front teeth drawn, 
and being fed through the aperture, his life 
was preserved to a very great age. 	This skull 
was in the highest state of preservation. 

The climate is. particularly fine, insomuch 
that Funchall and its vicinity is frequently the 
resort of invalids ; 	but few, I fear, reap the 
full benefit of its renovating salubrity, not hav-
ing, sufficient resolution to withstand the temp-
tation of its natural luxuries or the hospitality 
of its Anglo-inhabitants.  

The invalid can avail himself of a tempera-
ture the most suited to his immediate complaint, 
by being carried up or down the mountain : 
he is also enabled to enjoy the most delicious 
fruits, and not only those natural to the Island, 
but of his own country. 

The scenery 	of 	this Island 	is 	peculiarly 
romantic—precipices 	of • stupendous 	height, 
covered with most delightful foliage, here and 
there interspersed with huts, and cataracts pre,  
cipitatinr* from rock to rock in awful grandeur, 
until tnet.tiu!,  from 	various 	directions 	among 
the trees and cottages 	at the 	bottom, 	they 

   
  



-6 	41-NARRAT;YE OF THZ 

form one general stream, which roars as it pure- . 
sues' its course to the town. 

Xhe .chapel on the mount, stands in a most 
beautiful situation, but possesses nothing wor-
thy of notice, except the loveliness of its site, 
Which affords a view as• delightful as can pos-
sibly be conceived ; and although the journey 
to it is tiresome, the stranger will be fully repaid 
for his labor by making it a visit. 	The priest 
--who lives adjoining the chapel, I found to be a 
very, intelligent man, and he treated Inp with 
great civility.  

The inns, whether Portuguese or English, are 
much below mediocrity, and notwithstanding . 	. 
the little accommodation and abundance of filth, 
their charges are enormous; and to make the 
latter still more grievous, the English one pound 
bank note, was then only current at fourteen 
shillings. 

I was greatly surprised at finding the theatre 
so good : it is .handsome, spacious, and in every 
respect convenient. 	It was built a few.  years 
ago by subscription, 	and 	the most consider- 
able contribution was made by the English 
Merchants residing there, which may in some 
measure account for its being both in the Eng-
lish style, and equal in beauty to any of our 
provincial theatres. 	 . 	• 

About this period one of the most zealous of 

   
  



113 tit ores VOYAGE. 	-7 
- the English residents. proposed thd erection of a 
protestant church, and from the place- of amuse-
ment having been reared with the sapidity of 
a meteor, he calculated on , a liberal support 
•but so few persons came- forward  on this'r-ac-
casion, that the project was relinquished aril die 
few donations returned to the donors. Thii has ' 
been a subject of some mirth to the Piiituitie-4 

.Little, independent of wine, is produced-in 
the Island, so- that the vine is every 17there.  ca. 
tivated with the greatest' care. 	.NOf a `spot 
however rugged, but is turned to advatitage':::: 

- 	There are a great many slaves' here; sitio are 
treated less cruelly than in most Of the Forth- 
guese settlements. 	' They are -seldOin . 11oivsred 
More clothing than a coarse: r4r, tied round 
their middle. 

On the Fort William being in readinesslio 
proceed, we weighed anchor, put agaiti:krsea, 
'and after passing through the Cape de 'Verde 
islands and a voyage of little interest, we arrived 
at -Rio de Janeiro. 

   
  



13 	. A NARRATIVE O 	THE 

CHAPTER IL 
- . 

OX .the evening of the 20th of March, we 
entered the harbour of Rio de Janeiro, where we 
found. Vice-Admiral Dixon with a small Eng- 
lish force. 	Early next morning the Portu—
guese flag was saluted, which compliment was 
acknowledged by a small battery on the island 
of Cobrus *. 	 . 

* In one of the dungeons of this island, it is said there 
is at this moment confined a subject of Great Britain, and 
that Lord Strangford and Sir Sidney Smith have used 
every measure to effect his liberation, but to no purpose. 
The report runs thus ;—that about three years prior to the 
Portuguese court being removed to this place, an English 
sailor in 	a state of intoxication happened to be in the 
streets of Lisbon, when the procession of the Host was 
passing, and from ignorance did not follow the example 
of the Portuguese in falling on his knees. 	A friar endea- 
voured to enforce it, when the sailor fancying himself 
attacked, gave battle, and the holy gentleman was soon 
laid prostrate. 	Our countryman was overpowered, com- 
mitted, tried, and condemned ; but by the humanity at all 
times so conspicuous in Catholic countries, his sentence 
of death was ' commuted for perpetual confinement in a 
dungeon, and when the court moved from Lisbon, he 
also was put on board one of their ships, and conveyed to 
Rio Janeiro where be now lingers out a miserable exist- • 
ence. If this story be true, and I have heard it confidently 
asserted to be so, this unfortunate young man has been 
for a long series of years, a most melanCholy victim to 
the unrelenting and unparalleled tyranny of a government 
which iltves its very existence to wet of his own country I !I 
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VRITON'S VOYAGE. 	 9 
The city of San Sebastian, the capital of the 

Portuguese dominions in South America, and 
residence Of the Prince Regent, is' situated on, 
the south side of an extensive harbour, -Whose . 
entrance is r  exceedingly narrow and ,well for-. 
tified by nature, that with thesmallest assistance 
of art it could be rendered impregnable against 
any attack from the sea. 	The fort of Santa 
Cruz, and a very remarkable mountain, from 
its shape bearing the name of the Sugar Loaf, 
form the entrance at the distance of about a 
mile: 	There 'is a bar which . runs, across, but 
the water is .at all times sufficiently deep to al- 
low the largest ship to pass. 	Santa Cruz may 
be considered the principal fortification, and is, 
with the exception of two small , islands com-
manding the channel, 'the only one in a tolera- 
ble state of defence. 	At the foot of the sugar 	• 
loaf mountain;  is a battery of considerable ex-
tent, but so neglected, like several others along 
theshore; that it is almost become useless. 

The city derives but little protection from its 
immediate fortifications,. and the island of Co-
brus, notwithstanding its contiguity, is now but 
little calculated to render it any. 

There are wharfs and stairs for the purpose of 
landing 	at, 	but the 	most convenient is at 
the great 'square, 'in wenich the Prince resides: 
The palace was originally the mansion of a 
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merchant : it is'extensivc, but has nothing par.,. 
ticularly magnificent in its appearance, to indi• 
cate its being the royal residefice of the illustri-
ous house of Braganza. 

At the bottom of this square, is 0. very good 
fountain, which is supplied with water from the 
adjacent mountains, and conveyed some dis- 
tance by the means of an aqueduct. 	, 

The water is not good, and on first using it, 
causes a swelling accompanied with'pain in the, 
abdomen. 	Ships may be supplied with consi- 
derable expedition. • 

It is almost impossible for a person possess-
ing.the least reflection, to pass this spot without 
being struck by the contrast, which must ne-
cessarily present itself to him.—On the one 
hand, he 	may 	contemplate the . palace of a 
voluptuous 	prince, . surrounded 	by 	courtiers 
and wallowing in luxury, on the'other, slavery 
in its most refined and horrible state. 

Leaving the square, you enter a street of con-
siderable length and width, in which the custom 
house, the residence of the British consul, ttc. 
&c. are situated. 

The housed are igenerally 'well built, some of 
the streets are good, and all exceedingly filthy. 
The ° shop& are 	well supplied - with British 'as, 
well as other' wares, an6zhether the vender be 
English or Portuguese, 'he is equally Oncon- . 
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scionable in his demand. 	Most of the streets 
are designated 	by 'the trades 	which occupy 
them.—As in -Shoe-street, you will find shoe 
makers; in Tin-street, tin men; in Gold-street, 
goldsmiths, lapidaries, &c.—Gold-street is the 
chief, attraction, and is generally the resort of 
strangers, who are anxious to supply themselves 
with jewellery or precious stones natural to the 
country : but it is not always they are fortunate 
enough to succeed in getting them real, for 
since it has become.  the royal residence, it has 
drawn such a host of English, Irish, and Scotch 
adventurers, and the Portuguese being such 
apt scholars in knavery, that , among them it 
is ten to one you are offered.a piece of paste for 
a diamond,—among the former it is but seldom 
otherwise. 	The Inns, although better than in 
many places, can boast of no excellence. 
• This city possesses a considerable number of 

churches, but they are by no means splendid, 
and excepting in the Chapel Royal, which is ad-
joining the palace, I observed nothing worthy of 
notice. 	Here may be seen a few good por- 
traits of the Apostles. 	The altar piece is mo- 
ilern, and contains the full length figures of the 
Prince and family kneeling before the holy virgin. 
.>r. The theatre and opera are attached also to the 
palace, but possess n4articular elegance. The 
Tufkriset is Well, supplied with every;artielep and 
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is in so eligible a situation, that with a compa-
ratively small portion of trouble, it might he 
kept in fine order : but the people are idolaters 
to filthiness, and not less slaves to it than to su-
perstition. 

The laws of this place seem to be very defi-
cient; without money it is impossible to obtain 
justice, and with it you can prevent its being ad- 
ministered. 	The murder of a lay-subject is 
scarcely ever punished; the least insult to the 
church, most rigorously. 

The trade with this port is very consider- 
ible, 	and 	from various countries. 	There is 
a Chinese .warehouse of great extent, and at cer-
tain periods, articles from China  may be pro- 
cured at a low rate. 	This establishment is 
propagating 	with 	the greatest assiduity 	the 
Tea-plant, and from the progress they ha.ve •al-
ready made, I am authorised in drawing a con-
clusion of its ultimately being of so great import-
ance to Europe, that instead of China, the 
Brazils will be the grand mart, for this dearly 
beloved article. 	 .  

The country for 	a 	considerable 	distances  
round, is peculiarly- beautiful.; the mountains 
high and woody ; the vallies perfect gardens. 
Fruits of the most delicious nature are found 
here in great abundanc:, and the orange ap- 
pears to be a never failing tree ; 	the ,quantity . 	• 
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of this fruit I have seen exhibited for sale, in 
• the orange market is astonishing, and on 'the 

same tree is often to be seen, the blossoms, the 
fruit in its primitive State, some half ripe, and 
others fit for use. 	The pine apple is also here, 
and in great perfection. 	Inathe neighbourhood 
there are several botanical gardens, chiefly be- 
longing to private individuals. 	Many.  plants 
but rarely to be met with in England, were 
brought from them in the Briton. 

The naval department of the Portuguese is 
not great, but they had commissioned several 
sail of the line, and before we left the port five 
of them with some frigates and corvettes were 
ready for sea.—Many others of various classes 

' 'were moored off the Arsenal, which is of some 
extent, and situated near the Island of Cobrus. 

The harbour of Rio de Janeiro is spacious, 
and was the heat less oppressive, it might be 
esteemed as one of the most desirable in the 
world. 	There is a breeze from the sea gene- 
rally about noon, 'which cools the atmosphere 
and renders it in soine degree bearable. 

Notwithstanding the entrance is so narrow, 
the harbour increases to the width of three or 
four leagues, in which gulf or basin are nume-
rous small islands, some of them possessing vil- 
lages, 	 others 	gentler 	's 	seats 	only. 	The 
Water becomes soon shallow, so that at a small 
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distance above the island containing the British 
Hospital, it is not sufficiently deep for a vessel 
of any burden to pass : but great trade is carried 
on by means of large boats. The whole of those 
islands are very picturesque. 

The district of Biaganza situated immediately 
opposite the city of St. Sebastian, is also very 
fine, possessing the small town of Braganza 
and a few villages along the coast. 	Sir S. 
Smith has here an estate of considerable extents  
which 	was 	presented 	hirn 	by 	the 	Prince 
Regent in compliment for the services he had 
rendered him.• 

The water-fall at Tajuca is about eleven 
miles from the city., and is worthy the notice 
of a traveller.• The fall is not 	perpendicu-' 
lar, 	but broken by massive and projecting 
rocks, 	which add greatly to its beauty. 	The 
scenery around it is romantic and wild, and 
until you come to the very spot, the noise of 
the water is the only indication of your being 
near it. 	It is about sixty feet high. 	On the 
left hand of the entrance to this place, is a 
huge. and overhanging rock, supported only by 
three small stones, and whee are deposited the 
remains of a monk belonging to one of the 
monasteries at the city, who in his life con-
ceived so great a party for this spot, that 
he requested to 'be buried there when dea/if 
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BRITON'S VOYAGE. 	• 	1.5' 
The. tomb is oblong,• built of bricks, .with 
two steps leading to it,—bearing no inscrip-
tion, but is covered with the names of those 
people' who have' been there. 	Under this: plaCe 

.there is a seat for the accommodation of visitors, 
and also' two niches, 	but for what ' purpose 	. 
they were placed there, I could not ascer-
tain, although they evidently appear to have. • 
been intended to receive a Bust, Urn, or some- 
thing of that nature. 	 , 

The inhuman and barbarous traffic Of slaves, 
is:carried on to the greatest extent it is possible 
to be imagined, and as.  the immediate, and' pH- 

, yate revenue of the Crown, would :receive . a 
severe shock by the abolition of so unnatural. 
a barter, there' can be, I fear, but little, hopes 
of so desirable an object being speedily effect-
ed, without the humanity of the  European 
states turn their recommendations into .com-
mands, and enforce compliance,„ which I am 
persuaded would be the.  case were the differ-
ent legislatorsi but faintly impressed with the 
horrors that constantly occur at this place, and 
the barbarity,, to, whic,h ,those unhappy people 
are hourly fsubjectecL7—The labOiur let it be. 
never so laborious, is performed by slaves, and. 1  
it is seldom them are, tupre than §ix appor- 
tioned to the heaviestiburdens., 	I have fre- 
quently ;seen. as, few "p.si four ,groaaipg j.under 
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. 	 . 

tlie weight of a pipe of wine, which they have 

	

had • to remove through the town. 	Many of,. 
those poor creatures arehred to trades, and are 
sent out daily or weekly by their masters with 
orders to.  bring him a certain sum at the  expira-
tion of that time, and what they can get over 
they may consider their own : but they are al-
ways so highly rated,, that it is with the greatest 
difficulty they can ,raise the sum nominated ; 
and in case of defalcation,,. it is attributed to a 
wantof exertion, or laziness, :which subjects the 
unhappy victim to punishment fora crime, the 
master alone has committed. 	r 

Nothing can be more common than instances 
of this nature, and as the following was related 
to me by a respectable British merchant, I can 
rely on its veracity :— 

" A man," said, he, " possessing a few Slaves 
may be considered of good property, particu-
lady, if he bought them when young and has 
brought them up to trades. 	With a man of 
this kind I am acquainted, who is as barharus 
and remorseless a wretch as can be conceived; 
he has several slaves, and as they have .r11 been 
taught some trade or other, he sends. them forth 
to earn, according to their occupations, ccertain 
sums and their food, which must becompfeted 
wider a penalty (which is seldom remitted'even 
to the most industrious or lucky) of a severe' 
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flogging. 	One of those (continued he) I'vas a 
barber, and for a considerable period shaved 
me every morning: he was a quiet man, and of 
great industry, and, as far as came under my 
,observation, always on the alert for his mas- 
ter's interest. 	For several days I observed he 
bore a gloomy and 'melancholy. appearance. 
I asked him the reason, and was informed he • 
had been unsuccessful, and could not render 
to his master the sum required ; that he had.  
little hopes of being able to raise it, and as little 
doubt of being punished. 	I gave him some- 
thing towards it. 	When he came again, he in- 
formed me, that out of thirteen or fourteen, he 
alone had escaped th6 lash ; but, if he did not 
make up the deficiency, his would be Of greater 
severity than had been inflicted . on his com-
panions. 

As the time approched when.he must ren-
der to his master an account, he became great-
ly distressed, and despaired of accomplishing 
his promise. 	. 1-Ic went with tears in his eyes, 
tendered what he had gained, aud assured him 
of having used every means to raise the specific 
sum, and implored a remission of punishment, 
or a suspension until thq following :Monday, 
which 	at length •was 	granted 	bin?, 	but. not 
without. threats of many additional stripes ig, 
case of .failure. 	Toe .time {fast a nordaeffed, 
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y 
.wheri he must Eeturp. , Ile was ptith deficient. . 	J, 	, 	,,. 	i 	A  	1J 	• 

kie,,,reched,, the , door 4ff,lihis )masteri's Louse, 
whet, eh), despair of Lein°. forgirpp laud, dread- 

Jpg  ,t,l. 	prdp0 „., fie: had :tR i undem9,-ile;t9Qk 
4.1:9T-  bis‘..pocket,D.1 FPF9r,,i4rAi:_tvi.th sl  desperate 
`liapri,nearly .scy,eyed,,,hisi.head from i•hisol;kody. 
I saw him, 	ssyeral4lays,,aft9r,-Oyipg, iia Jbil3. 

..mangled _state nearr  the , place ,where hp , had .: Averptrated,,ii. , j  This...horEid deed 4hac! ,no other 
eect pn,,the ,master,, ;tlia 	to ,increase his jeye; 
Nity,..tc,,wa,r1c1s the.others,, pp, whom ,Iej imposed 
ilni:ier,shprthp,k , t9 rf .Necowpcnjsei  i him. for ALF 
A9§l'eJ''4'sctEee14)1 T-tii'41 

1.,  	• 	,,_,..,   iivriluiro the cause, of so sham!.slayest ly- 
IPAgAag'i nift 	.t, le.,.Mit6.iiiIii ii7ap P.:PYrocq!, f0a,t  

• when they were II 	and tnok.ight,,pastlArecoilery, .•,-.) 	.,., 	., 	,L 	1 	, • 	t11-4, 	T' 
they were disowned by their masters, to evade 
the expenses of a funeral, and . thrown out of 

' 	doors, 	when their , miserable lives ‘iere soon 
brought to as miserable a termination. 	When 
any of these bodies are found, (which con-, 

• stantly occurs,) there is a soldier placed oyei 
it with a box, nor is the corpse removed fromn, 
the spot, until a. sufticnt sum  has been left 
by the passengers to defray the expenses at- 
tendant on the inter lent.' 	I witnessed several 
instances of this nature during the' period we 
4v in the harbour. 	The cruelties these.un- 

hapily people areisubject4 to, is more cukti- 
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laced to fill a volume, than to be brought with-
in the narrow compass of .so small a work as 
thiS; and, I am sorry to say, the Europeans,-  of .  
whatever nation, instead of setting a humane 
example to wretches, callous to every feeling 
of sensibility, vie with each other in. Minutely 
imitating. their unfeeling conduct. 

On the 28th of March, every' thing being 
ready for sea,' we expected-  to sail with our 
charge; 	but 'some intelligence of importance 
having been received froin the PaCifie Ocean, 
the Fort William was detained, and:we, instead 
of doubling the Cape of.  Good - Hope; were 
ordered into the-  corder region of Cdpe'Horn, 

'found %chic!) 1 silk!! 'hdpe ,  to lead the reacier•  
.early in the-next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ALL " communication ;with,  the. shu, v &say St% 

ceased,. we discovered the'Object of our voyage 
to the ,South 'Sea; to be the United States frigate 
Essex, 'which, had done considerable injury to 
our whale-tisheryif and was _then; according 'to 
the best. information, 	refitting.in. the port ' of ' 
Valparaiso., '. . 
. i 

 
From the season',  heing.so 'far advanced, J we 

had :every ,reason , ire 1 anticipate) aft inclement 
.and boisterens passager.rotliid I C4e 'I-Iorii;. but‘ - 
by ..the /pleasing hope at 	all Times so,  -fondly • . 
cherished by British sailers, of gaining glbryin 
so•rernOt6 a region; the 'storms• were conquered 
before they Came, and in imagination,  we-ifere' 
already at the entrance Of the wished-for port. ' 

The[ wind froth Abe south-pitst, yhieh• may' 
be almoStAleemed periodical, had commenced,' 
which; greatly Lprologed 	our 'voyage,'- ipso- 
Much .that it 'was' no 	before the &Lot' Mai 
we got .intO 62° 33' Louth latitude, 	when a' 
. rong -breeze from ,the-"pole soon wafted' us 
by I. 	inhoipitable shores !of Terra del rue& 
to the , coast. of , C 	li....4;.1,AT ',be • hardly Jne'-, , 
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tessary for me to inform the reader, .thatin so 
high a latitude we found. the cold excessive, 
and the weather tempestuous. 	Thermometer 

.at 2e. 	During the :whole of  the 2d, 	the 
wind blew with such violence, that we fOund it 
impossible to set the smallest sail ; and the sea 
bore:a more terrific.-appearance than. I had ever 
before seen, 	or . wish - again to -witness. 	We 
did not see any ice, nor had we any snow sub.,: 
sequent to passing the coast of Patagonia; bat 
rain 	in .abundanee,, 	and,:ii unfortunately, ,  the 

m 'clothing  . men were badly supplied 11-1th:war 	g; 
which 	occasioned 	in 	the 	sick-list (a.., ; frightful. 
augmentation; 	As -,‘ve proceeded' toithe soiith- 
ward, the common,sea-gull became scarce,; and 

. before we reached Abe latitude of the,.Falkland . k 	• 
Islands, ,they, had • wholly ' disappeared, 	.and 

• were succeeded by birdsf of beauteous plumage; 
called .by navigators "i  Pigeon de .mer." :Those . 
increasecl.in number,a§ we approached the pole, . 

. and left us., again in the Pacific Ocean,. , wheit 
they .were replaced by a species considerably 
larger, and quite black. 	About, tliei latitude of 
43° south, we were joined by, some, albatrosses 
of ,great size, but they did..00t continue with, 

•  us long, 
.., 1,170,mo:de the land pe r , theisland of..COiloe 
and, alterlpassing the is 	nd 	f,41of;hoi l 	-) 
perien4illg varia 	s1 	arrived .0..:Vaipa,. 
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raiso.pn the 21st of Nay, „where weifound, thd, 
objec' of our pursuit ,a prie: to his, Niajesty's. .. 
ships,., the,Phcahe and Cherub*  and ,preparing_ 
to, sail .for England, 	The Tagus was also, 
therm', 

1 qur men, from.so.long,a passage, and being, 
so, much exposed, added, to The grot want of 
warm clothing, were bedoine very sickly, in-.. 
.sornuch that the surgeon's list was increa§ed:. 
to, )09.; _Pot, being .abnndantly.  supplied;  with 
eyeryspecies.of provisiOn, and tha•most marked. 
attention ,,heir,; .paid ,to their, eomfort,,3  it was. 
spon.re,dueed to, asomparativety sn41,number., 
Ttlertnorneter :from 0? to.  69° 	,Our .refit Aia.s:, 
hastened:as much; as,p9s4le ; and 049 -the 10th 
qay.ii,om, !Nr, arrival,. ;after 1 taking on board •4„. 
nurpbe ,. 	the Loyalist  party, who hack been.' 
pF4oney;s.. in Chili, .,we sailed ,.in, cpnwapy. with 
the 111,1cebe,, her,,,,pri4e, , and the Tagus;: jthg..twg 
former being bOund round Cape Horrbr,ry 
parte4,frofp, .11,cj4;, off ithe,island .,of Juan.. Fere 
nanclmiand !proceeded, in; cornpany ,,WAh tile. 
Tap ,, ,; to • (Callao,: the I port, L  of , Linea, ;Where 
W 	4krivetl jt) foukeeo days, and, 110 tren,,dap, 
reldxation. ,.During': Ns*, period„ we ,;reqejvcdf  
frequent. yisitti.•••frOin, he ,Limanians,„ On arl.  4assipoately:forK1 of 	quiktie..ent,IrgloPs), )(a,n51,, 

, 	,,,Teat; intere t • % hen,  the, obje0: ilt ,viAM- 
i$ 4 .13.01•4h. than 	f A 	n -,9Pr• l*Irt?  1-3ie 
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made frequent parities to he greacity, -and 'o 
an; ethinene degree' exPetienet&ihel  ho'si)iialit, 
of its inhabitants.: ' The ' ladi6i'ffroolni :preli:' 
and-. pbsiessingr a more than. ordinaiY''shaii oI 
interesting vivacity, we were led so .imper&ip,' 
ta3ly' to' the' periOd Of.' fi'Llepartin'e-,4  ' the it' had 
iiiiived"hefore We'could'haVe lipped it tiad'fiall" 
elapsed.: 	Theriiiorneter -frOin ' 6491' td .t8c.'`(ofF 

. goard); on shore at 80'.:'.. 
;1 

 
lam aware it niay be expected I'Shbuld liege` 

give"!S6Ine account 'of, thin faitiolis''tity',"and'f' 
should. dd,, so, had .We not returnect'tO it-igairii3  
when' tfliad a greater ' OppOrtunity,1  not F only - of 
Making lithinial Olis;.tVaiions;-tinflof tolleRhii: 
a") gi•eat inanyl  rilatei'ials 'necessary ' for* 'that' ligit•-•  
.0.06.: ''T shalrAherefore! crave the ihdulgeride'..ot 
pOStPoninig "it 'foil i ‘'vhile, and tin- thelintetini`i 
litilttake' a'briefi view . of 'the kilior6 iveiduthedi 
dt't.along 4the,-.,cOast, 	as well ,as `the 'Gallipago! 
Isl'and's: 
-14.,e0iti the anchorage tif Callaci,'(.1iine'g6; 
ihd 	ailinik'along ' the -coast,'" Wbidli fat \ titileg 
preSentectalfileasitig 'or drearybaspect, accord:I' 
frigLas2it lieaitid.  nierp ior: lets( c'nliiinted or 
irilhabited, :We raitived,nt,  laita; :Jon the ,  fd•of 
ijilly ''.a' platp Of 11411e,,  onsequence; although 
ilendered-i;of,  great,  histo cal celebrity, .bY the 
Mikas'onable:i Visit 	plait 	itt by. El.ardA- 	, 
ddrinigi his  .4 voyag 	• 	. 	401 and whose- flanitLi' 
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we found still familiar among'.seVeral of .the 
fainilies, 	whose 	ancestors 	he 	so 	ingeniously 
(and without ceremony too) unloaded of ,their 
Cash. 	Soon after we had anchored, the gover- 
nor, and a long tatterdemalion retinue, came 
off to wait Upon the captain ; and while tliey 
are looking at the ship, I will take a peep into 
the town, which is situated iniatitude 5' 16' S. 
and in longitude 81° W. under a dry, barren; 
and sterile cliff, .and Consists of two or three 
rows of wretched bowies built of mud and barn-' 
boo, 	principallyr.without roofs, 	and the mdst 
magnificent among, them only ,covered with a 
thin hollow matting : however, this may with,  
ease he accounted for, as Atita is situated with-
in that latitude on the coast of Peru, where. it • 
was never known to rain, 	The interior parts 
of the house's present a very miserable appea'r- 
ance ; yet, 	I was assured, the inhabitants were 
very wealthy. 	The east , end of. the church' 
alone 	vas covered, 	like 'the 	houses, . with' a 
coarse matting. 	There are four bells attached' 
to it,'. and are hung at a little distanoe. on a 
frame of wood, resembling an English 'gibbet, 
'The internal part of this sanctuary, AS .maybe 
stiptiosed, afforded , n . 	Ting, to deScribe:, 	. 

On ta, little 	etninen e to 	the south t)f the' 
ttNieis 	a 	small' b ttery, 	'mounting 'eight- 
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long brass pieces of ordnance, Which are so 
badly,  equipped, that I think it is probable,  they 
would not stand a second discharges This place 
is .badly supplied .with water, nor,do I -imagine . 
it 	possible. for shipping,  to procure, 	without- 
great difficulty, any quantity adequate• to their 
'consumption. 	The country for many leagues 
is barren, and uncultivated. 	Piura is the near* 
est town, in whose jurisdiction it is. 

In the afternoon,,  the governor,' chief officers; 
and families, to the number of a score, came 
off to a dinner, which the captain had prepared' 
for them, when those people, lwho in the .morn.' 
ing appeared in as great a state of destitution! 
as their houses, were clad,  in the most fantastic 

.and 	costly 	attire. 	'Some of them .had eveni 
0.een 	resolute 	enough 	to 	shave 	thernselves.!.  

.The old priest, who besides his spiritual situa-', 
tion, 	kept 1 a considerable 	shop, 	wishing to-. 
make ,bay 	while the sun-shone, :brought -,off' 
with 	him. a, bale of •GuayaqUil, hats, 	one of. 
which I , bantered for. an  old pair 'of 'silk stock,  
higs, (being snore esteemed 'than money.) but 
I do not,iimigine he found a very brisk sale. 
• The fashion for the ladies Ito go .without 
pockets, was clearly prov d not to have reached 
this 	place.,1 for 	the 	ca 	air's 	steward, having 
rni,”e4 some plate, and faleying he saw 	. 
of the ladies in 	a 	ithia silver knife, h 
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tbok the liberty of requesting to exarnindr her; 
*here, to . her great confusion, 	some- 'of the 
articles-` were found; bUt it may be+ tired 'ini 
extenuation of her -fault, that-Lord Alison, at 
his 'visit there, had. prayed -a trick or two 'on,  
the family from -whom-she was 'descended.) 

We sailed the same night,' still kedping elbSe'• 
to 'the shore, and paSsing the islands 'of Lobus 
de Mar and Terra, -arrived' off the river'Tfun-i 
biz, where we- anchored and' remained ' three.' 
days,' cut'a l'arge'quantity'df wood onan Island.' 
ifi -a -smalt-•creek a little to' the northward of 
the river4 -  we found- sortie foxes:hire; and took 
two. 	-There isa lAr 'crossing- the entrabee of 
the- • river Tu'mbiz,• t•whith7,render 	it -difficult, 
and 	at: 'tithes,- rath4 ' '-dangeroiisi .fot'!•boats.  Ito ,̀. 
cross ;!nOtwithstandingoihips can,:be supplied ' 
with water which is of verYlgolod Itiality: 	It 
•vtas 'on this' place 	a • boat ! belonging' to -  the,  
Ph(rbe was upset, which occasioned the - death 
of. ,Licht. Jago, 1 and the -Purser;  btit!'whetheit 
they were,*owned or 'eaten by the :Alligators,  
is 1.  liticertairr. ' 	Several 	of 	these '‘ frightflil. 
'creatures i 'Were,- seem, next morbing-:'baskingl 
themsOlvrai in the 'isuni ,  and• both thestigentlev 

	

men being good swim 	ers, one may be -led to 
conclude they,  iseactie ! the ihore;onlY ;to' die a. 

	

wretehed;oder 	'This. iferaciouS atimnal, 
as it is said by n 	u 	• 	ntinues to grow 
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Whil0 it lives, and those.I saw were of different 
sizes, from. six to eighteen feet. 	One of ten 
feet long_ was .shot. 	They are of a dark green',  
colour, -with. large ,and 	almost, impenetrable 
scales, and, although in opposition to the opi7.  
nion of -many writers, who have treated on the 
subject, -I believe ,of considerable.  bravery. 

The town of Tutubiz, ,at a small distance, 
from the mouth of the river, is of ineonsider,-.. 
able Went, although of some celebrity in the; 
history of Peru, :from it§ havink ,been one of 
the last town*, subjected by the.Incas, and thei  
place where pizaryo and -, his ),companions iti,  
their first expedition landed:*.. 	In their second: 
expedition, 	they 	again visited Tumbiz,. and;  
fertile() their -first,settleMent,(St. Michael t) on. 
the river Pinrq. 	After lluaynet.  Capae _the. 
eleventh Inca, ,had brought this provihce.upder; 
his 	subjection, 	which 	was 	effected 	without' 
much, opposition, he dedicated to 	 ie sun,, a.
most stately and magnificent' temple, the -re-_, 
maitls, of t.whiett-I have been informed,:. are stall.  
vi5ible4 	At the distance ,of:a few leagOes to: 
the, purth,,, is the riverand;_towuof Guayaquil,: 
where-terminates the kingdorri*of Peru; Guav-.2 

ok 4,,-,chaptc3r, 'Jt 	, , : 	. ..„*;• jUarcillOp. pe.* .  y eg,a, 	••1 
:At g'Pbfr.LP9rif kiistorY otA 	eilfipt - : 1)094 A PT.K.4.40' 
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aquil being in the district and Vice-royalty • of 
Quito.  

We next visited St. Helena, a place_,of little 
importance, and remarkable only for the high 
point ,of., land, , which has every appearance of 
being an islatyl, until, you, are within a small 
distance of, the, shore. 	On a sandy beach ,to 
the northward of the ,point, is a small town, 
whose 	inhabitants are chiefly natives 	of the. 
country. 	The 	houses 	being. nothing 	but 
frames or skefetons,, and, having no high land 
behind 	them, 	appear 	rather, extraordinary. 
The floor on ,which the people, live, ,is about 
six Or eight feet from the, ground, and ;the. lad-
der by which they ascend, is always drawn lup 
at' night, .otherwise they would run great risk of: 
being •bit by serpents ,which infests the place,. 
• and: whose bite is .venomous. 	This reptile is 
very stnall, and nearly a yard in length. 	.1 satin 
but, one. . We took, a few fish hero, and like-. 
wise procured a few boat-loads of water. 	• 

:We now steered to the Island of Plata, which 
to our great sUrprise,0 we- found 	destitute ,of, 
water, and, although possessed of some wood,  
it- was not to be got at but with so tpneh dif- 
ficulty, that we . left 	t and proceeded, to,. the 	. 
Island of Salango, bet e'en which and the Main_, 
N 	nehored, .wheie A e, found both the ,*bove 
articles 	in 	great. j.bu 	is 	From the ,surf 
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being' continual anti exceedingly violent, it is 
necessary to land the casks, and raft them off 
to- the ship. 	The water is rather Muddy; but 
soon settles and is very 'good. 	There are only 
two houses here, built similar to those of St.- 
Helena, and arc occupied by a' family of' the 
natives of the country: 	In this neighbourhood 	'. 
there are some tigers, and the serpents are of a 
considerable size as well as venomous. 
• Having 	now 	completed ,  the 	ships' with 

'water, we left the coast •of America for 'the 
purpose  of examining the group of Islands 
known by the name of the Callipages, and of; 
the 25th 'July,• ,,arriv8d at Charles-  Island, and; 
anchored in an'harbou.r sufficiently commodious- 
fo, contain-a very considerable•' force. 	This. 
Island. is perfectly barren, r and excepting the 
prickly pear tree, whichgrowS to an immense 
size,- and, a few bushes along the beachi, there. 
is- no appearance bf the least vegetation. There 
are the craters of several •old' 'volcanoes, , but. F 
did (not perceive the trace of, any recent erup- 
tion. 	,Guavas we found here• in great abun-,  
dance,• and 	notwithstanding 	their disgusting! 
appeattinee', 'they' were '  eaten- by many ,of the: 
sailors,' who esteemed th 'm as most delicious!: 
fobd.1 4. We fOnlid also a I eat Many small birds 
reSenib:ring;  but tore din nu.  ive than the 1,  
piieon." They wets. 	'MC tingly' tame,. • that 
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many were taken without the least attempt td 
escape; and when a stone 'or stick was 'thrown, 
It 'was seldom they fteii,  away, but remained' 
until 	struck 	or 	killed. 	'This island 	is 'often. 
•visited by great quantities of' seals. 	We found 
but few tortoises and rid water. 	Tarrying here 
one day, we proceeded to Chatham Island, 
which excepting a small isthmus, where the 
volcanoes have not extended their ravages, is 
w perfect' body of black lava. 	Here we were 
fortunate in out search for tortoises, and took' 
more , than 	a hundred, 	among . them were 
several weighing upwards of 370 lbs. AmongSt 
the? grass •Oli ' stilt isthmus, we took some laud 
tortoise.. 	One- of these creatures -greatly ex- 
'ceeded the others Id size; and as the progress• 
this speFies' make 'in growing; IS particularly 
slow, I .  am led to[conchide It *to have been of i 
great age.' '• -From its having  ,.been taken- at this,  ',e 	 . 
island; the 'sailors' whimsically-bestowed on it 
the name of Lotkl' Chatham. 	It soon lost its 
natural 'shyness, became touch Petted among.-
the,:crew,- and .  latterly, ' was in'regulat attend-
tweet in the galley- at tlie.hour of meals,' when 
it-partook of 'the ships allowance; and ' 4,4ted 
by . the men either '-o*  t of their handg'brloine 
of -thehi utensils ; t b t notwithStandinnotwithstanding'y 
t. 	

ever ' 
was 	could- bot: bei pi'esetVetriti sali1 /44.,. 

 

the•excessive,coldla 	'' 	sOuthieri tlatitade. 
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The Kicker ,rocks ,stand. in the, center of this 
andhoragee  ,and have a most extraordinary ap7  
pearance. 	,In 'our search for; water here as at 
Charles Island, we were unsuccessful. J 	i 	, 	• 	,•1  

r  At ..Tames's, ,Island.. we found ,good anchor,. 
acre 	a considerahle quantity, of wood, and, at 

'the #Ot of, an, exceedingly high ,and remarkable 
mountain, a. small ptream,of water, near which ,.,. 	. 
is the remains of the but of an ,unfortunate 
Spaniard,

j'r , 	 L 	IZ) . who 	beino. inhumanly ,left by, his •    
companions, lingered out two, years ,of melan •. 	 , 

choly splithdp.L _,, Land tortoises are 'found here 
in, great abundance, whose{  meat _being- very. 

tie.P w9 I , 	 %. 	: found it a great relief -from salt:pro!. . 	. 	 .. 	a 	• 	• 	- ...4 	. 	 - 	. 	. 

visions., 	The number of ,guavas we saw .here; 
can alone he conceived ; they•  - had irea0ular bur, .. 	,: 	p 	• 	1, 	. 	• 	4. 	4 	- 	•    
rows,.•andri  were much- more, iplentifuLtban .1 • 
have ,. ever seen rabbits ! in. a preserve in 'this 
country., , They, are of a light rectcoloori,abouc 
tyvo,t9. three feet long, and when pursued,, .,do 
not, . like those( at ,Qharles Island, take to the 
watery 	c,Ilniong some , green bushes',.near,,th.e 
Enach, it;;the ;,touth ; of taeutenant LiCowen,n a 
the Vnited States 	.'vigate, .ssex,• who felLinii 
anpk irith Mr. Gamble,, of rthat .ship,, 	That_ this. 
9fortohateloung man was pucb esteemed NT 
,,lis,4-14.1y,,friccm.. , is evideptifriNu)  timireo, 
h.fsPP" itni  paid to his. memory.,,, iThQ tj-.1.ernikck-
tw.ccniip kilq-064,4e,;(c.n board,) at 8V4,,Anol_op 
shore, .also in the shade, at 95°. 
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Albermarle , Island, 	the 	most .extensive of • 
this group, is nearly covered 'by' the nUmerou4 
volcanic erruptions, Which appear to have re- 
cently taken place. 	It possesses,no fresh wateri  
but the numerous plants and shrubs would, to 
a• botanist, be a source of infinite gratification. 
Many of those plants, and ivhich are exceed-
ingly beautiful, grow immediately from solid 
lumps of black lava, not hav'ing the least ap-
pearance-  of possessing any thing sufficiently 
nutritious, or at all calculated 	to support a 
shrUb in so high a state of vegetation. • I ye-
moved one on board, and although •a .very con-
siderable quantity of the lava was taken with 
it, 	it died 	immediately.. It 	had 	a leaf re- 
sembling velvet, and when broken, an abun-
dance of milky juice of a strong astringent 
nature issued. 	This plant was very odorous. 
There are some small birds here, also lizards 
and grasshoppers, the latter are of great size as 
well as beauty. 	• 	 . . 	 . 

Norborough Island, vies with the others in 
its dark, gloomy, and mountainous appearance. 
It is covered with volcanoes, and two were burn- 
ing when we passed it. 	This Island does, not 
possess fresh water, or vegetation. 	There is 

04a very strong and continual current .or indraft 
towards this group, which I suppose supplies 
the maerous volcanoes, 3yith which their col-
lectively abound. 
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Our examination of these Islands occupied us 
until the 4th of August, when we again put to 
sea, and after a short voyage arrived at the more • 
pleasing, as well as interesting, group of the ' 
Marquesas.  
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. 	 . 

CHAPTER IV. 
. 	 . 

WE had departed from the-gloomy Gallipa-
gos, before we perceived it to be the, intention of 
Sir Thomas Staines to visit the Marquesas; 
but the course he ordered the ship to be steer-
ed, soon demonstrated his object, and on the 

day, subsequent to our departure from Nar-
borough, we arrived at Nooaheevah, or Sir Henry 
gartyn's Island, having run in that period a dis- ' 
tance exceeding 3,000 miles. 	At our approach 
to Port -Anna Maria, it became almost a calm, 
when we were met by a boat, apparently Euro-
pean, which proved to have belonged to one of 
the whalers taken by the United States Frigate • 
Essex, and ,  now , in possession of Wilson, a 
native of England, who having left an English 
merchant ship about ten, years -before, remained 
there ever since. 	It was . necessary to anchor 
bff -the entrance for the night, and early next 
morning, availing ourselves of the sea' breeze, 
ire entered this delightful harbour, when we 
anchored in a - small bay, which Captain David 
Porter,/ . of the - United States Navy, had occu-
pled,4nd on an adjacent mountain. had-thrown, 
up .some works for his protection, of which, in 
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the course of this chapter, I shall hive to treat 
more largely. 

We were now informed by Wilson, that our _ 
appearance off the Island, had been the occasion 
of considerable. alarm, and. that the Natives, 
(dreading it to be the return of Captain Por-
ter,  who, doubtless, would- have taken ample 
vengeance for the fate of those 'of his ' men; 
whom they had stoned to death, .in retaliation 
for the brutal conduct he exemplified towards 
them, during his stay in the Port;) had deserted 
the Valley, and were seeking safety by flight; 
but on finding our ship to be of another nation, 
they soon returned, and at our approach, the 
shore was crowded, each waving a branch of -, 
the palm-tree as a signal of friendship. 

As the first boat drew near the shore, about 
thirty of the natives ran into the water to re-
ceive her, which was done with so much dexte-
rity and strength, that she. was carried tiodily 
upon the beach, without giving any of the crew 
sufficient time to quit her. 	This had a much 
prettier effect than I can well describe, and I 
was infinitely mOre. pleased at beholding such a 
deiponstrhtion of friendship, than I possibly 
could have been at experiencing it. 

The • :CaPtain now . wait4e on' the King in 
form, wtio received him with great kindness and 
made -every friendly proffer of assktancef His 

D 2 
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11Iajesty. after having asked how many pigs, 
bread-fruit, and cocoa nuts we wanted, solicited 
to know the number of ladieS both ships would 
require, because he waS doubtful his valley 
would be deficient, and in which case,. he would 
send to a neighbouring kingdoni for a supply. 
His politeness was, fully appreciated, .and I be-
lieve there are few Royal Personages of the pre- 
sent day who would be more accommodating, 
Dr give to their 'friendship a greater latitude. 

The first ceremony being over,—a friendship 
established,--and the interconrse with the na- 
tives 	becoming! unrestricted, 	each successive 
day was productive of something new ; but be- 
fore I proceed to the relation, it-may not be in 
proper for the information of those of my readers 
who are not adepts in geography, if I take a 
brief view of the local situation of the Island, 
which is one of the most considerable, as well as 
fertile; among the group , lying within the Lati- 
tude of 8° and 	.10° south, 	and in longitude 
1 S89 15' to 140°  W west, and discovered. by 
Don Alvera Mendana de Neyra, in the year 
1595, who named them jointly, the Marquesas, 
in compliment to Mendota Marquis de Canete, 
the then viceroy of Peru, under whose auspices 
he had been sent out on a voyage of discovery. 
Subs quent to this period, they have Izetn often 
visite° by ships of different nations, and it` hats 
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been asserted that Ingraham, an American,' 
was the first who discovered Nooaheevah, and 
from which, I am inclined to suppose, Captain.. 
Porter's pompous and ridiculous'claim to prio-, 
rity ;of discovery is founded :.but the,  Islands 
Ingraham saw, appear to be those mentioned by. 
the French Navigator, Le Merchand,. and are 
situated at a small distance to the northwest of 
the Marquesas. 

Nooaheevah, the signification of whiCh I 
could not ascertain, ,received from Lieut. Her-. 
gest, the name of Sir Henry AlartYn's' Island,. 
and by which it is now generally known, 

This island, as I .have already said, is not 
only more extensive than the'others, but also of.. 
greater fertility. 	It is -divided into several, 
districts or vallies, each containing from 1500 
to 2000 people,. with an hereditary King at- 
tached to each. 	These Tribes or Nations are , 
frequently' at war with each other, but I believe 
their battles are neither general nor sanguinary ; 
still_ the• mode they pursue, .may be productive 
of greater calamity than the loss of a few slain.. 
.They frequently go by night into a neighbouring 
,.district, and destroy the bark from every bread-
fruiti'`, or Cocoa-nut tree they meet with, which , 

; 	• After the bread-fruit tree has been thus treocl, it is 
.,five years' before it will again bear fruit. 
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being - their general food, a ravage of this 
kind .is 	certain 	to involve 	the. unfortunate 
dis,trict in want for several subsequent yeari 
insomuch that its inhabitants become dependant 
on the adjoining villages for.subsistence; In the 
several 	kingdoms . of, the Pytees, 	Haupaws,. . 
and Typees, I saw a number of trees which'  

had undergone this barbarous operation, and 
from whence many of the inhabitants had not 
only been obliged to remove,• but to solicit the 
aid of their neighbours. 	 -.. 

Port Anna Maria, or the bay of Tuhuouy; 
forms one of the most considerable districts of 
whiCh the natives call themselves Pytees—be, 
-yond the mountains are the Haupaws, and those 
inhabiting the Valley in.Comptroller's Bay, are 
called Typees, who are said to be the most 
warlike in the Island, as well as being a species 
of the .Anthropophagi, but I am yet to learn, 
bow they gained this 	unnatural reputation, 
for when I made an incursion into the interior 
of their country, I . could not• perceive the least 
trace of cannibality among them, or aught, to 
authorize my drawing so horrible a conclusion?  
The manners and customs of those tribes, reseal-,  
ble each other in every _thing, but, perhaps, 
those of the valley of Tuhuouy are the most ci-
vilized as it is a Port where ships occasionally 
touch fo the purpose of procuring Sandle wood 

-for the au 	et of Canton: 	• 
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-.- This place is surrounded by a ridge of moun.r.. 

tains:of almost inaccessible height,, forming the. 
boundary of the kingdom, which is divided and 
subdivided :into 	villages. .or 	districts,. 	each: 
having a, chilli, tributary to the king,, who is at 
all 'times ready. to- lead his warriors to battle at 
the .sound .of the conch. 	Every .kingdom has 
a 'chief priest, and. to each .of the divisions 
a subordinate one, who are much respected, and 
ever held in the greatest veneration. 	.  

' 	- Their religion, as well as their mode of per., 
forming it, -appears to differ- but little from the 
description given in the appendix -  to the Mis7, 
sionary voyage to the Society Islands, excepting 
that 'of offering human sacrifices to their Eat.345a. 

'or god. 	I could not.find that this custom had 
ever been in practice here ;.,if it. had, 'it must 
have been very ancient,• for it did not form any 
part of their numerous traditionary.. stories 
The Eatoiia appears throughout these Islands, 
to 'be the Isuperior deity, but they have Many 
of inferior note, and amongst them I remarked 
Fati-aitapiiii, and two or three others resem-
bling in sound those mentioned in. the Mis-
sionary voyage, (page 143) but the one here 
mentioned, alone corresponded exactly.. Every' 
family.  have also a deity of their own, taken 
from an illustrious relative whom:they s ppose, 
hasirom his virtue,_ or great actions/become 
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an 	at.55a. 	To him they dediCate iinageS 
cut. out , of.. wood, 	and .. although the figures 
are' uncouthly represented; they. ,  are verrin-; 
genious. 	These are' sacred, . and principally 
used . for the tops of, crutches,t.or stilts, 	as 
they ,are superstitious 	enough 	to . suppose, 
that when they rest on theseimages they will be 
secure from injury; and should they by accident 
stumble, it is seldom they live .long afterwards; 
for if the-Priest cannot satisfactorily appease the 
anger. ,  of the Tutelar EateiOa, they fancy they 
labour under his displeasure, and with an,.un-
equalled resignation and calmnesi starve them-1' 
selves to death. , 	- 	' 	.. 	 . 	. 
- • In the: performance of all ceremonies, 'they t 
exemplify the greatest devotion, nor do they at ' 
any time approach a place sacred to.the EatiRia 
without the most marked respect.. The Women .- 
uncovering 	their bosoms, 	the 	men rernov-,,,  
ing their hats. Of the evil demon, or Velfeene-
ihee, they have but little dread, being firmly 
persuaded that after the soul has taken its de-
parture from the body, it will enjoy a rank 
among their Eatiiiias in another world, accord-
ing as its'' life has. been good or bad in thii... 
Nothing can exceed . their, superstition ;, they 
are constantly seeing Atiiiiwis, or GhoSts, and 
even in %ir sleep, they fancy the soul leal7es thQ ,  
body 	pose among its kindred spirits, 6 
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The moral's; .or burial places at Ibis place,. 
are greatly inferior .ta what I was led to :expect, 
as,from the description .of several navigators, I 
anticipated something exceedingly handsome; 
but they. consist merely of a large heap • of 
stones; very, irregularly piled, :having On the 
top a small house for the purpose.of receiving 
the remains of the King, his family, or those of 
the. principal .Chiefs ; 	the sacrifices are also. 
made here, and from the place, being tabooed, 
or rendered sacred, the women, who labor un-
der great restriction, are precluded from going 
to,. or.even touching it,, under the heavy penalty 
of death. 	Their regret at the loss of alriend 
is, demonstrated in various .ways, and;  are borne-
away by the most opposite.and sudden 'gusts of 
passion,. and if a woman be weeping over a 
dead child (for they are very affectionate) .you 
may expect (as I was informed) her sorrow' to 
be turned into joy, and that she will be laugh-i 
ing with a glee equal to her former. grief; but 
nothing of this nature came immediately under 
my notice. 
: Their places of public asseinbly, are much 
superiori to the, morais, and are generally exten'- 
sive,  enough .within to contain 	1000, . or, 1200 
pdople.-. This spot is, also tabooed, and conse- 
quently

„ 
 .the ladies, whose inWicrence ip , any, 

political matter is never allowed, are priiiiibited , 
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visiting it, under the penalty I have before men- 
tioned. 	The most spacious as well as.elegant 
of these, is in the kingdom of the Typees. 	.. 

The exchanging names, or becoming a bro-; 
ther withCa. Chief; • or native, :seems .to be a 
general custom, and indeed there can:be no 
greater advantage to a stranger, for ' when an 
adoption of this nature takes place,, the chief 
considers' his ,  Tayo, or brother, equally: with 
himself, entitled to what his house, or district 
affords,- arid. his people pay him the .same res.-? 
pect.:: Patookee, - a . chief .of great celebrity, 
solicited-a Tayoship with me, to :which I ac4 
ceded,:::when he placed on.my head his own hat.  

-as •a -token of. friendship. , It is of a. 'simple. 
structure; made from the leaf of the palm . tree; 
but I shall ever hold it in the greatest estima- 
tion. 	.qhe benefit I derived from my- new 
connection was incalculable—he was in,  con-
stant -attendance, and seldom came without 
offering me presents. 	From the Tayo there 
is nothing withheld, even the most favorite la-
dy would be ceded .with..the greatest complai 
cency. 	The reader will, I doubt not, imagine. 
where female chastity is so little esteemed, and,  
of no recommendation to the sex, there 'can be 
but a -small•portion of the affection of.a father; 
a huskuid, or a friend. 	, The wife too, ,hemnay) 
suppos 	is equally- callous, to every feeling .of 
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Sensibility :—but I can assure him,• an impres-
siOn of this kind would be very 'erroneous, for 
I am firmly persuaded, 	notwitstanding their 
readiness •to deliver their wives, or daughters, 
into the embraces of strangers, they possess to 
an eminent degree the finest feelings of friend- 
ship. 	I have often. seen. the men fondling and. 
hugging their children with as great appear-
ance of affection as can well 'be described, and 
that the women are impressed with the strong-
est attachment for their immediate Lords, the 
circumstance I am about to adduce will be suf, 
ficient to prove :—Lient; Bennet, of the Royal. 
Marines, took for his Tayo a young man: of 
an 	exceedingly 	interesting. and , ' penetrating - 
Countenance ;' in his stature he was manly, 
and his wife possessed 	more than- ordinary 
*beauty, 	From the attention , shewn ,him, he 
conceived a desire to visit England, and was, I 
believe, promised permission should be granted 

-him. 	His intention was • soon communicated 
to his wife, who an evening or two after, when 
we were walking on the beach, came up to us 
in the 'most frantic and wild manner, talking 
with unequalled rapidity, but not a word could 
we distinguish but " Vahana Picatanee" or hus- 
band to England. 	She cried and laughed al- 
ternately, 	tore -her hair—beat her - b • Ast— 
lay down on the ground—danced,—sai 	.--,-and 
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at length in a paroxysm of despair, cutherself 
in several places with a shark's tooth, which. 
until then she had.  concealed ; nor could we 

• disarm her before she had done herself consi- 
• clerable injury. 	She was still frantic, and we 
still ignorant of the cause, and so we should 
have remained, had 'not Otaheitean Jack*'(who . 

. came by at the moment) informed • us. • 'We. 
assured her, her fears were vain, .and that her 
husband should not be permitted to.. go frond 
the 'Island without' her le.ave. 	This • had the 
desired effect, and she soon became as placid 
and cheerful as ever; nor did_ she appear to 
notice the wounds she had inflicted. 	There 
_were several spectators to this affecting scene, 
which clearly proved that the natives of ,this, 
remote region, although in a perfect state or 
nature, are neither destitute of feelings or affec- 
tion. 	Old age is no where more respected or 
revered than here. 

I am decidedly of opinion that the custom 
of having plurality of, wives is confined to the 
chiefs alone, and that the people in general are 
constant to One, and in this I am supported by 
the opinion of Crook, 	the Missionary, 	who 

, says, speaking of the Island of St. Christina, 
. 	 . 

* A 	'ative of Otabeite, whiy• bad. been taught.a Lt. 
tie Engli 

	
by the Missionaries. 	_ 	r 	, 
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(M. V. page 144.) " Observing a pregnant wo, 
man I asked her how many.  children 'she had ? 
She replied three. 	I wished to know if they 
were all by the same man ? she said yes, 	I ask- 
ed farther if hF had any other. wife ? she said .no. 
Whence I am led 	to believe that though 

.. Tenae* has more wives 'than one, this is not 
usual, and may be the privilege of the chief." 

. The 	continuation 	of 	this 	paragraph, 	tends 
greatly to strengthen what, I have already said, 
relative to their affection, for says, he, " They 
seem to be very fond of their children, and 
when I went up to the valley, I saw the men. 
often dandling them upon their knees, exactly 
as I have observed an old grandfather with us in,  
a country village." 

The Nooaheevahans, like most of those of the 
other Islands, have no regular meals, nor are 
the women employed in any *part of the cook-
ery, except for themselres, and are prohibited 
from eating at all of the hog, notwithstanding 
they arc very fond •ofit,for those whocame on 
board ate of it most voraciously.' .They do not 
eat ,much at a time, a but, their meals are fre-
quent, and • their dishes consist chiefly of the 
bread-fruit rousted, fish, (which they eat raw,) 
Ahee-nuts, a root resembling the yarn beat in- _ 

* Chief or King in the. sland of Christina, by whom 
Crook the Missionary was patronized. 

• 
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to a paste,. and roast pork. 	Poultry they. have 
also, but in no great abundance, nor did they 
appear to like its meat. 	These articles are. 
generally served up in calabash, or cocoa-nut' 
shells—their knives are made from the outside 
of bamboo, , and their forks of the same materi- 
als, but.resembling a wooden skewer. 	These 
instruments are seldom used, but for the first 
separation. 	It is rarely they employ them- 
selves at work, and excepting a few old men, 
who were making nets, or canoes, I never saw 
any.  

The clothing, or dress of these people is very 
simple, the men having nothing but the finze or 
girdle of cloth round their waist, 	which is 
passed between 'their legs and neatly secured 
in front. 	They have also a hat made from the 
palm tree, 	the simplicity of Which gives an 
interesting 	finish 	to 	their 	manly 	statures. 
They are excessively fond of ear ornaments, the 
men making theirs from sea shells, or a light 
wood, which by the application of an earth, 
becomes beautifully white. 	The women prefer 
flowers, which at all seasons are to be found. 
Whales teeth, are held in so much estimation; 
that a' good one is considered equal to the 
greatest property ; they are generally in the 
possession of the Chiefs, who wear therit sui- 
pended‘ound their neck. 	Their other species' 
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of dress. consists of a kind, of Coronet, .i.egeni-
ously made from 'a. light wood, on :which is fas-
tened, -by,ipeamof the rosin from., the bread! 
fruit treei, sma,U,r144:1:10ergiesS @,,grqat quantity. 
of featherS;  give she rfinish„ 	The_Tuff worn 
round.thepeckilis, made of ,the s_ame,materials. 
Added to.  these. are. large bunches of human-
hair, :tied round, the ancles, ,wrist, or neck, and 
.always worn in battle, though seldom other-. 
wise. 	Tattooing 	is • evidently 	considered 
among them &species of dress,, a, man without 
it being held in the greatest.  contempt. 	The 
women are not exposed as much as the men,. 
and , their 	tattooing 	is very inconsiderable. 
Their dress censists.bf a piece of cloth round 
their waists, answering, to a short petticoats' .  
mid . 0, mantle, which, being tied on the left 
shoulder, and crossing, the bosom, rests on the, 
right hip, and hangS negligently as low as the 
knee, or calf of the leg,,,as it may accord with 
the taste pf the lady. 	Their hair is generally 
black, but worn in different ways, ,some long, 
and,torned up—others, short. 	They are all.  
fond of, adorning their persons with flowers, 
and many, of the wreaths are formed with. stich 
elegant simplicity, that does not contribute a 
little to their personal appearance, which is. at 
all, times ",partkUlarly interesting ; the beauty 
of their features being only equalled by the ,• 	• 	• 
symrnetty of their figures, 	They y; of a 
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bright copper colour, and in the cheeks of 
those who were requested to refrain from a-
nointing themselves with oil, and the roots of 
trees, the crimson die was very conspicuous. 
In their early visits to the ship, they swam off, 
and as their clothes are not calculated to stand 
the water, they left them on the beach ; but 
they never neglected taking with them a few 
leaves to tie round their waists. 	In this state 
of nature would they daily exhibit themselves, 
and too, without suspecting, or being in the 
least degree conscious they were offering the 
most trivial offence to modesty. 	" Our first 
visitors," say the Missionary Voyage, " came 
off early from the 'shore ; 	they were seven 
beautiful young women, swimming quite nak-. 
ed, except a few leaves round their middle ; 
they kept playing round the ship for three 
hours, 	calling WahEine, 	until several of the 
men came on board ; one of whom being the. 
Chief of the Island; requested that his sister 
might be taken on board, which was complied 
,with : she was of a fair complexion, inclining 
to a healthy yellow, with a tint of red on her 
cheek,. was rather stout, but possessing such 
symmetry of features, as did all her compani-
ons, that as models of Statuary and Painture 
their 	equal 	can . seldom 	be 	found: 	Our 
Otahei an girl who was tolerably fair, and hau 
a comel 	erson, was, notwithstanding: greatly 
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eclipsed by these womeb, and I believe felt her 
inferiority in 	no 	small degree, however she 
was superior it) the amiableness of her manners, 
and possessed more of the softness and,tender 
feeling of the sex : she was ashamed to see a 
%Oman upon the deck quite naked, and sup-
plied her with a complete dress of new Otahei-
tean cloth, which set her off to great advan- 
tage, and 	encouraged 	those 	in 	the 	water, 
whose numbers were greatly increased, to im-
portune for admission; and out of • pity to 
them, as we saw they would 	not return, we 
took them on board, but they were in a mea-
sure disappointed, for. hey could not succeed so 
well as the first in getting clothed ; .nor did tile 
mischievous goats even suffer them to ke ) 
their green leaves, but as they turned to avoid 
them they were attacked on each side alternately, 
and completely stripped naked." 

I must confess, when I read this paragraph, 
notwithstanding the Tespectability, of the au-
thority, I was rather inclined to be incredulous, 
but before we had been at anchor many hours, a 
sithilar•circumstattce took place, and afterwards 
several others, and 	to which I was an eve , 
witness. 	. 	 • 

.Thttoolq, or ratiikee, is considered a great 
mark of distinction, the pain being of infinite 
acuteness, it 'slims what they tire capable of 

- 	 E 
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undergoing. 	There are many on whom it has 
been performed so often, that not a spot of their 
natural colour is seen to remain. 	Some are 
most 	fantastically done, although with. great 
taste, and if it be possible, straight lines are 
always avoided. 	;nose who are marked only 
sufficient to 	spew the 	class 	they belong to, 
are of the inferior order, or toutous, and have, 
perhaps,. a fish, a bird, or something of little • 

. consequence, represented on one side of the 
face. 	The women, as I have before observed, 
are so little marked in this way .that it seldom 
exceeds a hand, or a few fingers. 	The lips of 
many 'are streaked, and this is principally seen 
with those who are married, or have children, 
h it is not as many suppose a general rule 
among the married. 	The men are tall, well 
formed, muscular, and manly; possessing a 
great portion of vivacity and penetration; in-
somuch that for a people • of whose - language. I 
was ignorant,' I had less pains in making them 
understand me than any I ever met with. They 
took notice of every thing they saw, and I be-
lieve no one came on board who did not ma- 

-* sure the length of the ship, 	and count the 
number ofguns, masts, deers, &c. 

Their amusements are principally in dancing, 
sw liming, and wrestling; throwing their jave-' 
bus, 	and 	slinging 	stunk s, 	in 	the 	whole 	of 
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which they are great proficients. 	Their arms 
consist of clubs, of which there are two kinds, 
the carved, and .the plain, 	both made from a 
wood, though not hard when first cut, 	be- 
comes so by being buried in the mud which 
serves as a strong die. 	Spears of 10 feet long 
are made from the same wood, or from the 
cocoa-nut tree, and slings made from grass. 
Bows and arrows have notjet been introduced 
among them. 	The stone from the sling is 
thrown a great distance, and with considerable 
accuracy. 

The person . of the 	king being 	tabooed, 
whatever place or ground he touches becomes 
sacred, and to obviate the inconveniency to whi,sh 
his people would otherwise be subjected, lye is 
at all times carried on a man's .back, his conch, 
or horn, slung about his neck, and a small dia- 
dem, made of leaves, on his head. 	Several of 
the principal chiefs are'in constant attendance, 
as well as a retinue of domestics. 	In his pa- 
lace he has a canopy of state, under which he 
sits, or lies:—there is great simplicity in its ap- 
pearance. 	The palace is an open hut, situated 
near the sea-side, and has nothing', except its 
size, to distinguish it from any of.the others. 
One of the rooms was curiously decorated 

.with 	he skeleton 	heads of pigs, exceedingly 
clean, and well preserved. 	These animals, to - 

t. 	E 	"2 
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a. 	great number, 	had 	been 	sacrificed 	at the 
death of the Ling 's mother, and whose heads 
were 	fixed round this apartment, 	by 	way of 
hceping her alive in his memory ; but however 
(lour she might have Leen to him, 	lie (lid not _ 	. 
hesitate. to barter a couple of the best for an old 
razor. 

Their candles arc made by sticking a great 
numher of the 1;crtyls of nuts on a long slip. of , 
bamboo, 	and from their oily nature, 	they are 
easily lit, 	burn very regular, and produce an 
exceedingly good light. 	There is a very small 
portion of smohe, and when the light is extin-
guished, the smell though rather powerful, is by 
1) means disagreeable. 

	

\Chu' quadrupeds consist only in pigs, 	and 
rats, the 	latter 	arc exceedingly large, and in 
very great nunibers, the pigs run wild, and are 
of a tine sort. 	I brought one of them to Eng- 
land with tne, which being with young at the 
time of landing, 	I have now in my possession 
the species entire. 	'lie natives on seeing our 
row, 	were 	much 	surprised, 	and 	called 	it a 
horned pig, not having seen any of the specie 
before, 	or .having. the least 	idea. 	what else 	it 
could he. 

Th.o native: of this place do not bleed 	their 
I i,.;, 	hot 	strav le Ulu') with a rope, 	mill alter 
Lilt. mg 	t 	our 	th,: 	entrains, 	and 	b:ndiu. 
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the body up with large leaves, it is laid on a 
heap of hot stones, which burns off the hair, 
and dresses the body; and had 	the one so 
prepared for 	us by 	the Tytecs in Comp- 
trollers 	bay, . been 	a 	little 	more 	dressed, 	I 
am persuaded no dish could have exceeded 
it : 	it was full of the richest gravy and w as 
in every way calculated for the exquisite pa-
late of an alderman, who I am inclined to be-
lieve, would have taken it in preference, even to 
the caliipee, or callepash, of the most delicious 
tortoise. 	. • 	 . 

The cava, or spirit, drank here, possesses 
very inebriating qualities, and brings on almost 
immediate 	dizziness. 	It is 	p.oduced 	from 
the leaves, and roots of a plant, which brio,; 
chewed by women, of the lower order, and spit 
into calabashes, or receivers, and mixed with 
the milk, from the cocoa-nut, is left to ferment; 
after which it is strained °I?;' and it soon be- 
comes fit for use. 	The kings, and a few chiefs, 
can alone atibrd to indulge themselves in this 
delicious nectar, and 	to those it produces a 
kind of dry scrofula in the skin, with sorene,s 
in the eyes, which was very conspicuous in 
the old king, for, notwithstanding he had under-
gone the ordeal of Tattooing to an immense 
degree; his ski/was covered with such a dry 
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white scale, that it gave him, instead of a black, 
. the appearance of being a light grey colour. 

These people are seldom visited by sickness, 
which may in some measure be attributed to 
the simplicity of their diet, and their great at- 
tention to cleanliness. 	It is Considered neces- 
sary with them to bathe at least three times•  a 
day, which greatly diminishes that sour offensive 
exhalation, proceeding from those people' of a 
similar climate, who are less attentive to their 
persons. 	In case of accidents, there are people 
who profess the art of surgery, and in •setting 
fractures they are expert, and successful.' 	I 
saw but one operation of this nature, which 
was on a broken thigh—the swelling being re- 

. du,ced, the part fractured was bound carefully- 
rodnd with large leaves, when several splints, 
or smooth pieces of bamboo, were applied;  
which being 	bound with great caution, 	all 
the limb confined in one position, the operation 
was finished. 	One of the faculty was soli 
.citous to be supplied with lancets, but I could 
not ascertain from Wilson, if phlebotdmy had 
ever been practised, or if the old man un't 
derstood the use of these instruments. 	•  How- 
ever, he was furnished with enough to open all' 
the veins in the Island. 

Sir Thomas Staines taking\tveat interest in 
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the voyage, and wishing to know beyond a 
vague conjecture, their mode of fighting, soli-
cited the old ling to cause a sham fight to be 
performed upon the plain, which he acceded to, 
and the old 	warrior, 	took great pleasure in 
going through all the various evolutions. 	For 
the 	club, a tolerably sized stick was 	substi- 
tuted—for the spear, a piece of bamboo,. and 
the slingers, instead of stone, 	threw the small 
bread-fruit. 	Thus armed, about 300 of the 
most experienced 	went forth 	to 	the plain. 
The king, for the first time, was carried on a 
superb litter, which we had. made •for him on 
iboard. 	He gave direction to the chiefs, for the 
'formation of both 'armies, which were drawn 
up in the following manner. 	About thirty 
principal warriors, with clubs, formed the first 
line—the second was composed of spearmen, 
and the slingers on 	the flanks. 	The 	battle 
commenced by a singe combat between • two 

. chiefs, who disp!ayed.  great powers, both in 
agility, and skill, and were struggling manfully 
when 	the signal was 'givei to advance. 	A 
terrific 	and 	hideous 	shout 	followed. 	The 
slingers now began, but were obliged to retire 

,on coming within the reach of the spears. 	The 
advance was rapid, and as the parties closed, 
so did „the co 	usion increase. 	Club came hi 
contact' wit 	club, and spent' with spear,—the 

* 
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slinq-ers.stood aloof. 	The conch was at length 
sounded, 	when 	each 	party 	separated, 	the 
slingers. 	on 	either side, filing into the rear of 
their respective 	flanks to secure their. retreat. 
They did not cease throwing stones until they 
were rendered of no effect. 	Both parties again 
drel'v up in their original order, and rested on 
theii arms. 	The distance, as well as accuracy 
‘yitli which they throw a stone is almost incre- 
dible—the 	spearincn 	are 	also 	very' expert. 
The countenances of many by being hit by shot 
from the slings, became quite ferocious—many 
were knocked down, but none received injury, 
and thus ended the representation of a battle, 
w hick must have been productive of great plea-
sure to every beholder. 

_ 
TJ 	incipal trees are bread-fruit and  cocoa- lli

f 
 

nu 	a t, 	- rota their produce the natives derive 
their subsistence, but there are various others, 

, 
IA hich together 	with a 	variety of plants and 
flowers, - would afford the botanist an extensive 
field for speculation, and I regret to say I had 
no knowledge in so pleasing, as well as useful a 
science, or I certainly should have turned it to 
advantage. 	There arc several fine streams of 
water, and ships may at all seasons be supplied 
without difficulty. 	There are also several mine- 
ral springs, but the qualities th\ possess I was 
Ivholly inadequate to ascertain. 
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The language spoken here, is by no means 
harsh, and principally' formed from vowels, but 
I could not learn from Wilson, (who is most 
egregiously ignorant,) if like most others, it 
had any 	particular form, or government, or 
what it was; nor'could I make myself suffici- 
ently understood among the natives to ascer- 
tain it from them, but what I could collect, I 
shall here introduce, and I trust it will be not 
unacceptable. 	Their manner of counting is 
rather irregular, as they only count to twenty, 
and then the number of twenties, as will be 
seen by the following tables, to which I shall 

' add, all the words, and expressions, we could 
.gather during our stay, which we found of 

eat use. 1...-"r  

' 	 . 
A TABLE OF NUMERALS USED AT THE ISLAND' 

OF NOOAHEEVAH MARQUESAS. 

Atrithkee, One 	Mono, Six 
AhOwii, Two 	' Ahecto, Seven 
Atoo, Three 	Avail°, Eight 
Ala, Four 	. 	Allevii, Nine 
Alfeina, 'Five 	Iiiiihoo, Zw. 

It will be ne essary to observe, 	that the 
Eleventh num 	r is formed by the addition of 
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" Om," to the first, and the Twelfth by the 
same addition to the second, 	and so on to 
Twenty when they stop :—as 

'• 
Oinatachkee, Eleven 	OmaIlona, Sixteen 
Omahawa, Twelve 	Omaheeto, Seventeen 
Omatoo, Thirteen 	Oinavahli, Eighteen , 
Omaha,' Fourteen 	Omaheeva, Nineteen 
Omahema, Ftfteen 	Omunahoo, Twenty. 

To count a greater number than Twenty, 
they would say for the first " Atachkee Omu-
nahoo" and commence afresh with the second 
number, and " AhOwa Omiinahoo" would be -
the second twenty, or forty, and so on : but 
they are by no means expert in any kind of 
calculation. 	 -..-, 

The following phrases we found of conside-
rable use. 

English. 	ilfarquesean. 
I low do you do ? 	Ctiovilkooe. 
Very well. 	 .true nue.inoee tackey. 
Give me something 	Toko nti to kiee. 
• to eat. 

to drink. 	Toko nu to maaha'enee. 
I will give you. 	Tou he toko aioo. 
Come here. 	Pee mi. 
I am coming. 	.Ana 	e. 
I do not understand, 	Corm 	oca. 
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What do you say? Ayaha. 
What do you want? Eno waka ? 
Do you like me? Alec me tackey wowney. 
Yes. Thee. 
Then give a kiss? Pe me tee toee. 
By and bye. Apo. 
Do not make a noise. Too weetoo wee. 
It is not me. Coree aoee. 
You lie. Te va vii. 
Will you go on board? A moce to orea ties ? 
No. Corm. 
Give me a spear.. Toko me pacleahoo. 

• The day after to-mor- Oheyohee-ehiee. 
row. 	. . 

My love. Pihence now. 
Go away. Tette. 
Kiss me. Ho kee my day sho. • 
Be off. Ta ha too. 
Go to sleep. A moce. 
You kill, or hurt me. Me mate ! me mate 1 

. 	I will knock your Tororo, (an expression 
brains out. of great anger.) 

Give me some bread. Py my ti ti potato. 
Give me some water. Py my vies. 
I am dying of hunger. Me mate de owney. 
The barbarous Porter Teekeenoo Porter mate 

killed the Typegs. mate Typee, (a ge-
neral expression.) 
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A list of words we collected during our stay 
at Port Anna Maria. . 

A F 
A ;:e, Tofree Face, Mata 
Arms, Erna Vish, Eca 

B Fish, (large) Eca nue 
Britain, (Great) Pic- Fire, ha-hce 

tatane. File, Cookhce 
Bad, Tekeeno Foul, mowa 
Bird, Nano° Fish-hook, Pekee 
Boat, Waca G 
Ball, Keeva God, Efitood 
Belly, Apowe Ghost, Atoowa 
Bread, Potato Gbod, Atom tackee 
Brother, Tayo H 

C Hunger, Owney 
Club, Acaootoorotth Hut, Ace 
Cocoanut, CoCoa•nut, Mee 11air, Wohoo 
Cloth, Cahoo K 
Cloth girdle, Znee Kill, Mate 
Carved club, Boohoo L 

D Legs, Lice nue 
Dog, Patoo Large,. Nue nuc 
Devil, ' V/hence ihee Light, Banta 

E Louse, Hootoo 
Eyes, Kecco mats M 	' 
England, PiCataltCC Many, Attee 
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Man, Vahana 	Ship, IVaca nue 
More, To tackey 	Servant, Toutou 
Musket, Poohee 	Spirits, Vice kavii 

N 	 Swim, Cowie lice 
No, Coree 	Stone, Cayit 
Nothing, Ahokwee 	Spear, Pakaao 

P 	 Sling, Maca 
Powder, Hocccock 	T 

Paint, (red) Amor 	Teeth, Na Ka 
Pig, Powaca 	To-morrow, Ohhe- ' 

. 	R 	 cohce 
Red 	loth, Cahoo a- 	Tattooing, Patikee 

namor 	 IV 
Rat, Ifeckoo 	Water, T'iee 
Rain, Owa 	Wind, Maumee 

S 	Woman, Waheenc 
Nall, Etee 	 Y 
Something, 21/ayahah 	Yes, Thee. 

The marvellous stories related by the Ame- 
• rican Officers, who had been taken in, the Es-

sex, and who mere at Valparaiso, when we 
arrived there, relative to the ferociousness of 
the people, inhabiting the interior of this Island, 
had greatly excited my curiosity, and before we-
reached Port Anna Maria, I had made up my 
mihd ta aseei thin► beyond 	a doubt, whether 
the 	tetritie 	description 	given 	of them was 
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correct ; and to accomplish this point; a party 
of several officers was made; and every ar-
rangement necessary for crossing the moun- 

. tains entered into : however, when the period 
came, from causes which,' cannot explain, we 
were reduced from the number of a dozen to 
only three; 	namely, 	Lieutenant J. Morgan, 
commanding the Marines of the 'Tagus, Mr. 
Blackmore, 	Midshipman of the Briton, and 
myself. 	To these gentlemen I shall ever feel 
myself obliged ; for had they forsaken me. also, 
I should not have relinquished the journe:,  but 
have gone alone, and their company and obser-
vations were throughout. the day, both agree- 
able, and interesting. 	It was soon after day-
light when we set out, accompanied by my 
Tliyo Patookee, as a guide, and OtaheiteanJack 
as interpreter. 

During the two preceding days to our jour-
ney, a considerable quantity of rain had fallen, 
and the road which bore the appearance of. 
being always bad, was now become almost 
impassible, insomuch, that each step we as- 

• cended, the difficulty increased, and in 'many 
• places, 	and 	for several 	yards together, 	the 
mountain was so steep, that had it not been 
for the roots of trees, forming themselves into 
steps, any attempt to cross by this route would 
have 	been 	vain. 	About 	nine 	o'clock we 
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reached the summit, where we tarried awhile, 
not only to take some refreshment, but to gaze 
on the various beauties of nature as they pre- 
sented themselves unto us. 	It was impossible 
to.  turn the eye, where it was not met by the 
most romantic scenery. 

We had now full three miles farther to walk, 
before we' could reach the country of the re-
puted Cannibals, and as the road did not bear • 
a very faVourable appearance, we hastened our 
departure from the spot, 	and proceeded on 
our ' 	rney; we had not gone far before we 
were met b?some natives, inhabiting the small, 
though comparatively level district, 	through 
which we were passing, who brought us cocoa-
nuts, and demonstrated their joy and friend-
ship, by a number of strange actions, which 
pleased the more, because it augured a favo- 
rable reception from the Typees. 	This coun_ 
try is of a deep rich soil, and capable of the 
greatest ii ‘ provement. 	The cocoa-nut, and 
bread-fruit 	rees, are every where .conspicu- 
ous. 	Then. are also some sandle trees found . here. 	 i  

It was nearly noon before we completed o 
journey, (about-ten miles from the port) w 
we were received)  and treated w ith great kinc 
nesA, Loy those terrific people, whom Captah 

iirorter speaks of as having conquered and sen- 
• 
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dcred tributary to the 	American. flag. 	The 
whole seemed pleased, and their satisfaction at 
seeing us was expressed in various ways, some 
danced, others sang, knelt down, embraced us, 
with 	many 	other 	laughable 	actions, 	which 
would be impossible for me to describe. 	They 
anticipated our wishes in 	every, tb:ng. 	The 
cocoa-nut for our refreshment was • presented 
us, as well as clubs, spears, slings, Cc. &c. as 
pledges of their regard, 	which they caused 
one of their people to carry even to the ship. 
They examined every thing we had, wius, 
and -were greatly astonished at the whiteness 
of our skin ; several of them opened the bosom 
of, my shirt, the sleeves of my coat, the bot-
toms of my trowsers ; and one was even so in-
credulous as to wash my hand to ascertain if 
it was not painted! 	At this time, we were in , 
the place of assembly, surrounded by more than 
five hundred, of them, and I must Confess I did 
not like so strict an examinationilia) was, 
however, put a stop to by my fried Morgan, 
who with Mr. 	Illackmore, was imdergoing a 

)iimilar process. 	.At his discharOng a pistol 
.. 	the air, the whole assembly /fell prostrate, 
- . 	in which attitude they reliained 	a consi- 
eerable time, 	or 	until they thought the shot 

,.lad reached its destination. 	When they v.i,re 
aboyt to ri se, a second was fired, which was 
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productive of the same effect. 	This scene was 
so truly ludicrous, that to have withheld from 
laughing would have been morally impossible. 
When they had recovered, 	at their request, 
the 	pistols 	were 	several 	times 	discharged, 
but during the rest of , the day, 	every one 
observed the most accommodating distance. 	I 
have 	not the 	most trivial thought of their 
having be i actuated by aught but curiosity, 
for had 	-ley entertained a hostile intention, 
our bei 	7 armed with pistols would not have 
intimi 	ted them ; we were so few in number, 

one volley of stones, from their stingers, 
would have given them quiet possession Of our 
bodies. 	On this occasion 	I received great 
assistance from my Tayo Patookee, as well as 
on every other, during the whole period of puts 
stay in the Island. 

The Morais of this place, like those of Tu-
huouy, are by no means . handsome, but the 
square of 	ublic assembfy is much superior, 
and suffici 	tly spacious to contain 1200 peo- 
ple :..it is al 	well built. 	The manners and 
customs of th 	tribe, appear in every respect 
the same as t ose at the Port, or Tuhuouy. 

fo
)The land is ver 	luxuriant, but nothing is pro- 

pagated, exceptin 	the few trees from wh rek. 
fruits they subsist, which grow almost iponta-. 
Neersly. 	There is not any sugar cane, though 

1. 
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it 'would T.itouiish 'throughout the Island. • In 
the niotititains I 'saw several small birds of -a 
beauteous phiniage, but they are not plenty. 

'It' rVas here these poor, but friendly people, 
Complained in the 'most bitter terms of the bar-
barity they had experienced froin Captain Por-
ter, and pointed out the Spot where he'caine 

. with a devastating and ruthless han 	and not 
content With burning, heir villages, a d destroy- 
ing their trees, inhumanly and .ivan only shot 
fdurteen 'of their defenceless 	brain- 	'In 
speaking 'Of him their couhteriances 	came 
iii -ite ferOcibus,''and " Te keeno 'Porter ma 
mate, Typee," or the " ivielied aizd brzetalPbr= 
ter miledere d the 7'ypees," 'resounded through-
oitt the circle. ' 'Their joy at hearing he '‘'vs 
taken' a' Prisoner, was excessive,.' and expressed 
by the iniiSt' hideous grimaces. 	'One 'of 'then), 
to explain more'fully to the rest that he was-a 
.prisorier, tied his Jegs with his sling, and the. 
pleasure this diffused, was not only onspicuoup 
in every .fakei  but proved that th' gentleman's 
'conduct 'had by no means 'kept 	ace with the 
aighiiy* 4. civillied "nation, n 	reflected ho- 
notir on. America; and that i 	the'account 'gi- 

n of him at Port Anna Mit ' 	there had been 
! :rio.  exaggeration. 	 ., • I strove with assiduity to ascertain if lie 
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really had not some cause which mighti..be. ad-% 
clUced in extenuation, but no clue eould.I.find 

.to  any thing, having a tendency to qualify his.. 
conduct. 	Cocoa-nuts they brought 	him in 
great abundance, 	as well as the ,greater .part 
of their pigs. 	He demanded more, to which• 
they found it impossible to accede, without , 	• 	. 
great 	inj 	y 	being 	done 	to 	their 	_breeding, 
stock : 	bi 	this they were obliged .to 4q to 
preyent 	e farther eff usion of blood... This, 
point a 	omplished, Captain :Porter irettnipslig 
trium 	to the port, laden with his ,trophies --, 
... 	ooty, where he is hailed the great,. lie 

magnanimous conqueror* ! 1 	 . 
The reader will, rani satisfied, feel great in,-

dignation at conduct . so repugnant to human 
nature, and in opposition to civilization ; but 
.more particularly so when he finds that the 

* After the return of CaptainPorter from this horrible 
slaughter, wit' It had terminated in a manner so disgrace-
ful to the arms f America, he caused a throne to be erect- 
ed in his cabin, 	a which he sat to receive the homage of 
those people wh n he had rendered tributary to the Ame, 
ran flag. 	On 1 hich occasion he styled himself king.' 
:This I had from \ 'ilson, our interpreter, who was him-
self present at.thisp i basycal coronation, which woul 
ridiculous under any c rcumstances, but more particularly 
so in a sijkiect of.allepublican Government. 

a 
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• people against whom this ruthless sham king* 
carried war, with all its horrors, are in his own 
declaration to the world, declared to be de-
fenceless. 

The day was far advanced, and neither of us 
`being desirous to spend the night in so remote a 
place, we turned our thoughts upon re-crossing 

.the 	mountains, - which 	we 	foun 	infinitely 
more tedious than in the ascent, 	rest con- 

. course accompanied us to the sutni it, when 
we parted, and I must confess, I ret 	ned on 

:board 	not less . delighted with my 	ney,- 
than satisfied that the tales I had before heard; 
relative to the Typees, had not the smallest 
claim to veracity. 	. 
. 	I shall. now give a brief sketch of what pass- 
ed .a.t.Tuhuouy during the period of the Essex's 
stay there, as well as the ultimate fate of the 
.prizes she took with her, ,but before I proceed 
farther, . I will lay before the reader a, -couple of 
.paragraphs . frouri, a written docu ent which 
Captain Porter caused to be burl 	under, the 

. 	 .. 
* This is the man  who causec-I n Br ish  subject (who 

•as on l;Oard his ship, and would n t 'enter' and serve 
g • ist his country in wary to be s ipped naked,'taritd, 

feathered 	and sent on' shore in ' oston f f ! . lie ris also 
'the person who has been euloiized ,ay Mr. Csbli,ettiL , 
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flag staff; which was dug for and found in a 
bottle by our men. 	It contained also'one sil-
ver and two copper coins•  of the United States. 
The paper ran thus :— 

CAPTAIN PORTERS DECLARATION. , 

" It is hereby made known to the world, that 
I David 	otter, a Captain in the Navy of the 
United 	tes of America, and now in com- 
mand o 	he United States Frigate Essex, hive 
on th 	part of the said United States, taken 

os 	ion of the Island called by the natives 
ooaheevah, generally known by the name of 

• Sir Henry Martyn'3 Island, - but now called 
Maddison's Island ; 	that by the request and 
assistance of the Friendly tribes residing in 
the valley of Tuhuouy, as well as the tribes re-
siding in the Mountains, whom I ,have con-
quered and rendered tributary to our flag; I 
have caused the village. of Maddison to be 
built, 	con 'sting of six convenient houses, a 
rope walk, 	akery, and other appurtenances; 
and for the 	•otection of the same, I have con- 
structed a f 	t calculated to mount sixteen 
guns, whereon\ I have mounted four, and hav 
called the same :cod Maddison. 	• , 

" Presents, cofisisting of the produce.,of thA 
. Island•to a great 	fount have been brought, 

in by every tribe of 	e Island, not excepting \ 
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the 

 

.test remote." 	Here he goes on to &in. 
merate the tribes, after which .be says, " Our 
right to this Island being founded on priority 
of discovery, conquest, and possession, cannot 

-'be disputed ; but the natives to secure them-_., 
-Selvei that friendly protection which their de, 
''fenceless situation so much required, have're,  
quested to be admitted into the grea American 

/jFamily ;, 	whose 	pure 	republican . 	' licy 	ap- 
proaches so near their own, and, in 	rder to 

"eiletmrage.  those.  views to their own 	nter-est 
'and happiness, as well os to render sec 

laiiii to'an Island, valuable on so many  consi-
derations;  I have taken uppn myself to proinise 
them they shall be so adopted ; that our chief 
.shall be their chief, and they having given me 
assarances that such of their brethren, as may 
hereafter visit them from the United States, 
shall enjoy, a welcome and hospitable reception 
among them, and be furnished with whatever
refreshments and supplies the Isla d may af- 
ford.; that they will protect them 	gainst their ,
fnemies, and as far as lays in th 	r power will 
preVent the subjects of Great 	itain 	know- 
. ng them, to, be such) from coming among 

' n until peace shall take ?lace between the 
t 'o 'nations.'

„  

' the remainder of thi 	document is q uite 
lininter-es. iii)g, 	bgt• it w s signed 	by Captain 
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• Porter, and the whole 9t.  the officep belonging „• , 	. 	N.. 
to the'Essex. . 	. 	,J.. 

on • From this document it appears, that 	tbe 
arrival of this sprig of American royafty, 4e 
thought it expedient to take possession of a.  n . 	 • 	• ).), i 	, 
eminence, and on it to erect a battery for the I 	, 1 	, 	I, 	, 	_,,,, 
protection of .the people, who were at work in 
t!ta plai 	below. 	Town Maddison too, was 
construct 	as well as a wall, (not mentioned 
in any p. t of hiS royal declaration) inclosing his 
camp,. 	hich now stands as a lasting monninent.  
of hi 	arbarity. 	The fort was demolished, and 

wri Maddison burnt immediately after his de-
parture from the Island, and this *wall, notwith-
standing hissilence on the subject in .his decla- 
ration to the world, having  some 'claim to atteri- . 
641, must not be left unnoticed. 	It is 'about 5 
feet r  hiah

) 
built of gone, and *loses -an oblong 

r 	• 	t70 	1 of nearly 600 yards 	ground, and was con- 
structed by the English prisoners, 	who .were 
.
obliged to work, either at building, or carrying 
stone, dur lg the whole period of its completion; 
in the heat 	f the day, and disgracefully loaded 
with. 	But to explain this more fully, 1 .  
will be necessary for me to tise the words 
Mr. 'Watson; a Captain of one of the Whalers, 
who, when he was.  shelving me these i?.."'Istru- li  ment$ of 'tyranny, expressed himself in-the fol- 

4 	, 	.1 	 ).. loWing manner ,  :—AYes,, Sir; in .  these irons I ; 	i 	J 	' , 	 . 	s 	. 	. 
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have-,carried many a load of stone, and if you 
ever go, to Port Anna Maria, you will probabl 
see ,,a. wall which I participated in building, 
We had men to attend us with whips,' nor 
w:ere we allowed to carry this shot under OUT 

arm, but made to drag it after us. 	I will ne- 
ver part with then? while I live, and when. Act 
home, I will have them fixed in'a CE c, for the 
gratification of those who may w h to see 
them." 	This is as near the relation 	I could 
recollect, when I returned on board to 	ve it a 
place in my journal. 	He related.severa 	er 
cruel hardships which he had been subjected 
to, but as.  I think a sufficient sample has been 
given of this self-created Monarch's humanity, 
I.  proceed with my narrative. 

It here, perhaps, may not be improper to 
pay that tribute to the character of Captain 
Lownes (the then first Lieutenant of the Essex) 
which 	he 	seems 	so 	justly 	entitled 	to.— 
Throughout the whole, he appears to have been 
a generous fellow, and as much as aid in his 
power to have alleviated the dis esses of the 
prisoners. 	They spoke of him 	n very high 
!terms. 

he Essex sailed from Nooaheevah, leaving 
their prizes in charge of Lieut. Gamble, of the• 
marines, who has. been p • ted out ty nte.  as a in 
more cruel; and bierciles tyrant than even His 
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Majesty the Captain himself. 	This Gentle. 
man remained in the port some time subse; 
quent to the departure of the Essex, but his 
conduct being the occasion of several deser. 
tions, and thereby being weakened, he hasten- 
ed 	his departure. 	He 	was 	preparing 	the 
Greenwich for his reception, and had moved 
the prisol 	rs on board the ship he lived in t 
these eml aced the earliest opportunity -of ris-
ing, an' Mr. Gamble was seized, put into 
irons, 	nd afterwards flogged With six dozen oit 

ack, 	in retaliation 	for the 	number of 
lashes he had wantonly bestowed on them. 
The English, with a few Americans who had 
joined them, 	ptit immediately to sea, taking 
Mr. Gamble with them, and when nearly out of 
sight of land, they put him into a boat with only 
a broken oar, and bade him get back if he 
could—he was also.shot at, and wounded in the 
heel :—however, 	he succeeded 	in 	regaining‘  
the Island, when he found his situation very 
alarming, his crew by desertion were greatly 
reduced, and he had not a native in his &vor.' 
He therefore sent an armed boat to the shore, to 
bring off what little was there -remaining,, 'and 
also °to 'plunder the harbour and Wilson, Who 
had refused to take a part with him against the 
natives; 	but fortune still in Opposition to his 
views, whilst they were employed 'at this atnia 
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ble work,•the boat was thrown on the beach by 
the surf, and the men, anxious to get her again 
afloat, 	unthinkingly left their arms, when a 
party of natives in ambush, rushed in upon 
them, and in an instant Mr. Feltus, (a mid-
shipman), and two men, were laid dead-on the 
beach : the rest succeeded in swimming off to 
the ship, but not without carrying vith them 
some severe, bruises which they h d received 
froM the stones. 	Mr. Gamble's ca 	now be: 
:came extremely serious, and dreading 	attacl 
from 	the 	shore,, ,he set fire to the. 	reen• 
with, cut his own cables, and put to sea, ant? 
,bending his course towards.0whyhee, he arrived 
there just in time to be taken possession pf 133 
ills Majesty's sloop Cherub,' who brought 114 
, in ' safety to ;Valparaiso, Thermometer on ,board 
84°, on shore 100°  to 105°. 

By Abe consent' of all the tribes assembled, 
excepting 	the 	Typees, 	(who declared , they 
would make RO , concession, or acknowledge- 
4nent, 	to ,,any , power) the .Island 	was ;taken 
possession ,of in the 'name of his ,Britannic Ma- 
jesty., 	A royal, salute was fired from the BO- 

, ton and Tagus, and the Uniop Flispl4y,qd ,op,p. 
flagstaff at 	the Palace, Royal, . Thip 	yfr'a4 ta 
partjPg,terqtriOny, ..and ugly .next morning ,pte 

eighed , pnclipr, and ,proceede4 to tlic.,sliitiO 
of ,c..;ijristiarka,, • where we, arrived on 1  p4e1 , ..1.1st. 
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(next day) • and anchored in a small bay to the 

4r
eastward of Resolution , bay. 	Here we were 
soon visited by some of the natives, whose 
manners and customs • we 	found 	similar to 
those of Nooaheevah, excepting a great pro-
pensity to thieving, 'and a trifling difference in 
some of , their words. 	The scenery of this 
place like that of the other Islands has an ex,  
ceedingly wild and 	romantic appearance.— 
The mountains high, steep, and -covered with 
foliage of a most luxuriant nature. 	The land is 
very rich, and, like- Nooaheevah, capable of 
every i 	vemeut.  

this Isla 	• ok, one of the missionary 
gentlemen, was left by Captain Wilson, but I 
believe he did not remain long enough to work 
'any particular good among the natives. 'His 
house was in a retired spot, near the bank of a 
,river, about a mile &din the shore. 	It bore no 
trace of ever haviiig been the residence of a Eu- 
ropean. 	He was much esteemed. 

The water here is good, and ships may be 
supplied with ease, though not with great ex- 
pedition. 	It was here one of Mra, Gamble's 
men, (Peter- Swack,) joined us, who complained 
greatly of that gentleman's conduct, which he . . 'clar.kred was the sole and only.  cause of his de- 
sertiott. 	I 	do 	not imagine 	he 	entered 	on 
board the 	Briton 	with 	•a 	view 	of serving 
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agairist his country, but merely to ensure a pas-
sage back, his c6nduct during his stay on board 
was exemplary. 	This man corroborated the 
story of Captain Porter's coronation. 

The natives of this Island were labouring 
under the influence of an intermittent fever and 
ague, for which was administered both as a re-
medy and antidote, the, juice of the leaves of 
certain trees and berries, and which was attend.- 
ed with great success. 	Boyce, a boy l4 years 
old, 'deserted here. 	. 	 ,  

0ur  curiosity being now pretty well satiated, 
(for.we 'had seen every thing worth ? 	notice,) 
on the morning of the 2(1 	der we took our 
final departure from these friendly people;and 
as this chapter has beeri rather long,' I shall 
leave the reader to rest awhile, and the interest-
ing incident which transpired on our voyage 
back to the Continent, he will find related in 
the ensuing one.    
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CHAPTER V. 

HAVING sailed from the Marquesas,, it will 
be necessary for me, to take a cursory view 9f 

•Mr. 	Bligh's voyage 	to 	Otaheite, in 	1788, 
about which period he, was appointed 'to the 
command of the Bounty, with a Mr, Christian 
as his Chief Mate, or First Lieutenant, fof ,the 
purpose of conveying the bread-fruit tree to 

st In 	The progress he made, in his 

	

undertaking—his sai ing 	from Otaheite—the 
subsequent mutiny—the entire annihilation of 
the object of his voyage, and the miraculous re-
turn to the coast of Timor, in an open boat, are 
circumstances so well known, and have been so 
feelingly described, that at the very name of the 
BOUNTY, they must recur with such strength to 
any reflective mind, that it will be needless for 
me to touch on the conduct of the unfor-
tunate young man, who led that much to be 
lamented conspiracy, or that of the experienced 
Navigator, who appears to have been the chief 
b'ect of their hatred, 	and 	I am afraid the 

sole 	use of the unjustifiable conduct used 
toward him. 
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For many years, the ultimate fate of Christian 
was uncertain, and the prevailing opinion was, 
that after he had left and destroyed the Bounty;t 
he ireturned to the coast of South America, and • 
entered into the. S.panish service; nay, it has even-
been .asserted, he had been. recognized in that 
situation, and after the account given of him by 
Mayhew Folgier *; there were. many who re-
tained the same opinion; but the matter is g • present too clearly demonstrated to admit of a 
doubt,'and those. idle tales must now meet the 
fate they then ,merited. 

. The following account is given, in the Mis- 
sionary Voyage, ,of the conduct o 	c 1 
at, and their departure 	torn Otaheite, since 
which period to ,the time of Captain Folgier's 
touching .at, Pitcairn's, every thing relative to 
those infatuated men has been but a vague cone-
jecture. 

f` The. wind blew fresh from Toubouai, and 
the intention of our Captain was not to go near 
this Island; bin for the sake of some who were 
desirous of seeing it, we tacked to windward, 
and towards evening got within a few miles of 
it; he thought it not prudent to land on account 
of the natives being prejudiced against the Eng-
lish, through the Mutineers of •the Bounty, who 
bad destroyed near a.hundred of them. 

I The master of the first ship which touch 	at pis, 
cairn's Island. 	 • 
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" This Island was discovered by Captain 
Cook, in the year 1777, and upon it the un 
#rappy Fletcher Christian, with 	his 	compa-- 
nionS, the Mutineers of the Bounty, attempted a 
Settlement in 1789. 	They 'had 	with 	them 
some natives of Otaheite, and live' stock of dif- 
ferent 	sorts. 	Notwithstanding 	the 	opposi- 
tion they met with from the natives on, their 
first arrival, they warped the ship through the 
only opening in the reef; then landed, Chose a 
spot of ground, built a fort thereon, and.taking 
their live stock on shore, they intended, had 
the natives proved friendly to theicstay, to 
'I 	ter stroy 	the Bounty and fixed them- 
selves there: 	but 	ieir , own unruly conduct 
alienated the natives from them, who withheld 
their women, which they were ready to.  seize by 
violence :, they 	excited 	the jealousy. of 	the 
chiefs by a friendship . formed with one in pre- 
cerence 	to 'the 	rest; 	they 	were , disunited 
'attOngst 	themselves, and 	many longed for 
Otabeite : they 'resolved .to, leave Toubouai, and 
Arry With them all %he live stock which they 
had)! bronght, the "benefit ,of which the Tou-, 
boolatis ,-began; to I understand, and we're unwil' 
Oni,etoi'geeithem again all collectedand'retnoved. 
This 'caused .the first brEtwl between 'the Ora- 

( Ilene 	servants, .who 'were driving,  in rthe.hogi, 
and 411 •matives.1 vInsolence,.arid ,van t of i,e n- 
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tleness, and conciliation, led to all the bloody 
consequences 	which 	ensued. 	The 	natives 
were numerous, and fought with great coot' 
rage, 	forcing the Mutineers, to avail them- 
selves of a high ground, whe're with their supe- 
rior skill, 	and 	the 	advantage 	of 	fire-arms, 
and the aid of the 	Otaheiteans, who fought 
bravely on this occasion, they at last came off 
victorious, 	with , only 	two 	of 	themselves 
wounded, whilst the dead bodies of the Ton- 
bouians covered . the spot; 	and were after- 
wards thrown up in three or four heaps. 	Thus 
finding that no peaceable settlement was now to 
be obtained in this place, the 	1p 
live stock, abandoned t 	r 	ort, and taking 
their 	friendly 	chief on 	board 	with 	them, 
weighed anchor and steered towards Matavai 
bay, in the Island of Otaheite. 	On their pas- 
sage thither it is said Christian became very 
melancholy, 	confining himself to 	his cabin, 
and would hardly speak a word to any person ; 
lamenting most probably, that the resolutions he 
had 	formed 	without deliberation, and exe- 
cuted with rash haste, had now involved his life,. 
and those of his.adherents in misery. 	As soon,  
as they anchored in Mativai bay in- Otaheite, 
those who wished to stay there went on shore ;r; 
but nine of the Mutineers, and also 	one\ 
of the native men and women rem • ed-on) 
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board. 	With these, Christian cutting the cable 
in the night, 	put to sea, and steering to the 
N. W. has never been heard of since.', 

We left the friendly Marquesans on the :Td 
of September, 	and 	were proceeding on our 
voyage to regain the port of 1;-alparaiso, steel-- 
ing a course which ought, 	according to the 
charts. and every other authority, to have car-
ried us nearly S degrees of longitude to the 
eastward of Pitcairn's 	Island, 	and our still- 
prize was greatly excited by its sudden and 
unexpected appearance. 	It was in the second 
watch when we made, it. 	At day light we 
rar cetued tot. Uwe• close -  examination, and 
ioon perceived huts, cultivation, 	and people ; 
)f the latter, some were making signs,. others 
crunching' their little canoes through the surf, 
nto which they threw themselvz.'s 	%lth great 

_lexterity, and pulled towards tts. 
• At this moment I believe neither Captain 

Thigh (of the Bounty,) nor Christian, had enter-,  
ed any of our thoughts"; and in waiting the 
approach of the strangers, we 'prepared to ask 
them some questions in the, language of those 
people we had so recently left. 	.They came— 
and for .me to picture the wonder which «'a* 
onspicuous in every countenance,. 	at being 

'...\ /flailed i 	perfect English, what was the name 
of the sl 3 and who commanded her, would 
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On impossible—our surprize can alone be cot,: 
eeiv.ed. , :The  Captain answered, and now :a 
regular conversation cornmenc4 . Ikrequest- 

. ed..them- to come alongside, anal the reply rwas, 
" We have no boathook to hold.on by." •" .I 
will throw,you a. rope," said. the Captain. 	". If 
you do we have- nothing to make it fast' to,"' 
was the answer. . Howevey, 	they , at length 
came on 	hoard, 'exemplifying, not the least 
tear, but their astonishment was unbounded, 

After the:  friendly salutation of good rnpr- 
vow 	Sir, 	from the 	first.  .pan who entered,: 

• (Mackey) for that svas his name,, " Do you 
know, 	said. he, :one William Z'lii),, in F.,Trgr 
land ?" This .question. triF;;_a new light on 
the- subject, and he was. iinmediately asked if 
he knew one Christian, and the reply was 
given with so much, natural simplicity, that I 
shall here use his proper words. 	" Oh yes," 
said he, ." very 	well,,..his son is - in the boat. 	• - 
there coming up, his name his Friday Fletcher 

,OctolYer ..gbristian., 	His father is dead nowr— 
he was shot by p, black fellow." .  Sever4,of 
them had now reached the ship, and the scene 
was become exceedingly .interesting,;, eves one 
betrayed the greatest anxiety to know the .ul-
timate fate of; tbat,rnisled_ youpg man,y of whose 
end so many vague repollts ha,ct been p,,qiy.ct.N 
jation,and;,,those who did n4 ask 	PeOions, 
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devoured with ' avidity every word Willa led 
to an elucidation of the mysterious 'termination 
of the unfortunate Bounty. 

The questions which were now ,.put were 
numerous, and as I am inclined to believe their 
being 	arranged 	with their 	specific 	answers, 
will convey to the reader, :the circumstance as 
it- really took place," with greater.  force than a 
'continued relation, I shall adopt that plan,- mid 
those occurrences which did not lead 'imme-
diately to the end of Christian, and the -esta-
blishment of the colony; I. will relate faithfully 
as they transpired. 

Question.—Christian you say 'was shot? 
Answer.—Yes he was. 
4`.4.-By Whom? 	• 
A.-4 black fellow shot him. 	•. 
Q.—What cause do you assign for the mur- 

der? . 	 • 
As—I know To reason, . except a jealousy 

-which I have heard then existed betiveen the 
people of Otaheite-and the_ English--Christian 
was shot in the back while at work in his yam 
plantation. 	 . 

—.. Q.—What became of the man who killed i •him ? 

	

	 ' . 
- ' A.--Oh V that black-  fellow was shot after. 
wards 	y: an Englishman. 

) 4-'1,- Vas there any other distdrbance be. 
G 2 
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tween,419.,Otaheiteans and ErigliO, after the 
death.  Of Christian ','•  .t 	.  

A.— 	f Yes 	t 	black fellows ,rose,. shot e two - . 	 II.. the 	. 	,. 

Englishmen, and :wounded John Adam's, 'who' 
is now the only, remaining man who came in -I 	•=1,., . 	- 	, 	, 	-, 	, 	• i. 

the I3Ounty. 
., 	4.—I-19 v., did Adams escape being * Mtn.» 
dered ? 

.A.L.,-ite hid iiiniseif in the wood, and the : 	.  
spine night, the women enraged .61 the mgr.- 
der. of, the. English, to whom, they were. more - „    
partial, than- their countrymen; 	rose and pit 

' 
every Otaileit9an to death in their 'sleep. .:This 
saved Adams 	his wounds 	sooi healed, 
anClr lthong,kold,lle nowr enjoysr gOod,health. 

•r - 	Li 	 . 	. _ 	. Q.—How 	many, men `and, _ women .did . 
Christian bring Ir4hitini in the Bounty ?__ 

A.—Nine white men, six from Otabeite, 
and eleven women. 	 e _ 

• '. 414.—And how many are, there now on, the 
Island.? 	. 

A.--In all we Kaye 4.S. ' 
Q.—Have you::ever, heard,Adams, lay how 

long it is since he,:ca-  inerto the Islancq I  _ 
' :-A.2--:11  haeheara Tt iS fahout 241  Years ago. 
' 	Cl.t 	- 	..r 	•,, 	J , 	p 	, 	1,,,, 	__ 	Jut 	 - 	p,0 

t-L-Ahd What becatne of the Bounty N)i  , 
A.--After every thing useful , was taken, p,ut .0 	oi 	.. 	{4. 	.. 	i 	i li,Lf.t;_ 	1.. . 	k 4. 1.1 /.4, 	',#' 	,Il 

	

of her, shy ' yi.as tun on shore set mei° 	atm .. 
.14rnt: 	4'.1 
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.1- 	, 	1 	- 	''  
'''Q;':'41alre •you'evet heard bow 'many yeast 
it is.  since Christian was shot'?' 
f' 	A.=:--I tinderstkind it l‘ias1  ilicioetwo year3 
after biS'arrivgl'ai the Island. 	`• 	, 

Q',--:What became 'b Itheistiain's Wife 
A.—She died soon after Christian'si  'son was - 	i 	 - I  berh, lirid'i have .  heard that'  'Christiantook , 

forcibly the wife of one of the black fellow to 
tupplY her 	place,-  and 	'vilici), '‘rvas 	the chief • . 	'1, 	, 	- 	,,• 	. •calise of hiS being shot.' 1 	' 0 	 .1 -Q.---Then.' Pletcher October Christian 	is 
the oldest on the' island, except JOhn Adams, I 	, Mid the old women.? ' 	 .. 

A.—Yes, he is the. first boi-h on' the Island.. 
Q.—At 'What age-dO1 yoti marry?' 	. 	' 4  

.;. A.—Not before 19 br 20. IL  
Q.—Are. you allowed to have ' more than 

ohe 'wife? 	 .. 	-1 A.—No ! •we can have but one,• and it is 
wicked to have more. 	. ' r  	' 

Q.—Have you been taught any. religion 7 f 
A.—:Yes, a very good religion. 

0 ci..:4n what 'do you believe ?  
A.—I believe, in God 'tii-e'Fi4lier 'Almighty, 

Scc.' -`(Itere llii went Ihro'ugh the -whole of tho 
Belief.) ''." 	 , 	• 	, 

Q .;L:'Who first taught you this4elief? , I 	, 	• 	- 	- 	i., --k 	h-, 	i, 	i , 	,) 	. 	v 
'-..,,rit. 	elm Adams 	says it was first 	by, F. 
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Christian's order, and that he likewise caused 
a prayer to be said every day at noon. 

Q.—And wliat.is the prayer ? 	• 
A.—It is,—" .1 will arise •and go 'to my 

Fither, and say'unto him, Father; I have sinned 
against Heaven, and before thee, and am no 
snore worthy 'Of being 'called thy son.1! 

Q.,,-Do you continue to say this everrday?- 
. 	A.---YeS,:we never neglect it. 
• Q.-What 	language 	do 	you . commonly 

speak ?1 ( 	 . 

A.,Always English. 
Q:-,--13ut you ,  understand the Otaheitean? 
A.,LYes, but not so .well. 	F • ri 	. 

•, Q.,,Do, the bid women speak English ?. 
A.-:-Yes, but hot so well as they understand 

it; their pronunciation is. notlgood. 	, 
.Q.—What countrymen do yott call your- 

selves? 
. r As-Half English, and half Otaheite. 

Q:---,Who ,  is your Icing? 
A.—Why, King George to be sure. 

' g..--Have.you ever seen a ship before ?, 
A.—Yes,. «V.e have. seen four, from the i Is; 

sand; 	but only • one. stopped. 	Mayhcw fol.- 
gier was ,the ,Captain, .1 suppose you tnOW 
him 'r--No, we .do not know him. ( f 

Q.-How -long did he Stay? 
,. A.---Two days, 
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-Q.--Should you, like to go to England? - 
A.—.N'-o I- I cannot, ,I-arn married, .and have 

a family.  
, -Before 'we bad finished 'our . interrogatories 

the hour ,of breakfast had arrived, and we soii-; 
cited 	our hatf countrymen, 	as 	they .styled. 
themselves, to accompany us .below, and parr. 
take .of our repast, to, which they acquiesced 
without much ceremony.. The circle ih which . 
wp 	had 	surrounded 	them 	being 	opened, 
brought to the notice of Mackey, a little- black 
terrier. 	He was at first frightened,. ran. be- 
hind one,  of the officers,.. and looking over his' 
shoulder said, pointing to the dog, ". I know 
what that is,_iit is a dog,-I never saw a dog, be- 
fore--,willit bite ?" 	After a short pause he ad- 
dressed himself to Christian, saying with.great: 
admiration, " It is a pretty thing too to look at, 
is it not?"  

	

The whole of Ahem were. inquisitive 	and in 
their questions as well as answers, betrayed a 
very great share, of natural abilities. 	, 	• 

They asked the names of whatever they saw, 
arid 	the , T purposes , to'• which it • was LaOplied. 
This, they 4'auld 'say, , :was pretty,-,--that they' 
did dot like, and; ivei 	greatly Surprised ,at our 
having, so many things which they. Were .not • 
possessNd of in thejsland.h ' 	: , 	Y 	, 

The iircumstance of the dog; 	the things 
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• • which at.each,step drew their, attention or' ere- 

4ted their;wonder, ,retarded ,  us on, our 'road, to 
the breakfast table, but arriving there, webad 

new cause for surprize. 	The astonishment 
'rhieh before,, bad , been 	so strongly 	demon- 
ptra.ted, in itheub, was now become7conspicuous 
ju j us, ey,euMA a much greatei,degree, than When 
they hailed us ,  in 'our native• language ; and I 
ninst bore ;confess I' blushed ,when I saw tin,. 
ture in its most simple state, offer,  that, tribute 
9f respect ,to the Omnipotent Creator, which 
from education I. did not perform, nor fr6m so- 
ciety ,  114d been taught jx$ necessity. 	Before 
they. Megan ,to eat;, en, thcir,,knees, and with 
hands 'uplifted did they Implore permission to, 
partake in'peace what was set hefore'them, and 
...i hen they, had ,eaten heartily, Iresuining theip 
former attaude,1 offered a fervent prayer :of 
thanksgiving. for the indulgence they had just 
experiences .t 	Oiir omission of this ceremony 
did 	not . escape 	their 	notice, 	for 	Christian 
Asked 	me. ichether it was not customary vitith 
us also. 	Here nature was t trininphant, for I 
should do myself an' imparable 'injustice, !did! T 
not w lib candour 	acknowledge,n1' t was . both. 
endiarrassetbrind 	wholly .ht is loss foe gl iotind 
rpply, and evaded this .prior felidOrlitiestioit 
by drawing hist attention 401 the. 403v,/ItiliCP 
was-then tooting down the hatelaNtyvindrAs 
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heliad never- seen any of the species before; 
5t was a ,Source of mirth ,  and gratification to 
him. 	' 

vThei hatred,  of 'these:people to the,  blacks is 
strongly rooted,• and which 'doubtless owes, its 
origin to the early quarrels, which Christian and 
his 'followers .had,  with., the Otaheiteans' after 
their arrival at. Pitcarn's ;I to illustrate which 'I 
shall, ' here relate an occurrence which took 
place at breakfast. 	i 	! I 	I 

,Soon after young 	Christian had tbegan, 'Li. 
'West Indian !Blaeki, who 1-wasi one of ithe,  ser,t 
vant4) entered 'the gun-room-to attend table ds 
usnal:' .  Christian lboked at him sternly, rose, 
atkedifo'r his! hat; and said, ‘4‘' I [don't like that 
black Mellow; I mast go," arid it 'required sOme 
little persuasion, before .he would again resume 

.his seat:. 	Theinnocerit 'QuaShe was often re- 
minded of the anecdote•by his fellow servants. 

After , corning along side the ship,,•so.eager 
were .they' to get on board, that several of the 
canoes' had been r wholly abandoned, and gone 
adrift.,iiThis ,was the ,occasion of an anecdote 
*Well ,will show ,most conspicuously the good 
Otio•efitlicirdspositiohs, and the mode re- 
sorted:  to in:deciding a double claim. 	The ca-,  
4PPS,. being' 	brought ,back 	to 	the ship, 	the 
thiptain.ordered, that.one of them.  should re, 
mainnini .each, when it becane a question tn 
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which 'that duty should devolve; laciwever it 
was soon adjusted, for Mackey observed :that• 
he supposed 	they were all' equally anxious to 
see the ship, and the fairest way would be for 
them to cast lots, as then there would be no 
ill will on either side., 	This 	was. acceded . toi. 
and those to whom it 'fell to. go into the boat, 
departed without a murmur. 

I could wish it had been possible for us to 
lipve prolonged our stay for a few days, not 
only for our own 	gratification; 	bUt for the- 
benefit which. these poor people would have 
derived from it, for I am perfectly satisfied, 
from the interest every one took, nothing would 
Piave been withheld by the lowest of the ere* 
which probability told, him would add .to their 
comfort: 	however this 	was impossible; 	for; 
from some cause. on .the part , of the commis-
sariat department, and which I cannot well ex-
plain, we were reduced to so comparatively 
small a portion of provisions, thatit.was neces-. 
sary to use every means to expedite our return 
to South America, and after ascertaining the 
longitude. . to be in 1309  25', W. and latitude? 
25° 4' Sove again Set. sail and proceeded on 
our voyage. 	, 	1 

No one but the Captains went ashore* Athich 
will- be. a source of lasting regret to.  Me,. for 
1 would rather have seen the simplicitAOf that 

I 
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little village, than' all the splendour and mag-
nificence of a'city. 

I. now lament it the more, becauSe the cone 
elusion of this.  chapter will be from the relation 
of another, and I was willing to lay as little: 
as possible before the reader, bUt what I had 
myself been, a witness; still, as I can. rely on .  
its veracity, I shall hope it will please. 	" After 
landing," said . my friend, " arid We had as-. 
tended a, little eminence, we were irnpercep-• 
tibly led through groupes of cocoa-nuts and 
bread-fruit 	trees,: to a 	beautiful 	picturesque 
little village, formed on an oblong square, with 
trees of various kinds irregularly interspersed, 
The,houses small, but regular, convenient, and 
of uneqUalled cleanliness. 	The daughter of 
,Adams, received us on the hill. 	She  came 
doubtlessly as a spy, and had we taken men, 
or even been armed 	ourselves, would eel.,  
tainly have given her father timely notice to 
escape, but as We had neither, she waited our 
arrival, and conducted us to where her father 
was. 	She was arrayed in nature's simple garb, 
and wholly . unadorned, but she was beauty's 
self, and needed, not the aid of -orn4tnent. 	She .. 	.. 	• 	• 
betrayed some surprize--.-tunidity was a promi- 
nent feature. 

" John Adams is a. 	looking old man, 
approacIling to sixty years of age. , 	We, coin 
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;VOrSecti %kith-,  hid) a.) long ,  time, relative to;' tll 
natiny Loft 'the!. Bounty,: and the ultiniatefatel of 
Chriistian..,  lie deniedi being-'accessary` toil? ble 
'having i the,  .least lindwiedge Of ,  the edispiracyl  
but i he :expresi'ed great liorror, at. the: Optithict 
ofLCuptain- Bligh; not: only towards his- men; 
.but ollieers' alsoit LI- Asked him if lietadPa:tle-
sire:lo.returty.; to Englanc4 . and I must confess 
his replying in theintlirmative, caused me great 
surprize, 

. "-tie told. me' he -was perfectly aware how 
deeply be ivasti in volved J... that b3k following  the.  
fortune. ,of Chriitian2rbd had not only 'sacri-
ficed every. claim .lo ,-hisl (country,' but that. hiss 
fife:was . the. necessary forfeiture.11$ such an act; 
and, be supposed ti ohlit he ethietcdJ from him 
wori LI?e:OPer, to Ji'Eturri v.;:notWitnstanding:,..alll 
these circumstances,,  nothing wed(' •be rable toi 
occasion -him 'so muckgratification asNthat .of 
seeing onbei mor. 	bprior. to , his-  death, ;that • 
ceuntry.;whieirgave ,hirn.-birth, andiroin whichl 
Ile..had`Deett soTiong 'estranged-, 
1. 1 	p There 1 skias 412 sinerity in his s peed)," i:cant 
sadly.'. describe itr.Aitit,.itAlad.  Wivery'll)oweifult 
influence in perip ad i n g: 1 me .. t iim isv e fell isvPre iiii 
.sentimpnt§i., .t .1Nly j interest "1t-'a' : i et cited)i tto1.110 
great a degree, that I offered him a cciiiiitiLlz 
ance, foc himself;,:vith!fanyt.kifshikialilY"wlio  . 
cltol$e to accompany hinit llearilx1/44Qditeks6a" 
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at:the proposal?. and ,as no, one was; then prep 
-sent; 

 
:he ,sent for,. his wife+ and:childrem:,  ;The 

rest -,of ,  this -, little., community. sdrrounded 1113. 
door.t i  :kid comtnuoiCated)his .desireil.and I Soli:- 
eited , their„acquieseence.--Appalled .at  a r.e.quest 
pot less► sudden 	than, im.opPositioni Act4'their 
wishes, they:were all.at a;  Joss for-4,, reply,,,, ..-, 
• ,.-His charming daughter' although inundated 
with tears, : first broke, the Silence:i i , 

" Oh do not, Sir," said she, " take tromime 
my-a father! , do,! not ,take away my beitimy 
deareat,friend:" . 'Her I voice -failed • her-she 
was unable to -proceed.-leanedi her bead upon' 
bet hand; and gave full-ventito 'her grief. 	,HiS 
wife 'too (an Otaheitean) expressed a. lively,sori 
row. r ,  The wishes 'of Adanis soon became 
known :among the others; ,who joined in-pathe- 
tic solicitation for his stay on the Islands 	-Not 
an eye !was dry-.the big, tear stood in thoseLof 
the.,nien.—the women , shed them_ in full abtfri4. 
dance. 	, I never' witnessed la i scene-  Sili; fully ;a& 
fecting, or more replete With.interew ., TO have 
taken-  himJrona .a circle of I such friendsrli'o'uld 
have,, ill, become a feeling _heart;  to,  have 'forced' 
ilitkaitay,in oppositiontetheinjoitit and'ettrnest. 
egtre9,tiesi, 1  would !have:. been an Jdutrage' on ,hu- 
nialfirtr.Y-,1 4; , 	lit od ,;VTAil Psurancesthat itWaSineithei• our wish 
pfm:  intention .,to,, take Win. 1 from i them, against t 
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his inclination, their fears Were,  tat, length dissl. 
pated. 	His 	daughter 	too l'had gained ,her 
usual serenity, but she was lovely in her lears, 
for each seemed to add an additional Charm. 
Forgetting the • unhappy deed 1 which 	placed 
Adams in that spot, and seeing Min only in the 
character 'he i now is, at the head of a little 
community, adored. by a11, instructing all, 'in 

-religion, 	industry, 	and 	friendship, his situa. 
.tion might be truly. : envied, and one is almost 
inclined to hope that his unremitting attention 
to the government.and morals of this extraor-
dinary) little colony, will ultimately prove%an 
equivalent for the part he formerly took,-enti- 
Ile him to praise, and shotild, he ever return to 
England,,s..ensure him the clemency i of - -that 

,- Sovereign' he has so much injured. 
The 'young women ' haves invariably beauti- 

• ful teeth; 	fine eyes, and open expression of 
!cnuntetianbe, and looks of such .simple' inno. 
cence, and sweet sensibility, that renders theft' 
•sapptarafice 'at 'once interesting, and engaiingi  
:and it is pleasing to add, their min& and than' 
-ners•were a ,purei and. innocent; as this impre's. 
-slop.,  indicated. 	NO lascivious looks,' dr any 
I loose, ,forward manndrs, s which so-Muthsdisiiti. 
guish the characters of the females _of theiother 
.Islandsl' 
. 	The Island itself has,  an 	 ) exceed' 	4)retty 

i  tl"l)t 
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appearance, ,and 	was informed -. by Christian, 
:every part was fertile and capable of being cul.! 
tivatedo The, coasfris ,, every way bound with 
rocks,, lit-ism:Web 	that i,:they are 	at 	all, times 

:obliged to carry,  their,,  little boats to the village, 
,but the; timber? is of so, light a nature that -one.  
man is adequate to the burden of the largest 
they have.... 

Eachfainily has a separate allotment of land,. 
-and each, strive to rival the other. in their agri-
cultural pursuits, which is chiefly confined ,to. 
the. propagation of • the;Yam, and which they 
'have. certainly ,brought to the • finest perfection' 
I. ever. saw. 	The bread-fruit and cocoa-put 
trees),) were brought with them: in.. the ,Bounty, 

',and have been since _reared with. great,  success. 
The pigs- also, came by.the same,conveyance, as 
well _as goats and poultry. 	They, had )04 , pi- 
geons,,.and I , ant sorry to. say no opeAought 
.of leayirig ,those few we, had ,on 4pard,„w#11 
, them.. 

,The pigs have got.into th.c.,,wood$, and .many , 	. 
.,are IlAYg wild. 	!Fish of ,various,sorts are taken,  
, here,,:  and. in greatabUndence;,the• tackling is 
1 all of tilgir..owa manufactnring,i, and r the Woks, 
-Although, hPat. tonti .,of old ,iron hoops, not. only 
, linsweti the,purpose, , but.  are fairly made, 	'. L,, 

Needles they also make from the same. ma- 
- Aerial% i liThose,  men who,  came on. board;  ;mem 

/ 	. 	• 
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finely formed,• and of manly features. 	Tbel'r 
height about 5 	feet 	10 *inches. 	Their hair 
black and long, generally plaited into a tail. 
• They wore a straw hat, similar to those'worn 

by sailors, with a few feathers stuck into them 
by way of ornament: 	On their shoulders was 
a mantle 	resembling 	the Chilinan 	Poncho, 
which hung down to . the knee, and round 'the 
waist, a girdle corresponding to'that of the In-
dians at the Marquesas, 'both of which art 
produced. from the bark of trees growing on . 
the Island. 	They.  told !no they had clothes 
on shore, but never wore them. 	I spoke to • 
Christian particularly, of Adams, who assured 
me he was greatly respected; insomuch that n6 
one acted in opposition to his wishes, and When 
they .should lOse him, their regret would he 
general. 	The inter-marriages which had taken 
place among them, have been the occasion of 
a relationship . throughout the colony. 	There 
seldom happens to be a quarrel, even of the 
most trivial nature, and then, (using their own 
term,) is nothing more than a word of mouth 
quarrel, which is always referred to Adams for. 
adjustment. 

Several books belonging to Captain Bligh.' 
which were taken out of the Bounty $yere then 
in the 	possession of Adams, 	and 	the fa'st 
'voyage of Captain Cook was brought on board 
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BRITON'S VOYAGE. 	 97 	, 

the Briton. 	In the title page of each volume 
the name of Captain Bligh uts written, and I 
suppose . in his own writing. 	Christian had 
written his name immediately under it with-
out running his pen through, or defacing in 
ha least, 	that of Captain , Bligh's. 	On the 
Zargins of several of the leaves were written in 
pencil, numerous remarks on the work, but as 
I 	consider them 	to have been the private 

Bligh, 	and • written observations 	of 
they unsuspecting the much lamented event which 

subsequently took 	place, 	they shall by me 
be held sacred. 
• If the outline I have here given has not 
been adequate to the reader's expectation, I 
trust the short period in which I had to col-
lect the materials, will, in some degree, plead 
my apology ; under which impression I shall 
leave Pitcairn's Island, but not with994.41/4hope 
that 	its 	interesting 	inhabitants 	will 	receive 
that support from this country, the peculia-
rity of their situation so justly entitle them to, 
and proceed to Valparaiso, where we arrived 
after a voyage of SO days, when we had nei-
ther bread in our lockers, nor wine in our 
casks; therefore, the, reader will not be sur-
prised, if, while he rests, that I should indulge 
mySelf with a few of thq,luxuries of the Port. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

''TIIE reader will be aware that , the pedal 
afforded. me at n'tir first arrival in this port, was 

• inadequate 'to 'furnish' sufficient materials for a 
• t Olivet description; either of its importance 'or 
Situation, .and. will 'not only attribute any, silence 
to io'obvions a 'reason,' but permit me here to 

' make Itithe theme of a short 'chapter. - 
i' it Valparaiso then may be considered as one of 
-thee most onunodious, opulent, and extensive . 
P* is 	the eoast.of Chili, and is situated in 
latitude. 531" 1' south, and in longitude 12 ,191  
west, , at 'about ninety' milei from the city of 
•Vanti*Iss,;thd 'Capital 	of the • country. 	.This 
town being`divided into two parts, and known° 
by the liatnes of the Port Valparaiso, and the 
Almendtale, .I shall,to.prevent confusion speak 
of them -separately. 'The Pori isi doubtless, 
the'lnest *ardent, and from its being: the initne• 
dittte i inart ,  for) every?v.  Itinct)i of, merchandize 
.in the 'country, it .is of the greatest Tonsidera.!  
tint]; 	1 The 	torn , is 	built ::,as,,, xegtilar.1  as ithe 
tround:oti.,whieb it Istands will allowiltnirposi. 
senses two or three tolerable streets i the rest, 
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which 	is 	by 	fru . the 	greatest part, 	occu-', 
pies the sides and summits* of those heights, 
which run with great abruptness even to the 
heath. 	Through Oaf: ps 'those streets cross 
several zig-zag roads, and smaller paths leading 
w] 	them 	to. the different dwellings. 	The 
ouscs)..,witit a :few :exceptions- :(a.saliroughout 

the country) • are.. but .one ptory, .and.bukiof 
large. ,tinburnt bricks, have rather -a, mean ap- 
pearance, and those situated - on the beach are 
occupied by  merchants, either.asTriagazines for 
corn;. or shops ;, and where, the .piiinuipal, pert • 
of their ,commercial affairs is transeetefltr ape 
:aid' :Article . of commerce. eensists4 in '',Corn, 
tordage, ...and 	copper ; . the 	two, firstf,lbeing 
brought from the neighbouring fertile,vallerof 
Quillota, the latter from beyond St. Jagq...:  ,.. 

The. Custom house,, with all.,its estAblish. 
nient, is on the beach, tend all boals,-(V.is. Ai-
dsh Majesty's' excepted) are obliged.lo .land 
them 	,Both! officers • And 	ineit , belonging :to 
this department.. appear to • be ,vigilantilLthcir 
stations, And steady . in 	the , performance-of 
their .duty';, bit I belieVe,,.froin ,the GgYernor 
tort the loweit individual..in the eStAblishinc,nt, 
those ene few:who Nan lvithstanc.I the, temptation 
of a.: " =beam :.de oro," or a .,bribe,Of gold,•„'r 
,I. -:There • are tiver churches ,tait. neither v.voickhy 
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of hotice,.and monasteries.or Convents there are-
none. 

Iti the .centre Of the town, and commanding-
it • in 'either direction, is- situated the 'citadel; 
Consisting of a 'small• battery of 1 	guns to-
wards the sea, and a wall surrounding an 
Considerable piece of ground, in' which is the 
'Governor's residence and prison. 	This place 
bears- not' the- least resemblance to a regular 
fatification, and 'the rivers described by'  Pr..a-
zier to' run on either side; Must have been from 
faiacy alone. 	I Sought for them, but .in vain;' 
hswever,- there are Certainly channelS, and ein ' 
the rainy season they may contain a considera. 
bid . kinantity.' of ; water-.--at any other . Period 
certainly net. 	There is a deep well in the gar- . 
rison, and another greatly within.the range.of its 
cannon., '' The whole is id.  the greatest possible! 
.styitio 41.4sorgarlization,.J but 	let 	it 	be sin 
never. so tine a' state, it-is not tenable against. 
anyilferce which may be in possession of the• 
heightsTabciire, fur the mountain being.steep, Mei 
.citadel) becotries seoni exposed ; insomuch; that, 
at the distance of half a gun shot,Lit is .qnite's, 
open and +unprotected.,  • 	• 	• , . 	'I!) 	b 1 7 	J 14h, 

,, CaSte110,131anCoi, or the !White Castle,istatids/ 
onthe• beach inunediately,under a_high cliff;..Jak 
the ..tcesi .pcin t:-,  of the( 1 sbay,i iflankingitlili 1 lharld 

J 	, 	0 	/1 	b _e 	..,.. 	", 	1 	A 	I.; 	' , JONI' 	Iii'll V I 	.I'd 
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hour to - the -eastward., .It mounts, but eight. 
cannons, is wholly unprotected frotn the lands  
ancUcapable of so little•resistance from the sea, 
that a ship of ,any .force going against -it; Viet  
garrison would not long be able to stand at theirs  
sliks.• i 
IF The anchorage  here is -very .good, ,i?ut the.. 
most, secure 	and 	protected 	is; towards- ; the., 
White Castle, the opposite sides  being a shoal--
as well as bating somellanierous rooks, ,which!; 
aye-at no period visible above the surface of the; 
water. 	The shore .from the citadel to, below,t 	., 
Custom House is very bold, and ships of eons -:.: ' 
derable burden can anchor within a.,-fen,yar . s3 • 
of the beach, so that they can conveniently4als&I 
in; or -discharge the eargoes4.  
'..It is impossible' for ships of force to'be sup.-

pliedit at .any time, mitt) waterdrotil the , liort- 
.0 without incalculable trouble, for. it is; in 	Brainy 

season , alone that ' there ,ireny,, but W tab i9'L 
contained• in the wells ; bolvever; et the, Altnent•a 
drale 	if 	may I be r procured ,at , all,  iseast*: 
whet the,surf will permit the boats to latid;itts I-
shall hereafter mention. I. 

All kind of trading with this, countlyheinr 
prbhibitedt b9 the-  Spanish! Goverhmelnt,,abe ' 
quaritity) of,fiEtropean good 	imported' there is,  
bnt:,!tritiling8• z , Land .tbf ;,le,  onosit onchanced priceP 
but yr at smuggling is ram carried on across 

• 8591 

   
  



Mi • 	A 1;TAItliATIVi.  OF'"IiIE • 
the' •Co,iiiillcia6) and all . sorts • of contraband 
gijOds' ire introduced by the British'residents at 
truenes r:A:yreS,),  and' 'their . agents. 	The id:- 
Mediate produce of the dtsuntry is confined.  to 

• corn, .hemp, and cordage:" which are. brdught 
liege in great quantities; and shipped for. Li 	a, 
iind _the different- , ports of Peru; and as ihIlr f 	. 
cotintry is nearly es destitute ,of these, articles , 	 r i4 Chili is of sugar; coffee, &e. •&c. these are 
ritieir 	principal '• geodsi brought 	back 	in 	exl- 
"aitige. ' lti,  fact, these two countries itppear, 
Y. "pendent 	On; each 'other; 	and without a 4 

cis 
1

endly tindastanding, (which is so much to the 
4terOstiol both te' have), they must be equally 
-diStieised.' 	Durit4 the •Patre, or revolution ju 
fiAiik:cOri) in Peru, ‘‘.8 at 12 and 14 dollars 
tits-I.E'riglish• single 	bushel, 	while 	.sugar and 
. Coffee, tin Chili, „was at. Es. 6d. or 7 shillings the 
pound. ,..... 

11 ) ;II ; tiAisi. :riot; omit 	to 	mention . the market, . 	• 
',NOM), .'`J'viith- the 	.governor's' house, 	;forms'ia 
'4.q.  nare,,ttud.is abundantly. supplied with eVery 
article a subsistence, .particularly poultry, f Ve- 

':Ottible44  dead fruit, whose price's .are very. mo- 
derate 	l' , Notwithstanding the applols-afitall 

- tinieS so .plentiful, 4and ,  so suherior. in quality, 
. they ha4e✓  not ah. yet begun tainakoeydei!.;:The 
Liape,s !Also .. 'are , . of 	unequalled —quality, .a brit 

! thor wino Zits~ seldom -drinkable. - The %teavh,, 

   
  



BRITON:S VOYAGE. 	1,03 . 	 . 
apricot, and nectarine, are , in their seasons.'ex17, 
tremely large and of a ,  most, delipious.fiavour. 
The frutillia, or strawberry, altheugh ,in-lize 
equal to three or feur of ours, is by no eaeansso 
agreeable to the taste. 

This country, is abundantly supplied: %vial 
very species of cattle, • and an ox weigbing 

about 400lbs. (which 	is . the . common, size) 
may be procured for 10 or 12 dollars. , The 
horses are not large, ' but finely , formed, Ike; 
and spirited ; and when trained, are sor teoder 
in the mouth, that the most trivial tqucti of t 
rein 	is sufficient, 	when , going full speed, 	o 
stop • them in an instant—,a sharp checks on, 
spot, and if the rider be riot on his guard, it is' no 
more than probable, that he will be precipitated 
over his he'ad, which was a frequent occurrence 

. with the sailors when on 'their equestrian excur-
sions.  

The population of the porto  joined to that of 
'the , Almendrale, is computed, by, the ,,Spani- 
Yards to be nearly 20,000, but I haye no.coucpp7  
tion it can be so many by nearly a third. i 4 	• ' 

A mountain whose abrupt.teraiination leaves 
,only sufficient room for a GarrOW road ,44etw.v.en 
# 'and the beach, separates the pgrt of Valpa-• 
raiso and, the ,Almendrale, or Almond. Gyoxei. at 
the distance! of 390 r yailds ; but .coven itli this 
a pacpthere are I a ,  few ,,bevels formed., in,,the 

4 	• 

   
  



104 	A NARRATIVE .OF TFIE 

rock, so it. may literally be said, there is a direct 
line of i  communication from the one to the. 
other. 	. 

This, place is .built on: a plain of more than ft. 
mile in 	 length, and half' as much in width, 
and consists of one long street ,running direc 

o
ti

l 
 

.through it, with smaller ones leading to th 
right .  and left. 	It is said to contain upwards 
of, 5000 people—has several small churches; 
and one small 	monastery.. It is so great a 
mart for freit, that. at almost every door there 

various, sorts, exhibited 	for 	sale. 	Several 
gi -dens of great extent are 	occupied, by ., al- 
,n nd, trees, 	front which the -place derives its 
name. it  There are also large vineyards, in one 
oti  which, situated 	ktbdut 	the 	centre of the 
tpwn,.is the Well from whence the shipping are 
supplied with water. 	it is drawn in buckets 
by int44-is of a 	wheel, 	and 	is 	sufficient •to 
'beep h-14  continual supply three 	or four' large 
ores, 9r pipes. 	The greatest inconvenience is 
the distance, 000 or 500 yards,) to roll the 
casks, they, must also be rafted off; as there is at 
all tithes too great a surf to get them easily into 
boats. 	 , 

At the 9nd , of this town commences the 
grand road tq the city, made by O'fijggins ,du,. 
ring 	his 	presidentship. 	' A 	guard 	i,s,'.1p.lway4- 
kept. there, and all travellers must ika Atlieir 
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r 
passporti backed by 'ihe officer, or at 'Cas4 
Blanca (1e leagues distant) be will 'be prevent- 
ed from proceeding on his journey. 	The WM- 
perathre here is generally' moderate, and' the 
country healthy. 	The :.thermometer from' 6't e). 

C730. 
During the months of Junc, July, Augusi; 

and September, it is continual rain, and is very 
properly called the rainy season. 	In'the other 
months there is seldom a cloud,. mid excePei 
fog in the morning, it is always serene.' 'Tlie 
country for several mileS 'round, is nothing 	i 
sterile mountains, scorched by the sun' in 
summer, or deluged by the rain in the' wint r ; 
'however, 	the vallics 'in the interiof' are 'kerY 
beautiful, 	and among then Quillota May be 
considered 	not only the' blest ektensive,. 'but 
fertile. 	The town, 	froth 	which 	it 	t'alcps -its 
name, lies about 30 miles in a N.E.- thYection 
from Valparaiso, and the road leading to it fot 
somo distance is rugged, and the country barren: 
By this route, you pass the sthall bay where tile 
American Frigate Essex was cauttured! by 'the 
Phoebe and Clieru.b; and where Maly.  'of 111,  
crew swam on shore, and as many perished : in 
the attempt.. Passing this place, and ascend-
ing an eminence, the frincipal part of•t4 poilt4  
operit itself to,'Nie‘V, and with' it the traveller 
cantthpbot -ibe 'lgratitied, ' for' .illotwittistandii4, 
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the sterility ,  of the mountains, want of cultiva4 
tion, trees, ,.8ec.. there: is a i certain strangenegs. 
in,  the appearance, -which excited in me coml.- 
derable . interest. 	Advanced. thus far, the . val. 
ley ' and, town , of Quillota appear ' in. front 
*hose livelp.aspect when compared with t#41 
country you, have. passed over, forbas a ver3 
striking ' contrast. 	,,Quillota 	is 	most . abun. 
daptly.  'supplied 	with' every 	description 	o 
fruit,. and the only attention paid the trees, is 
causing the trenches in which they are plantec 
t 	e kept constantly moist throughout the dr3 

' s 	sons , This fertile. valley is also productive 
o 	corn, hemp, and' cordage, of the finest qua. 
hties, 	whiChi is generally transported on mule: 
to Valparaiso, either for the purpose of beinf 
shipped or manufactured. 	The rope *her 
madet  contains nothing but the hemp in oit 

•naturAt•state, as the tar of-the country is of toc 
destructive a nature to be mixed with it, anc 
that of Europe too -expensive to be brought 
fop that purpose. 	The riches of this valley, are 
not confined alone to the fertility of its surface 
the earth for several feet deep, contains a .por 

• tion of gold, which is, when washedi  of .grea 
purity: 	The silver mines likewise are very 
rich. 	It was here, MA in consequence of its 
abounding in gold,. that the Spaniards? under 
Peter de Baldivia erected a fort for theiNeurit3 
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of the settlement, and to keep. in awe,those In4 
dians whom he employed to bring him tra. • 
sure. 	" But," says Frazier, " ,they possessed 
themselves of it by a very ingenious stratagem. 
One of those, on an appointed day, .carried 
t~iither a pot full of gold dust, to-excite theeurit. 
Day of the garrison soldiers. 	la a shoct. time 
they all gathered about that little treasure, and 
whilst . they were busy conteading their pri. 
vate interests, to divide the s'ame, .au ambuer 
cade of indiani concealed and armed with ar. 
rows, rushed in upon them, aud,found J 
defenceless. 	The ' victors glen destroyed, 	.e  
fort, which has never ,been rebuilt since, 	n 
they gave over searching for gold , there." 	I 
was not at thg town, but am informed by A 
gentleman who had been there, it is , very in- 
considerable, 	principally inhabited. by t e pa- 
dyes of the . country, r and nptt.containi% , in re 
than a hundred families', that are. white. 	Mules 
.area the only animals used,' to. tranSpOrt theit 
goods from one .place to; another, and, ,couse-
quently great numbers must be daily employed ; 
in , some.. of , the teams I have , seen :upwards of 
threes hundred,„They travel with great ceie- 

:tity, and if it be , more than, one day's journey, 
tliey are unloaded, and their, burdens formed 
into an encampment , 	If Ow traveller, chusos, 
liel rgotit turni from s the ivalley.f91, ,Quillota to 
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ttle.port by ,another route, butfiefore heTeaches 
the Camino Iteal,J orsoyal. road; be ,vill, find it• 
exceedingly rugged and disagreeable. 	• 

. In. the south-east direction, and , About ,ten   ,  
miles from ,Valparaiso, 	is 	the ,,Lagoon, 	on• 
which there is frequently good shooting. Swa 
are found there, ,and at times black ogi3. 
There are also, near this place, sonae very good 
farms.  

iThe 	natives 	of Chili, are very expert gat!  
throwing the Lesso, and by, which, every, kind 
o animal is.  ,ca,ught. 	,The process is Ow. 1 .4 

n with a rope of SO yards, or upwards ,in. 
e 	OA (having, at the.,end tq he -delivcrcd,,,ai 

noose) coiled in his right hand, turns- it,twicey,,  
or thyice:over;his head to create velocity, beforel 
he,  t 	ow,s ,it,at tree ,object„ :wtiicb, let) it . be tt, 
bull, 	vex 'so. wild,. he,;  vill - bet, sure to take, 

/ 	4411.P.J. hOrns,, or bead.; t- 'They are, s9LeX- 
ePOingly .1clekterpus,  ,at this 	work, .. that . they.) 
winii,with,.the same facility, take a bAllOck iv i 
Ow leg„. As, th_ey • can by the head,  or neck..L "r3 rl 

ti Wir11,. sgea.king. of the garrison,I.I tomidod .1 
to) say the,Governor is,also,.military,contnwb: 
dent,- and. hao undo hinvabout 79Q, trim, V  wii0:.  
am,natiyes of, the country, 1  bacjIyAregedp .pntc 
djscipii)leify and I k)eliev9 generaUyAisaffes,tpd, 
toirithe Spanish .0overninenti,is JbarcllY7.o 
.possiplo4  0 iroprt§s Ow ivAdgri wittiNevorzi 
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idea of their' dress or arms; but a: guard, 'when 
turned out, is the • Most -Motley- group I ever 
beheld or could have imagined. 	'Among *a' 
score 'it may- be Considered ' extraordinary;. if 
there can be found one OW of , shoes-or stock:,  
inEs. 	Their arms also, are very defective." 	1  
( I 'It may not be improper, if I here, by twatof 
conclusion toi this chapter, make a short di-
gression, and give an outline of what passed in' 
this' country' subsequent., i6 our 'first 'arrival in 
the port, when 'we . found Captain Edifier; ,' or 
the Phoebe, had just returned frorn.Chilany!af e  
having succeeded in conauding,"a treaty wi t . 
the 'Patriots for an armistice of end year; durt pg 
which period; the Country was tO enjoy a 'free). 
trade, 	and the 'Spanish flag. to be' irespettee 
By this treaty; Which' 'I -have,' underStOo lb& 
was 'authorized to' make' by i the . Vicer 	.',of 
Lima, on any terms, the Spani4Varrifyi. 	r. 
General,  Gino, 	was 	extricated: 'froth 	that 
fate 	which otherWise. awaited tit. • 1Vdf ,prisbi 
ners .also,. and among )whoth iworef orficers„-of tan' 
lents' and 	distinction, , wer'e' set ,  at liberty,j'aficl• 
cortveyed,  byl ds,' as• l' have before )stated, ,: td' 
Lirint. ir•Tiiii object bffeeidd,ii,hith'vhisitheLend• 
.of J iheii-VitetoA•iie0, ihe .bibke the t trealy,  

ri n rBetiierf )  entered) into'<h 	".hiS•Varti ' by tapftt 
untiee'da EprelenceNthat; he • bad -exceeded i Ibis I 
inailti€194N1  atid-:begari iisiinediatdy to 04,tarbi 

f-- 	• 
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a fresh expedition against Chili, ánä :the . arrival 
of the Talavera Regiment:from 'Spain; which 
thirsted for rapine and.  plunder,- -enabled him 
'to .carry his wishes into instant effect. ' This 
expedition, 'Ossorid, a Spaniard by birth, and 
I understand possessed of all the bad quail*? 
'inherent in his countrymen, without a single 
good one of his own, was appointed to coni- 
mand. 	Every thing to facilitate its .comple... 
tibn was done; but; however much the viceroy 
might have wished to prevent it, the news 
s 

	

	n reached Chili, and in the interim, measures 
re taken in that country to counteract his 

duplicity. 	But those who had been in oppo- 
sition tii:Captain Hellier's convention, instead 
of uniting with them, 	upbraided 	his 	party 
With reacher35 and of having sold their coun- 
ty 	'These reproaches however justly' they 

t'might have been applied, were sharpened by 
Other invectives, 	and at,  length their private 
resentment preponderating agaiiist the public* 

'good; hostilities commenced between the two 
parties'; the Carrares heading one, the Roies 
the' +Other. 	During the internal -broils, 	arid 
• battles which followed, the common knenly;,to 
:both Was *holly lost sight of, and -they placed 
theiriselks ,bn 	the margin of that precipice. 

illiern.•vtlfieh they' were ultimately]  hurlrel.;,  Os. 

torio's expedition had been cornolerkleNsailed. 
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anti arrived at .Conception ; nay, be was.  even 
pn his, .mareh towards Rancagua before their 
unnatural 	delirium 	was 	at 	all 	dissipated. 
When he arrived, he found his forces greatly 
'inferior, in number to what he had to contend 
with, but.  relying on the superior discipline of 
the Talavera regiment, he was anxious to bring 
them to battle, as the Chilinatis•were disunited 
_amongst themselves, and destitute even of a 
chief or.officer, on whom they could place con- 
fidence for either abilities, or courage. 	A bat-
tle, soon ensued, and wonderful to relate,, de 
,Chilinans fought so determinedly,, that fo 	a - 
considerable time' the day, was doubtful, an 

.it :is..s.aid that bad ,yoUng Carrares joined with 
his regiment, instead of standing aloof at this 

-,critical moment; the Spaniards would ,hav been 
, obliged to retreat 	but be, this, as it in 	the 
battle ,was lost, the .Patriots leaving on 	e 

,field more. than 1006:in killed ,and .wounded. 
,,RitriFagna was taken, immediate, possession of, 
,,the •Patriots dispersed, and the Carrares with 
:;thelt: regiment plundered. ,the . churches, and 
blevying; contributionsil crossed the Cordilleras, 
.,iindireacheclpMendoza in ,safety, with, booty to 
LaaAntnerise, :amount,•, leaving their unhappy 
;otopintry tQL:ter fato.1  St. ;Ago, the capital in- 
,,Stkad,[0f ,making :resittance, erected triumphal 

, 	- 
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arches for the victor, and strewed flowers be- 
fore him as he entered. 	Thus was a country, 
which, for four years had breathed the pure air 
of liberty and freedom, subjugated, and they 
may, with great propriety, date the epoch of 
their new slavery, from the period of thOr 
inconsiderate treaty of Chilan., 
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CHAPTER VII. 

The time now elapsed subsequent to arriv-
ing in Port, had fully compensated for our suf-
ferings during our voyage' from the Marquesas, 
and as the ship had also undergone a tolerable 
refit, we sailed for the port of Callao, where .we 
arrived after touching at Coquimbo, and expe-
riencing the finest weather, on the fifth day. 

Callao, the port of Lima, stands on a low 
narrow neck of land, near the ruins of the old 
town, and almost level with 	the sea. 	This 
isthmus, for it can be termed nothing else, 
with the Island of San Lorensa forms the an-
chorage, which is one of the most spacious, 
and beautiful in the world; and as the wind is 
never tempestuous or strong, excepting when 
indicative of arfearthquake, ships may anchor, 
or moor in the greatest safety with a rope or 
hawser of comparatively small size: The Jetty, 
or landing plaCe, is formed by a ship which was 
run on shore for that purpose, so that the surf 
being completely broken, boats are at all, times 
enabled to land, and lie there with as much 
security as if in a still pond. 	To this place 
there are several streams.  of water brought for 
the eonveniency of ships, which can always be 
sup plied with the greatest expedition. 
4, 	 I 
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. 	The 	present town of Callao, 	does 	not 
amount to more • than 300 houses, which are, 
like those of Paita, 'built' of bamboo.  and mud ; 
they are equally mean in their appparance, and 
from the number of sailors which are constantly 
here, the greater part of them .are occupied for 
public houses, or shops retailing Agun dent or . 

6:  . spirit of the country. 
The custom house is situated at a little dis-

tance from the jetty—it is an extensive esta-
blishment, and, like those • at Valparaiso, all 

'departments are ready to sacrifice the 'public , good, or rather the good of the state, to gra- 
i  Aify their own insatiable thirst for"rkhes. 	It 

has a governor and a numerous train of satel- 
lites. 	The trade carried on here is considerable 
from the different countries of Mexico, Quito, 
and - Chili; from Whence they are supplied 
with pitch, tar, and sulphur, 'with wines, spi-
rits, wood, cocoa, and Guayaquil hats..Corn, 
hemp, cordage, hides, &c. &c. are generally 
imported from Chili; and from the Island of 
Chloe the woollen manufactures 'of the' na-
tives, such as the poncho, and rugi; Some of 
the latter are curious ' from the strange figures 
represented, and are generally used as carpets 
for the ladies to rest their feet on. Sugar, coffee, 
chocolate, and 'Peruvian bark, are the princi- 
pal articles exported. 	For the protection of 
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the roadstead there are three batteries, one of 
'which is of great extent and strong.. 	In the 
centre is a chapel, the residence of the Gover- 
nor, 	and soldiers' barracks : 	and 	under ,the 
bastions, which are bomb proof, is sufficient 
room to contain the principal part of the Spani-
ards, or people to the number of 6 or 7000. 
The smaller ones are at a small distance to the 
North and South, each forming a crescent pro- 
jecting to the sea, and mounting in barb 	six 
long, pieces of ordnance*. 

The importance of these batteries, as a de-
fence, or guard for Lima is but little, 'for ship- 
Ting.  may anchor, and troops land much'out'Of 
the range 'of shot from 	their longest, pieces; 
and as the wells of the garrison contain no-
thing but water, too brackish for long or„con- 
stant 	use, 	their 	present supply, 	which 	is 
brought in a canal from the river Lima, cap 
be, instantly stopped, which 	must inevitably 
.reduce, it in a short period. 	I 	understood 
..they 400 tried ,every method, but in vain, to 
prevent sea water from penetrating, and are, 
..about,,to make fresh _attempts; bat, in ,my opi- 
nionp  if - ,I ;;nay judge from the local ,situation • . 	.4. 	 - 	. 

. 	A 

The garrison 9c Callao mounts about 2Q0 pieces of 
'`..rclnaoce of 'ilifferent classes and calibre. 	. 	. 
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of the place it will be as fruitless as their for-
mer ones, for the isthmus is narrow, and the 
ground where it stands is the ruins of ancient 
Callao, which was about the year 1740 swal-
lowed by one of those terrible convulsions of 
nature, so common • in that country. 	The old 
ruins to a great extent are quite visible, inso-
much that several of the arches of different 
churches 'are now above the surface. 	They 
appear to have gone down bodily, and but lit-
tle out of perpendicular; the one under which 
I went, stood perfectly erect. 	 - 

In digging the trenches of the batteries, ma-
ny thousand skulls have been taken up, .which 
are, with other bones, continually carried un-
der the roofs of these once splendid sanctuaries, 
and there deposited. 	The country near Cal:- 
lao is very level, and the earth contains such 
an abundance of nitre, that at. many places 
the • ground is covered with great quantities 
naturally 	chrystalized ; 	there 	is 	a great deal 
made in the neighbourhood, but particularly 
at Lima. 	The village of Bella Vista, or Belle 
View, stands in a pretty situation, ,and is an 
agreeable walk in the cool of the evening,from 
the. Port. 	The road leading to Lima is ,very 
commodious and straight, has kwall of mud 
on each side, and the city, which is seven miles 
from the port,, being only 300 feet above thesea, 
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the ascent is hardly perceptible; on the con-
trary, there is S9 great a deception, that either 
going to, or 'coming from, it has the appearance 
of a descent. 

At about four miles on the road, tree's have 
been planted on each side, which, with the 
gardens being constantly in bloom for. some 

• fruit or other, Makes the entrance into Lima 
peculiarly delightful. • 

For the space of two miles from the gates 
there arc also walks with seats on either side, at 
convenient distances, for the accommodation 
of the public, and during the evening they are 
generally frequented by the Fashionable part of 
the 	inhabitants; 	either in 	their 	calashes 	or 
coaches, or on foot. 	.  

By this road then, and under a-  large, but 
not very magnificent archway, you enter the 
city of Lirna, celebrated for its great riches, 

.and having had one of its streets paved with 
ingots of silver, as well as having for its foun- 

. r.-der the great Francisco Pizarro, •who it seems 
' caused it to be begun, either in the year of our 
tord:'1534, rot 1535. 	It is, like most of the 

'•Wthei towns. founded 	by the Spaniards, 	laid 
., out in.rsqp'ares of 150 yards each way, with 

Streets of a proportional width, crossing each 
'40 thp r ' at right angles. • Those running from 
E&St:tip'.  West, have a constant stream of water, 
and 	as the descent is sufficient, all 	the dirt, 
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which otherwise would be offensive, is carried 
off. 	Those going from North to South do not 
possess this advantage. 	In this city, it being 
the Spanish Capital of the Peruvian dominions, 
is the residence of the Viceroy, *who may in 
every sense be considered as an absolute mo-
narch. 

The President of Chili is subservient to brim, 
but 'from the distance which separates them; 
he is precluded from having much controul over 
his actions. 	The Marquis of Concordia was 
was then the Viceroy of Peru, and OsSorio,' 
the President of Chili.  

The extent of thsiS city may be estimated to be 
nearly eight miles in circumference, including 
the Suburb on' the north side of the ' river, or 
about- 2 miles 3 quarters in length, and a mile 
and half in 	width. 	Its fortification 	consists, 
merely of a wall built of unburnt bricks, from 
15 to 20 feet high, and nearly as many thick, 
With bastions flanking' each other at a distance 
notexceeding`two hundred yards. 	 .  

Thew idth of 'the breast work from the in-' 
,side extremity of the 'parapet, is by no means' 
adequate to permit the mounting of cannon, 
and it appears evident to have beery intended 
only to protect the city from the `incursions tit, - 

. or being surprized by the Indians. 	"D  

'According to Frazier, whose plarCas vvefl 
as description of 'the place, I found to be-ex 
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ceedingly correct, 	it • was 	built in. 1685 by 
John Ramond, a Flemish Priest in the Viceroy- 
ship of the Duke de la Plata. 	. 	. 

It is now very neglected, and out: of repair, 
but the disaffected state of .the country seems to 
have created some just alarm among the 'Spa-, 
niards, and the Marquis of Concordia has ,or-
dered several gateways to be repaired, and the 
wall to be put in a proper state of defence; but 
its great state of disorganization precludes its 
being accomplished in any reasonable time. 
It possesses no kind of ditch, or out-works. 

At about 150 yards, or one square from 
the bridge, is the Placa Real, or Royal Square, 
in the centre of which are the remains ofian ele 
gant brass fountain ; several of the lions with, 
which it was embellished,, as well as part,of the 
statue of Fame still remain. 	The water !  is 
thrown to a considerable height, and the basiR 
is sufficiently spacious for it to fall within iti 
margin. 	On the east side of • this square is the 
cathedral, and palace 	of the bishop. 	The 
Viceroy's establishment occupies 	the North 
side; 	the West is taken up by the court, of 
justice, , council house, and prison, with a row 
of arches, which are continued throughout the 
South sides  and Linder there re shops of various 
descriptions. 	There is ,a; ,market, 

	

, 	 1 

	

,of 	
, held in this , 

sroare, but -it cannot boaS 	any particular • ,  
-Icellencel 	
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The Cathedral does not possess any external 
beauty; but the splendour, magnificence, and .  
riches of the interior can alone be conceived. 

,The enchanted palaces, as described in.the.fai-
ry tales, recurred to my memory the instant I 
entered this elegant sanctuaryi 	The great altar, 
standing at the East-end, 'is. modern, and the 
columns numerous as they arc, together with 
every other part, are covered with silver in 
about the thickness of a dollar, and when lit 
up for the performance of any particular cere- 
mony,• its 	brilliant and beautiful appearance 
cannot be exceeded. 	Don •Mathias Mastro, a 
Priest, was the architect. 	He is also a 'painter 
of considerable merit. 	The various altars , •45n 
either side, are equal in richness if not in beauty, 
to the. one I. have mentioned. 	The Church 

. of San-  Augustin may be considered the next 
in beauty, by many I dare say superior to the 
Cathedral ; all the altars are superbly orna-
mented, and several are of incalculable value, 
but particularly the.one, erected at the entire ex- 
•pence of the Silversmiths, which is covered with 
solid metal, of more than common thickness,— 
it only required 	a few additional ornaments 
which were in a state 'of readiness, to make it 
complete. 	This church contains some excellent 
paintings. . 

San Domingo also vies 	with 	the 	otNrs 
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in point ' of elegance, 	and has a handsome 
' tower, (of great height;) at the. top of which the 
traveller may enjoy a most extensive, pictu-
resque, and interesting,  prospect ; and ,as it is 
difficult for a stranger to find his vay through 
the town, I would recommend him to visit 
this tower the first thing,. as, from a single look- 
'he will receive more 	information • relative to. 
the place-, than from studying the Lima direc- 
tory a month. 	 . , 

As 	the 	city 	contains 	upwards. of 	fifty 
Churches and Chapels, 	the reader 'will -  see, 
the impossibility of my bringing all before him, 

' and 'consider it , sufficient, 	if, in addition ' to 
those I have already mentioned;  I say that 
San Francisco with. La Conception,' and La 
Mercy, are the most extensive, as well as hand-
some; although none of the others;  are in the 
least deficient in riches and splendor. 	. 

The monasteries here, are both numerous 
and spacious, and I should ,suppose of the dif- ' 
ferent orders there cannot be less than eighteen 
or twenty ; and some among them contain three 
or four squares, or a piece of ground equal. at 
least to six acres. 

The largest of those is, of the Franciscan 
order, and . contains from .12,00 to 1500 Friars. 
The Augustins come next, 	and I think the 
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'monastery itself, although not so large, is much 
more elegant than the former; the number of 
monks exceed a thousand. 	These have twci 
or three smaller ones in different parts of the 
city. 	There are also numerous establishments 
of this nature under the various denominations 
of Dominicans, 	Benedictines, 	Mercerarians, 
&c. &C. and ate generally found in the most 
desirable and advantageous situations. 

Of convents for nuns, there are also several, 
and of great extent; 	but those of St. Clare, 
the Carmelites, 	and the, Incarnation are the 
principal ones of note. 

The number of men wearing the monastic 
habit, I was assured exceeded 10,000, and of 
women nearly 6,000, - which, may be consider-
ed nearly one sixth of the population of the 
place. 	Besides, the monks, there are a nume- 
rous train of Clerigos, a sort of parish Priests, 
who, with_ the former possess . a life of celiba-
cy,. but, if detected in any frailties of nature, 
their punishment is not so exemplary ; 	their 
oaths being only against matrimony. 

It maybe imagined perhaps, in a place, 
where the holy ministers of religion arc so nu- ' 
merous—where sanctuaries for its 	perform-
ance are so splendid, that piety and devotion ' 
would be predominant features, but the most 
depraved heart is often concealed under th\ 
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specious covering, and I am fully justified in 
saying that it is no where more so than here ; 
for the cloisters of both sexes, (with a few ex-
ceptions,) instead of being the sacred habitation 
of piety,• abstinence, and resignation, is that of 
riotous living, 	debauchery, 	libertinism, 	and 
licentiousness. 	Some of the Friars even boast 
of their manifold conquests, 	and numerous 
progeny ; 	and in many instances, 	even that 
small semblance of religion which they assume 
occasionally, 	is entirely shaken of. 	" Tbd 
penitent women," says Frazier, " have also -a 
place of retreat, but I do not think it Very full, 
because of the little scruple, they make in that 
country of libertinism, and the little care that 
is taken to curb it."  

He could not have come to a more just con-
clusion, and as there appears to have been but 
little reform, if any at all, in their moral lives 
subsequent to that period, we may be led to 
suppose that there are at present many vacan. 
cies in this establishment, which is known by 
the flame of Las Amparadas de la Conception, 
or the protected of the Conception. 

In the University of this place, there are se-
veral colleges, formed on very liberal princi. 
pies, 	but now much neglected. 	Formerly 
the, contained or had attached to them, more 
kiln 150 professors of Divinity, Law; Physic;  . - . 
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and Philosophy, and several thousand students 
were instructed in every branch of literature; 
but at present the number of teachers as well 
as 	scholars 	are 	considerably reduced, 	and 
science (if there was ever any there) seems to 
have wholly deserted the walls, for with the 
exception of Latin, and a little Divinity, there 
is nothing taught: 

The asylum for Lunatics in this city, is _Very 
extensive and supported by voluntary contri- 
butions. 	It was exceedingly full when I went 
over it, and every possible attention appeared 
to be paid to the comfort of the patients. 

The Viceroy is at the head - of • the Royal 
Court, and, 	if he chooses, -may preside, 	but 
this seldom occurs, except in matters of the 
greatest importance, and where the safety of 
the state may be affected.  

Sixteen Judges, four Magistrates, 	two At- 
torney Generals, and two or three others of 
less note, making in all .5!5 or 26, form this 
August Tribunal, which with the exception of 
the Seraphic inquisition, is paramount to all 
others. 	Subservient to this, there are several 
other courts, 	such as the Court of Justice, 
Criminal Court, 	Exchequer, 	Chancery; -Sze. 
There is also a Mayor and Aldermen, 'illio 
have a Court for the punishment of offeio's 
within their jurisdiction, 	and not cognisaN 
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by the . others. 	It will be needless for me to 
say.  that where priestcraft has taken so. deep 
root, there are sphitual Courts in abundance , 
but the•  most 	grievous, 	as 	well 	as 	terrific, 
is 	the, 	Inquisition, 	against 	whose 	decision 
there is no appeal, and from whose prisons no: 
one,, let him be never so innocent, is safe. 	The 
accused is always lept in ignorance of his ac-
cuser, nor has he the privilege allowed him of 
confronting any of the witnesses, which may 
be suborned against him. 

Many of the Priests who are,in favor of this 
detestable establishment, would fain persuade 
you that its abolition was productive of a re- 

. gret in. the public mind, which its.re-establish-
ment alone has been able to allay : but from 
what [ could learn, I am impressed with a 
very different opinion, and I think the conduct 
demonstrated by the mob, when the Viceroy 
withheld the order •for the. entire suspension 
of its functions, 	is .sufficient to bear me out. 
The Marquis of Concordia had received such 
,orders from 	the Cortes of Spain, 	but being 
himself a favorite of the institution he with- 

'held putting it in force for nearly six months, 
and also strove to conceal that such orders had 
really arrived ; however, it at length became 
*flown, when the Public being po longer able 
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to smothei their indignation, joined in one fu-
rious mob,—burst open the gates, and not re-
garding even their immediate saints, demolish- 
ed every ensign of Inquisitorial power. 	The.  
Council Chamber was destroyed—the images 
broken--their records thrown in the streets-7--
the secret prisons were explored—the innocent 
immured therein set at liberty ; and perhaps, 
had the officers of this seraphic and illustrioui 
order been present, they would have experi- • 
enced that punishment which was inflicted on 
the emblems of their tyranny. 

Thus much was related to me by a gentler 
man who was conspicuous in the affair, and 
willing to possess himself of their records, he 
broke open a desk, 	which luckily contained 
what he wanted. 	These proved to be manu- 
script trials, confessions, and allegations, 	but 
when the order .came for the re-establishment 
of this tribunal, he, dreading lest these docu-
ments might be 'found upon him, destroyed 
the greatest part, and was about to set fire to 
the last' bundle, when I entered his room. 	I 
saw they were old manuscripts,  and without 
asking their contents, or crime they had com-
mitted, r rescued them from their impending 
danger, and have them now in my possession. 
They contain chiefly allegations against the 
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Friars  for libertinism, 	and immorality,' and 
even of offering violence to women to whom 
they had been called as spiritual confessors. 

The Inquisition is situated at the east part of 
the city, and occupies more than one square. 
It has three entrances, but the most considera-
ble one is in the center, the others being chief-
ly attached to the residences of its principal 
officers. 	The Council Chamber must have been 
a superb room, and the offices attached to it 
have the appearance of having been once splen- 
did. 	Behind these, come the carcelos secretos; 
or the secret prisons, which are infinitely more 
miserable than the others are elegant. 	Each 
of these gloomy dungeons, where so many in-
nocent persons have lingered a life of pain, 
and 	wretchedness, 	and of whose fate their 
friends have been ignorant, is about.8 or 10 
feet square, and nearly 520 feet high, having 
at the top a small door,. admitting as small a 
portion of light as • air, 	and which is nOt at 
their own disposal, nor can they enjoy it, but 
at the caprice of those in - whose charge they 
are, and is at no period more than sufficient 
for them to discern some figure of torment 
which may be on the ivall, for the purpose of 
putting the tmhappy victim in mind of death 
Or a frightful futurity. 
'1  The different Courts. of Inquisition bearing 
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SO nice affinity to each other, in their arrange-
ments, mode of procedure, &c. that I• cannot 
here resist offering to the notice of the reader 
a few abridged extracts from Monsieur Dellon, 
and I hope they will not prove uninterest- 
ing. 	 . 

" During the months of November and 
December, I heard every morning the shrieks 
of the unfortunate victims, who were under-' 
going the Question'. 	The Auto da fe, as I 

. * The Question evidently appears to be the Torture, of 
which there are three different sorts, and the first being 
the most exquisite, is called the Queen of Torture. 	The 
criminal's hands being tied behind his back, and fastened 
to a rope, which, by means of four cords drawn over pul-
lies at each corner of a lofty room, he is hoisted up to the 
ceiling in an instant, when he is again let down within a 
few inchessof the ground. 	This is thrice repeated, and by 
the sudden jirks all his bones are dislocated. 	In this state 
he bangs until he expires, or confesses. 

2d Torture.—The instrument is something like a smith's 
anvil, with a spike not very sharp at the top. 	Ropes as 
in the former instance, are from the corners of the room 
attached to the criminal's legs and arms ; he is drawn up a 
little, and is then let down with his back bone exactly upon 
the spike of iron where the whole of his weight rests. 

3d Torture.—Is what they term a slight Torture, and 
applied only to women. 	Matches of tow and pitch are.  
wrapped round their bands, and set on fire until the flesh 

consumed.—See 	 account of is 	 Mr. Bower's 	the Ingt‘isi- 
lion at Macerata. 
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remember to have heard, was generagly cele-
brated on the first Sunday in Advent, because 
the service read on that day is pai t of the Gos- 
pel, 	touching on the last Judgment, and the 
Inquisitors pretend by this ceremony to exhi- 
bit a lively etnblem of that awful event. 	The 
profound silence within the walls enabled .me 
to count the number Of doors open at the time 
of meals, and I was convinced of there being 
many prisoners. 	Advent passed, and I 	 , pre- 
pared myself to pass another year in melan- 
choly captivity. 	On 	the ,  nth 	Jan. I was 
aroused from my despair. 	My prison door 
was opened, the Alcaide presented me with a 
habit, and left me with a light in my dungeon. 
The•guard came about two o'clock, and led me 
into a long.gallery, where I found the compa• 
nions of .my fate ranged against the w.all, and 
had it not been for the movement of the eyes, 
they would have resembled statues rather than 
animated beings. 	I was placed amongst this 
melancholy band ; 	those 	condemned 	to be 
burnt, were 	with their confessors in another 
part of the room—the women were in a room 
adjoining—;we here -received a large wax can-
dle, and a yellow•dress, with the cross of Suint 
Andrew, painted before and behind, it is called 
the San 	Benito. 	To relapsed 	heretics the 
SaAarra was given, the colour of which was __. 

"K 	• 
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grey, and on it was painted the.  portrait of 
the sufferer surrounded With torches, flames, 
and devils. 	The Carrochas, or caps of paste- 
board, of a conical' shape, covered with de- 
mons and fire, was then presented them. 	It 
was about. sun-rise when the grdat hell of the 
Cathedral announced to.the 'people of Goa the 
august ceremony of the Auto da Fe, and we 

- were led from the gallery into the great hall, 
one by one, and there given in charge of Par-
rains or godfathers,' who were to guard us' to 
the place of execution. 	With thqn; we 'Went 
forth to the street, where I saw that 'the pro-
cession commenced by Dominican Friars, in 
honour to San Dominic; the founder Of.  the 
holy Tribunal. 	As I was one of .the least 
guilty, 	I did not go foremost—We walked 
bare-footed through the streets, and the sharp 
stones wounded my tender feet dreadfully, and 
caused the blood to stream.. The crowd .of 

,, spectators was, innumerable. • Arriving at the 
church 	of St. 	Francis, 	the Inquisitor 	and 
Council were or one side the altar; the Viceroy, 
and Court on the other. 	The prisoners were 

. now seated, and an Augustin Monk mounted 
the pulpit, and preached for half an hour, 'and 
I could .not help noticing the comparison he 
drew between the Inquisition and Noah's Ark, 
in which he 	made this distinction, thakibc , 
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creatures which entered the Ark, left it on the 
cessation of the deluge With their original pro-
perties, whereas 'the Inquisition had this 'sin- 
gular characteristic, 	that 	those 	who 	came 
within its wallS, cruel as wolves, and fierce as 
lions, went forth gentle as lambs. 	The sen- 
tences were next read, and my joy at hearing 
I was not to be burnt, but serve in the gallies, 
was extreme. 	The Priest, with a wand, gave 
me in turn a stroke on the breast and released 
me 	from 	excommunication. 	Here I can- 
not resist mentioning a circumstance. which 
will chew their excessive' superstition in mat- 
ters relating to the' 	Inquisition. 	Daring 'the 
procession the .person who was my godfather 
(though I ' frequently addressed him) would 
not speak to me, and even refused me a pinch 
of snuff, so apprehensive was‘he that in so do-
ing he should participate in the censure under 
which he conceived me - to lie ; but the mo-
ment I was absOlVed, he embraced me, presented 
me ' his snuff box, and told me that thence- 
forth he should consider me as a brother. 	The 
victims, destined to be immolated, were now 
brought forth, and receiving a blow upon the 
breast to signify they were abandoned, they 
were led away to the bank of the river where 

,xlie Viceroy and Court were assembled, and 
consigned to the faggots which had been pre- .. 	- . 	• - viously prepared." 

IC 	:7.0 
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During the period I was employed in visiting 
this place, in which so many innocent beings 
lrave been the victims of the most remorseless 
tyranny; the emphatic words of Dr. Bucha-
nan, in his Christian Researches in Asia, re-
curred to my memory, and 'I pondered on the 
mysterious •dispensation 	which permitted the 
Ministers of the Inquisition, with their racks, 
and flames, to visit these lands before the heralds 
of. peace. 	 . 

The mint is an ,establishment of the greatest 
importance both to the state as well as to the 
individual. 	It is exceedingly extensive, and a 
very, considerable number of men are conti-
nually employed, either immediately at the come 
pletion of the different coins, or separating the 
gold from the earth. 	This process is rather 
long, and effeclefl by quicksilver.. 	The silver 
is generally. brought from the mines in slabs of 
about 120 to 2.201bs weight, and the propor-
tion of copper to one of the latter is 251bs. 
which is added in melting. 

The furnace in which this process takes place, 
is of clay, and the heat produced from char-
coal, blown by a double pair of large bellows. 
When the metal is sufficiently united; it is run 
into moulds nearly a quarter of an inch deep, 
from Whence it is conveyed to the machinery, 
which is of inferior powers, but passing through 
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rollers, it is reduced to the required thickness, 
or so that the punch Will cut out the exact 
weight of the coin, to be produced. 	, 

After this, the edge is milled, when it is in a 
state for taking the impression, which is the 
finishing stroke, and is performed by means of 
a stamp, Whose power appears to be similar to , 
that of our modern printing presses. 	This de- 
partment may be considered a Royalty of it- 
self, 	as the governor is independent of the 
Viceroy, within its walls, and can order the ex-
ecution of any person without form, trial, or 
sanction, from another power. There are many 
clerks who have handsome. salaries. 

At the distance of a mile and a half in the. 
eastern direction of the city there is an exten-
sive powder manufactory, and they boast, of 
its producing the best article of this kind in the 
world, and'I should not be surprized if it was 
so, 	because the whole of its ingredients are 
found • here in •great abundance. 	Near this 
place, is the Pantheon de los Aleurtos, or the 
Pantheon of the dead, which has so handsome 
andlively an appearance, that a stranger would 
not be impressed with an idea .of its being the 
sacred repository of those who are no. more. 

The river Rimac, or Lima, is very incon-
siderable, except in the season when the great- 
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est proportion of snow' melts. 	At all other 
periods, it is fordable, and at all place's. 

Crossing the bridge, which is not handsome, 
and continuing along the street, you are led to 
the Almeada, or a public walk, so delightfully 
shaded by groves of orange trees, that the 
rays of the sun are always broken, and the 
odour from the trees, at all times agreeable. 
It is most frequented on Sunday evenings, but 
wherever the Viceroy goes he is sure to 'take 
with him a fashionable retinue as well as a con. 
course of the mobility. 

On this side the river, is the Torus, or Am-
phitheatre, for the exhibition of the bull fights, 
and it is said to be sufficiently spacious to con-
tain 20,000 people, and from the number I 
saw there, I have no reason to doubt it. 	This 
brutal amusement, so disgraceful to a civilized' 
power, is here held in high estimation, and is 
generally performed during the months of Ja- 
nuary, February, 	and March. 	The rrianner 	- 
in which the poor animals are fought, are vari-
ous, but, I will give as correct an outline of 
what I saw as I am able. The number of bulls 
tortured for one day's amusement and gratifica- 
tion, is confined to a score. 	Those are placed 
the night preceding the fight in a house, or 
yard appropriated to that use, from whence 
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they are taken separately, into a stall of grate 
work, with a door' opening into the Theatre. 
In this place they undergo in their turn the' 
cruel ordeal of being.  ornamented with fantas-
tic articles of finery, sewn either to_the skin, or 
tacked with small nails to the horns; squibs 
too, of gunpowder are set  off the instant the 
door opens, when the infuriated creature, eager 
to be free from one torture, rushes upon another, 
for it is generally assailed by a shower of darts, 
carrying with them crackers which explode on 
sticking in the skin. 	In this 	wild state it is 
attacked by a gladiator on horseback, who dis-
plays great agility in his evading the animal ; 
others now advance, and after a few turns the 
attractive part of this fascinating amusement 
begins. 	These 	men are armed with long 
spears, and paM

i
ing the bull, make a thrust at 

the sinews of the neck, but the instrument of-
tener lodges before the shoulder, and it is not 
unfrequent to see the handles of seven or eight 
sticking up, the blades having perforated . the 
animal. 	In this state, if it be what they call a 
good bull, it will continue to fight, 	unt.l faint 
from the loss of blood, . it drops, when ceasing 
to afford more amusement, it is dispatched and 
withdrawn from the theatre. 	'1 he next mode 
is by a gladiator on foot who carries a red flag, 
and is armed with a small sword, which is by 
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far: the least, for, if he be at all  expert, the 
animal ceases to exist at a' single Wow. 	The 
Indian mode is peculiar to themselves, and not 
less barbarous than the first. 	They are armed 
with spears, and about six forming aline, march 
boldly towards the bull, who often stands at 
bay, and when irritated by the arrows, .before , 
described, he plunges upon them, they open, 
and in passing he receives two or three wea- 
pons in the neck ; with w hich he returns, and 
undergoing the same experiment several times, 
is killed. 	These acts of cruelty are to the Li- 
menaus, the greatest treat that can be afforded. 
It is their " feast of reason and their flow of 
soul." 	On 	one of the animals. receiving a 
blow, which draws it from the object of its 
pursuit; or to cause it to stagger, or drop, the 
theatre resounds with the most rapturous ap. 
plauses ; but there .is 	one 	thing to 	be said, 
they are impartial in bestowing it, for the plau-
dits on the bull, if he maims, or even kills a 
man, are not less reiterated, than if, by a judi-
cious blow, the gladiator had himself gained 
the prize. 

But even where 	morality, 	which 	is the 
ground work of every other perfection, is in so 
little repute, it. is still to be wondered at, that 
any of the human race (leaving civilization out 
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of the question) Can be.  be so destitute of huma- 
nity. 	it was tlx ladies who most excited my 
surprise, 	for with 	them 	those brutal 	shouts 
of approbation seemed to emanate; yet strange 
to relate they seemed in every other respect, as 
far 	as 	I 	could 	perceive, 	good-natured, fa- 
cetious, and agreeable. 	The Theatre stands 
in.  the' city ; it is spacious, but not elegant, and 
the daneing,, although not at all in unison with 
the feelings of English modesty, is considered de-
lightful. 

There is nothing peculiar in the dress of 
the Limenaus, excepting the morning or walk- 

, in g habit 	of the ladies, which at first has a 
strange and disagreeable appearance, but when 
the eye becomes accustomed to it, this impres-
sion wears off, and what so many at first have 
thought disgusting, they have afterwards been 
reconciled to. 	This dress consists of a kind of 
petticoat so nicely plaited, that 	it will stand 
upright, and a hood tied round the waist, but 
is sufficiently large to 	be 	brought over the 
head, which, with the exception of one eye, is 
entirely 	enveloped. 	• Nothing 	can 	facilitate 
nn intrigue more than this, because the hus-
band may meet his wife, the lover his sweet- 
heart, and yet 	be ignorant of the circum,  
stance. 	 , 

The mountains immediately in the vicinity 
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of Lima are of little consideration, St. Christo. 
val alone being worthy of notice. 	This Moun- 
tain is high, 	and difficult of . access, but 	as- 	. 
cended to the 	chapel, or- hermitage on the 
summit, the view it affords both of the city, and 
country, even to the Andes, is truly beau-
tiful. 
• The squares which compose the town are di- 
vided, and 	subdivided 	by 	houses 	built, 	in 
squares, which are generally of two stories. 
Their 	walls are very thick, 	and from 	the 
bricks being long, unburnt, and composed of 
elastic materials, they are calculated the bet•, 
ter to withstand the violent shocks of earth7  
quakes, which prevail to a greater or less . de. 
gree, about the months of December-and Ja- 
nuary. 	The houses are built on the most airy 
principle, 	are spacious, 	and handsome, but, 
from the brick floors, together with mats, and 
every other harbour for fleas, their residences 
are• exceedingly uncomfortable to an English-
man ; nor has long habit caused the- people 
themselves to be unsusceptible to the annoy-
ance of these insects, for they are always pre- 
pared with a piece.  of fleecy cloth 	about 4 
inches wide, twisted into little tags, and when,-
ever they feel one tickling (which is very fre-
quently) this trap is applied and often with 
great success. 	They are not at all.scrupulous 
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about catching the,se little tormentors, or put-
ting them to death, let the company be never 
so numerous or splendid, nor do I believe by 
doing it they are conscious of any transgression 
on' the strict rules of modesty. 	Most blthe la- 
dies 	understand the piano and psaltery, and 
all passionately fond of dancing. 	There are 
many dances peculiar to the several kingdoms 
of South America, as in Peru that of Choc°. 
latte, and in Chili, La Balsa de Tierra. 	The 
fcirmer has much the greatest•portion of modesty, 
and as well as the latter, is performed by two 
people only. 

The population of Lima, consists of Spaniards, 
Creoles, native Indians, and Afiican slaves, and 
in either their manners, or customs, there is no-
thing very peculiar, as the subordinate classes 
follow the fashion most predominant among the 
Spaniards. 	Their hours of visiting, commence 
in the cool of the evening, and continue to a 
late hour in the night. 	The guests are re- 
freshed with ices, lemonade, and preserves ; and 
amused with either singing, accompanied with 
the guitar, or psaltery, or dancing, to which 
may be added the more fashionable accom-
plishment of gambling. At their meals they have 
a prodigious number of dishes, and generally 
partake a small portion of each ; a stranger 
therefore if be studies his own comfort should 
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be careful not to dine entirely from the first or 
second 	course, 	for 	the 	importunity 'he will 
meet with, to partake of the several subsequent 
ones will be so repeated, as to constrain him 
to commence again, however much . it may be 
against his inclination. 	Indeed they .are very 
hospitable, 	and betray great anxiety 'to have 
the visits of strangers, and use every means to 
Make that visit agreeable. 	The spirit of gal- 
lantry is no where carried to a greater extent 
than in Lima, and a man of the most advanced 
age, enters the list with the young, the gay, and 
giddy.. 	This 	is 	very 	conspicuous at their 
routes, and must be productive. of considera- 
ble amusement to  any stranger. 	Their enter- 
tainments,. or galas' are splendid, .and arranged 
with great taste ; in fact, there is such a degree 
of emulation and spirit of rivalry aniongst the 
fair sex, that they study to eclipse one another 
in the beauty, magnificence, and profusion of 
their preparations. 	The. suppeg haying been 
removed, and nothing but the dessert, (which is 
comprised of the choicest fruits, 	'and confee-• 
tionary in all its various forms and classes), re-
maining, the party stand prepared for the at-
tack, and at a given signal the work of devasta- 
tion commences, 	when all is the most Com- 
plete confusion. 	Pyramids torn to ther foun- 
dation—Pagodas upset—Images broken, and 

	

. 	. 	, 
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in this extraordinary scramble, they are 'intent 
not 	on eating, 	but on collecting as 	great 	a ' 
portion as  possible, which is secured either in 
pockets, handkerchiefs, or bath, and he who on 
the following day 	presents the greatest num- 
ber-of . young ladies with a proper share of the 
entertainment, is considered of the greatest gal-
lantry ; and I have see the eyes of an old Don 
of eighty years of age, sparkle with the fire of 
satisfiiction at displaying. his booty, and contem-
plating the pleasure which awaited him in the 
morning, when his favorite mistresses would be-
come the sharers of his trophies. 

Prior to'the conquest of Peru by the Spani-. 
ards, the only animal which bad been domesti-
cated, and used to carry a burden, was the Lama, 
but since the introduction of horses and mules, 
has gradually been neglected, and is now only 
used by some•.of the lower Indians in the in- 
terior. 	The Lama, in shape somewhat resem- 
bles the camel, but its hair, or wool, is prodigi- 
ously Icing, and 	of a 	very 	fine 	texture. 	It 
is calculated to carry a burden hot exceeding a 
hundred pounds, travels very stately at his own 
rate, and when tired, stops of his own accord, 
nor is it possible the guide or drivers can make 
it resume its journey until it has rested suffici- 
ently.- 	In their wild state they are exceedingly 
feet, and inhabit the most mountainous and 
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rocky places. 	The Guanaca is a species of the 
lama, smaller and but seldom used to carry, a. 
load. 	It is an inhabitant of the .Andes,. and 
is most plentiful 	in 	the kingdom of Chili. 
Like sheep, they do not possess upper teeth, 
and . having a valve or aperture in the upper 
lip, and for their defence, they emit through 
it, with 	considerable force, a slimy sour li- 
quid.  

Almost every kind of fruit is found here in 
the greatest abundance, as well as perfection ; 
but those held in  the highest estimation are 
the granadellia, and cherymoya ; the latter re-
sembles the soursop of the West Indies hoth in 
appearance and taste, but it certainly is much 
more delicious. 	 - ► 

The temperature of „Lima, or in, fact the 
whole extent,of the vast coast of South America, 
when compared- to that of the same latitude . 
either on the 	coast of Brazil or Africa, 	is 
exceedingly mild and temperate, the reasop of 
which is so pleasingly described by the learned 
Dr. ,Robertson in his general history of Ame-
rica, that I cannot withhold from introducing 
the following quotation. 	" While the negro," 
says the historian, " on the coast of Africa, is • 
scorched with 	unremitting 	heat,, .the  inhabi- 
tant of Peru breathes an air equally mild p.nd 
temperate, and is .perpetually shaded undT. a 
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canopy of grey clouds, which intercept the 
fierce beams of the sun, without obstructing his 
friendly influence *. 	Along the eastern coast 'of 
America, the climate, though more similar to 
that of the torrid zone in other parts of the earth; 
is nevertheless considerably milder than in those 
countries of Asia and Africa, which lie in the 
same latitude. 	If from the southern tropic, we 
continue our progress to the extremity of the 
American continent, we meet with frozeh seas, 
and countries horrid, barren, and scarcely habi-
table for cold, much sooner than in the North. 

• Vaiious causes combine in rendering the 
climate of America so extremely different from 
that • of the ancient continent. 	Though the 
utmost extent of America, towards the North, 
be not yet discovered, ne 'know that it ad-
vances much nearer to the pole than either 
Europe or Asia. -  Both these have large seas 
to the North, which are open during part of the 
year ; 	and, 	even 	when 	covered 	with ice, 

. 	, . 
* Ulloa, the navigator, from whom the Historian takes -

his authority, is certainly incorrect, for the sun is only ob-
scured by clouds, from the period of his entering his 
Southern Solstice, to the time of his quitting it, when, the 
clouds disperse, and the sky becomes visible and serene 
for the following six months. 	This I had an opportunity 
of observing myself. 
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the wind that blows over them is less intensely 
cold, than that which blows Oyer land in the 
same 	high 	ratitudes. 	But 	in 	America, . the 
land stretches from the river St. Lawrence to-
wards the pole, and. spreads out immensely to 
the west. 	A chain of enormous mountains, 
covered with snow and ice, runs through all 
this dreary region. 	The wind in passing aver 
such an extent of high and frozen land, be- 
comes so impregnated 	with cold, 	that it ac- 
quires a piercing keenness, which it retains in 
its 	progress through warmer climates, and it 
is 	not 	entirely mitigated until it reaches the 
gulph of Mexico. 	Over all 	the continent of 
North America, a north westerly wind and 
excessive cold are synonymous terms. 	Even 
in the most sultt'y weather, the moment that the 
wind  veers 	to 	that 	quarter, 	its 	penetrating 
influence is felt in the transition from heat to 
cold, 	no less 	violent than sudden. 	To this 
powerful cause, we may ascribe the extraordi-
nary dominion.  of cold, and its violent inroads 
into the Southern provinces in that part of the 
globe. 	Other causes, no less remarkable, di- 
minish the active power of heat in those parts 
of the American continent which lie between 
the tropics. 	In all that portion of the globe, 
the wind 	blows 	in 	an 	invariable direction, 
from EaSt to West. 	As this wind holds its . 
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course across the ancient continent, it arrives 
at the countries which stretch along the western 
Shores of Africa, inflamed with all 	the fiery 
particles which it bath collected froth the sul-
try plains of Asia, and the burning sands in 
the 	African deserts. 	The coast of Africa is, 
accrdingly, 	the region of the 	earth 	which 
feels the most fervent heat, and is exposed to 
the 	unmitigated 	ardour 	of the 	torrid 	zone. 

• 

But this same wind which 	brings 	such 	an 
accession 	of 	warmth to 	the 	counti ies lying 
between the river of Senegal and Caffraria, tra-
verses, the Atlantic Ocean, before it reaches 
the American shore.. 	It is cooled in i,s pas- 
sage over this vast body of water, and is telt 
as a refreshing gale along the coast of Brazil, 
and Guiana, rendering these countries, though 
among the warmest in America, temperate, 
when compared with those which lie opposite 
to them in Africa. 	As this wind advances in 
its course, across America, it meets with im-
mense plains, covered with impenetrable forests, 
or occupied by large rivers, marshes, and stag. 
natingwaters, where it can recover no conside- 
rable degree of heat. 	At length it arrives at 
the Andes, which run from North to South 
through the whole continent. 	In passing over 
their elevated 	and frozen 	summits, 	it is so 
thoroughly cooled, that the greater part of the 

• 

' 
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countries beyond them, hardly feel the ardour 
to which they seemed exposed by their situa- 
tion. 	In the other provinces of America, froth 
Terra Firma westward to the Mexican em- 

• pire, the heat of the climate is tempered, in 
some places, 	-by 	the elevation of the land• 
above the sea, in others, by their extraordigary 
humidity, and in all, by the enormous moun- 
tains 	scattered over this tract. 	The islands 
of 	America, 	in 	the torrid zone, 	are either 
small, or mountainous, and are fanned alter- 
nately by refreshing sea and land breezes." 	!• 

For a conside• rable extent, along the coast of 
Peru, as well as some distance in the interior, 
they have no rain; or nothing more than a driz-
zle, or small mist, called by the Spaniards nie!. 
Ming. 	In fact, if they should be visited with 
a phenomenon of this nature, 	their houses 
being of a nature SQ susceptible to it, it would, 
probably 	be 	attended 	with 	serious 	conse- 
quences.. 	The dews here are very heavy. 

In taking a view of the mines and mineral 
productions of South America, 	Potosi, .from 
its celebrity, seems to claim a . just priority, 
not more, from its natural situation, than from 
the abundance of metal which. hits been ex- 
tracted from it. 	The mines of Potosi are si.,  

' tUated in a mountain resembling ,a sugar. loaf;  
,5anding in_ a spacious plain,, Awl at t4c Wt.. 
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tom, about a league in circumference. 	'Gard- 
. lasso, the Historian, from whoin I take• this itt-
forthation, does ndt give the altitude of Mount 
Potosi, bui leaves 	us 	to 	conjecture 	what -it 
may be from its summit (which is a quarter of 
a; league round) being excessively,COld and fre- 
quittly covered with snow. 	From its bearing 
the Indian name of Puno, signifying a: place 
uninhabitable from . cold, 	we 	may 	conclude 
that the whole of this distiicr, notivithstanding 
its proximity to the• equator, is Of a frigid tem- 
perEitUre. 	," The •cliniate of Potosi," says' an 
author whose,name-  I cannot well recolleet,- " is 
So'cold, that .the Spanish women 'could not lay 
in 	thete,` without - running - imininent risk of 
their lives." . 	- 

This Mine appears to have been first discO-
rvered by some Indian servants of the Spaniards, 
•'about 40 years after their entering that country, 

and at the period, when Gonzales Pizarro had • 
in the neighbourhood; 	his 'repartinienlo, 	or 

.-Colony of - Indians. 	These people not being 
able to• enjoy 	the 	unrestricted pleasures of 
their' fortune, or conceal it 	long from their 
rmaster, 	discovered it to them. 	Subsequent 
'id:  'Which 'period, it has not only been worked 
- to•-` a gittit extent, 	but has 	also 	cau•sed 	a 

town of considerable •poriula" tidn 't6 b'' built:  
'in' the neighbourhood, and- -is no 	linoswit by 

L 2 
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the name of Potosi. 	The silver extracted from 
this mine, at present, is very inconsiderable, 
the mountain basing been worked in so many 
places, that it is now quite exhaused. 

The mines 	of Choco produce 	Platina*. 
Those of Carabaya, illimani, near La Paz, Nas- 
Ca, and Tiavaya are the principal gold mines. 
Vilques, and Huancavilica are famous for their 
quicksilver. 	Those of Yauli, Uchumayo, Are- 
quipa, and Cocctea produce the different ores 
in all their classes of silver, copper, lead, iron, 
and cobalt; also those of antimony, arsenic, and 
magnesia. 	Neither of these mines are at pre-! 
sent worked to.any considerable extent, owing 
to the inferiority of their machinery, but they 
were in daily expectation of engines, 	,froin 
England, when their works would again be 
resumed. 

The cities, or towns of most consideration 
in the kingdom of Peru, are Cuzco, Arequipa, 
Huancavilica, Truxillo, Tarma. 	It 	will 	be 

• . 
* M. Von liumbold has recently presented to the King 

of Prussia's Cabinet of minerals, the only lump of native 
platina that is known. 	He obtained it in 1800 in the soap 
manufactories of the town of Todda, in the province of 
Choco, in South America. 	This ingot is of the size of a 
pigeon's egg, and its absolute weight is 10,986 grains, ma 
its specific weight 16,087 grains.. 
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hardly necessary to inform the reader, that the 
former of these is the most ,ancient, or that it 
had for its founder, Manco Capac, or the first 
Inca. 	This city has been subsequently the 
toyal residence of eleven of his illustrious race, 
when Atuhuallpa, or the twelfth Inca, usurped 
the throne, and after having been guilty of the 
most atrocious murders, and cruelties, on the 
legitimate descendants, lost his own domini- 
Ons, and was himself strangled by the Spa- 
niards under Pizarro. 	The no less strange than 
incestuous custom of keeping the royal blood 

-pure, by marrying the presumptive heir to the 
throne to his eldest sister, appears to have 
been continued, even to the latest periods of 
their sovereignty, or to the time of the revolu- 
tion 'of Atuhuallpa. 	Huana Capac, the last 
Inca, and father of Huascar and Atuhuallpa, 
married first his eldest sister, who proving bar- 
ren, married his 	second or youngest, 	Itava 
Oclla, by whom he had .Huascar, the legitimate 
heir to the throne. 	Atuhuallpa was by the 
daughter of the King of Quito, Whom he had 
conquered, and was considered illegitimate*. 

* Manco Capac, in his distribution of the ci. 
• 
iv See Gareillazo de la Vegas Commentaries, Vol. I. 

page 27.5. , 
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city of CuzcO, displayed great talents, for few 
seem to be laid out to greater advantage. 	The 
Royal Palace, the Temple of the Sun, the of-
fices of state, and , houseS belonging to the prin-
cipal subjects, occupied an eminence, and re, 
ceived the .name of Hanaun. Cuzco, or Cuzco 
upon the hill, the remaining part being situated 
in the plain, is called lluin Cuzco. 	By the 
road of Antisuya the city is divided, and the 
minor divisions though numerous, are regula; 
for as ' the Inca reduced the savage people, 
which then inhabited, the country, to his sub- 
jection, so he 	placed 	those -he brought with. 
him to the city, in the direction such conquest 
lay. 	Thus, if the ,conquered came from the 
east, in an easterly direction from his Palace, 
a place was appropriated for their ,establish-
ment;. if from the west, in the west, and so, on. 
Their immediate governor was taken or ap, 
pointed from amongst .them, and they were 
allowed to enjoy the customs used 	in their 
different countries. 	" Notwithstanding," says 
Garcillazo, (Vol: I. page 299,) " the city con-
tained' upwards of 100,000 people of different 
nations, each might with ease be distinguished 
by the colour of the turban, 	but this mode of 
distinction was not an..invention of the Inca, 
but a custom of their own." 	Be this as it 
may, the manner in which Mancu Capac.  di- 
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vided the city, is a strong presumptive proof 
that with him, this also originated. 	The Tem- 
ple of the Sun appears to have been a most 
stately, and magnificent place, 	and in it the 
'Spaniards must 'have found immense riches, 
the walls being covered with gold, and the 
Image of the Sun which reached across the 
east end, was of the same metal, and of great 
thickness. 	This Temple is now become the 
Church of San Domingo. 	Many of the tombs 
appear to .have been curiously cut out of crys-
tal, and must have been exceedingly hand- 
some. 	In some of these repositories, water 
vases of strange and 	6ftwrdinary 'figures, 
are sometimes found, and 	I 	was fortunate 
enough to alight on two during my stay in 
Lima. 	In the immediate neighbourhood of 
Cuzco there are no rivers, but the small streams 
are sufficient 	for the irrigation of the plain. 
There are but few Spaniards in Cuzco, at pre-
sent, and I am inclined to believe the native 
are anxious to throw off the grievous yoke, 
which they have so long worn. 	In their sta- 
ture, the Indians are of a middle height, and 
muscular, having very little beard, but not as 
some 	historians 	assert, 	entirely 	without it. 
They are of a bright copper colour, wide coun-
tenances, without Much expression, black eyes, 

, 	, 	 , 
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hair of the ,same colour, whiCh is coarse and 
long. 	 . 

Arequipa may be considered the next place 
of importance, and its extent conceived from 
the population exceeding 100,000 people who, 
when we w ere at Lima, were in an open state 
of rebellion against the State of Spain. 	The 
misti, or volcano of Arequipa is one of the 
highest mountains of the Andes. 	The section 
which I here introduce, was taken by Mr. Cur-
son, a gentleman of. great knowledge, when he 
succeeded in 	'reaching the summit, and as it 
may nut have came before the reader already, 
I hope he will not be displeased by my laying 
it before him, and when he has given it an exa- 
mination, 	he will 	find 	that 	the 	ship 	being 
ready for sea, we weighed anchor on the 22d. 
of January, and after a voyage of twenty days, 
arrived at Juan Fernandez, and notwithstand- 
ing 	we did 	riot find it that earthly paradise 
described 	by Lord' Anson, it is exceedingly 
beautiful, and capable of every improvement. 

Tnis island rendered of so much celebrity 
by the ingenious pen of Daniel De Foe, in his 
interesting History of 	Robinson 	Crusoe, 	is 
now become the place of exile for the Patriots 
of Chili; and it is no more than probable, the 
suffering of these poor old men ,will: at some • 
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period, 	prove.  a theme; for 'another novel' of 
equal interest. 

On Ossotio's getting possession of Chili,.the 
bead of every familY (let his innocence be ne-
ver so conspicuous). if suspected of being at all 
-hostile to the royal. cause, was arrested; drag-
ged from the bosom of, his family and friends, 
and banished to:this spot; 	and 'on our ar.= 
rival here, we -found about sixty hoary head-
ed venerable men, who had ever been accus-
tomed to the luxuries; 'and magnificence of a 
palace, reduced to the lowest ebb of-misery, 
and on the very point of starvation ; living in 
;hovels scarcely habitable, and deprived of every 
thing , tending. to 	lighten the grievous yoke 
of captivity. 	But a few months before, 	we 
had seen many of them living in the' greatest 
affluence, and had often experienced their hos- 
pitality. 	To• one of those unfortunate gentle- 
men, whose name is Rosalles, and who had 
been formerly a member of the Junta, the in-
dulgence of :,his daughter's accompanying him 
was. allowed. • This amiable, and affectionate 
young lady, immediately on her father's arrest 
solicited herself the favour, and when it was 
granted to her, she was deaf to all persuasions 
having .a ,tendency to L weaken .the resolution 
she.lad come AO; and to see the care, and as-' 
siduity with which she strove to ameliorate his 
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sufferings—to dissipate 	his grief—to render 
his captivity less poignant, was 'truly admira-
ble, and may we not hope such a genuine 
mark of filial affection, 	will ultimately meet 
with that reward to which it is so pre-emi-
nently entitled ! 

The principal anchorage in the Island of, 
Juan Fernandez is Cumberland bay, which is 
neither 	commodious, 	nor 	safe. 	Near 	the 
beach, amongst the various fruit trees, is built 
a little village, where the unhappy victims of 
the 	most cruel, 	unrelenting, 	and vindictive 
tyranny reside. 	The village is commanded 
by a small battery containing about NO' sol- 
diers badly armed, 	and miserably equipped. 
The whole of Juan Fernandez is excessively 
mountainous,. and 	romantically picturesque ; 
possessing several crystalline streams of water, 
and a soil of great fertility. 	It is supposed by 
many to be a volcanic substance, but, when I 
succeeded in gaining the summit of several of the 
mountains, I could 'not discern the remains of 
any old craters or eruptions. 	The mountains are 
also considered by some to be richly stored with 
ores, and I think it is not improbable, that this 
may prove, at some future period, to be the 
case, for luminous bodies, and meteoric sub-
stances are frequently seen to rise from, astwell 
as to descend into several parts of .the,Island, 
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;ond, 'however simple this may appear, it is a 
stong indication, 	that ore of some class or 
of 'er is in the neighbourhood ; insomuch, that 
whenever a phenoMenon of this nature is seen 
by the Devon or Cornish miners, they always 
examine the earth, and their search under these 
circumstances, is generally attended with suc 
cess. 	The same may be a criterion for the 
Island of Juan Fernandez. 

The earth of this Island is in many places of ' 
the colour of a bright red ochre*, but not, as is 
asserted in the Voyage of Lord Anson, equal 
to or exceeding in brilliancy the colour of ver.: 
million. 	It is very fine, and 	when ground 
with oil is a very good pigment, and answers 
exceedingly well for drapery. 

The seeds left here by Lord Anson, have 
been every where productive, and the peach, 
the apricot, 	and nectarine, 	with plums, *c. 
grow spontaneously in the woods, with other 
trees. 	There is also an abundance of wild tur- 
nips, 	parsley, oats, and the long grass com- 
mon to European countries. 

In ascending the mountains, it is necessary 
to use the greatest care, for the looseness of 
the soil, 	gives to the trees so little holding, 

* See plate which is printed in the native colour of the 
earth of this Island. 
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that with many, the weight of a Irian woul 
be sufficient to precipitate it down the ro 6,s 
and with it, 	if he be not on his guard, 	e 
would himself be hurled. 	This circumstanc 
renders an excursion of this kind' extremely 
hazardous, and I doubt not intimidates many 
from undertaking it, 	and consequently pre- 
cludes them the pleasure of contemplating the 
most romantic, strange, and incomprehenSible 
scenery which can be found in the formation 
of the universe. 	The box and myrtle trees 
are every where conspicuous. 	In the moun7  
iains, there are a great number of goats, but 
are difficult to be taken. 	There are also a 

+ considerable number of wild bullocks. 	The 
common pigeon of England, become wild, are 
found in great abundance. 	There are no veno- 
mous reptiles. 	At certain periods of the 'year 
thy Island is visited ,by the sea lion, which ac- 
cording to the account of Lord Anson, is so 
immensely large as to produce several hogs-
heads of blood, as well as much oil and blub- 
ber. 	They are considered a species of the seal, 
which are found here at times, in great plenty, 
but during our stay at the island, I did not see 
any, 	The number of dolphins and flying-fish, 
we saw in Cumberland bay, is really astonish-
ing, tind of the latter some were taken, measu- . 
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Mng twenty-six inches. 	Fish of various other 
sons are also very plentiful. 1, 

iirlo expedite, the completion of our wood and 
water, a tent was constructed on shore,sand two 
men were kept there during the night to guard 
the implements for cutting wood, &c. but the 
temptation was too great to . be withstood by 
people having so great a propensity to thiev-
ing as the Spaniards, and on the third night 
some of the garrison entered with their knives, 
when the man on watch was obliged to fly, the 
other who was in his hammock, was cut dread- 
fully, and thrown over the cliff, 	but he did 
not receive much injury by the fall, and his 
wounds were afterwards healed. 	The depre-t 
dators plundered the tent of every thing, and 
escaped with their booty, ere a boat could 
reach the shore from the ship. 	The governor 
appeared to make a great search for the articl`, 
stolen, but I must confess, I. entertain some 
doubts whether, be was not accessary to the af-
fair, and if so he would only be treading in the 
steps of his predecessor, who, but a few years 
,before, plundered the American ship Topaz' 
(Captain Folgier) of every thing she had on 
board, reserving for his own share all the valu-
ables, among which was a chronometer, belong-
ing to Capt. Bligh of the Bounty; Adams hav-
ing made it a present to Capt. F. at the time he 
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touched at Pitcairn's Island, and which I a 
given to understand he intended to retur 	to 
its original possessor. 

The temperature of Juan Fernandez, is 
no means agreeable, 	though . not unhealthy, 
and changes three times a day; .in the Morning 
it is a thick fog with rain, in the middle of the 
day exceedingly warm, and at night the wind 
is strong and piercingly cold. 

Having.completed our wood and water, and , 
relieved the unfortunate exiles to the greatest 
extent in our power, we  left Juan Fernandez, 
and on the 19th of February, came again to an 
anchor in the Bay of Valparaiso.. 	.. 
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• • 

CHAPTER 'VIII. 

• 
Sir Thomas Staines having with great kind-

ness acceded to my application for leave to visit 
the Capital of Chili, and my passport from • 
the governor procured, I set off on my jour-
ney, at about four o'clock in the afternoon, and 
reached Casa Blanca soon after eight. 	It was 
necessary to halt here for a little refreshment, 
as well as to call on the governor or comman-
dant of the place, whom I found, and I doubt 
not pleasantly engaged, with some young ladies, 
at the Curate's house. 	They were 	pretty 
girls, 	and 	treated me with 	great politeness, i 
but as I was anxious to pursue my routt:, I ".. 
could not avail myself of their kind invitation*  1 
to spend the evening with them. 

As the night had shut in, I could see but 
little of the place, but on my return I found 
it a long straggling village, situated at the end 
of a barren plain, at about 12 leagues from the . 
port. 	The inn, if it will bear so dignified a 
name, is a mean hovel, and in the room where 
1 supped, there were four small beds, on one of 
which I reposed for a short period. 	For my 

'4* 	 • 
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supper I had fowls stewed in rice, and picklec1  
Ash. The former was by no means an objectiJn- 
able dish. 	The wine was new and very ban— 
the spirits not drinkable. 	My expences heist 
including the horses and guide, amounted to. 
only a dollar. 

About twelve o'clock my guide informed 
me it was time to prepare for starting, or we 
should have to travel in the heat of the clay, to 
reach Santiago, which he thought would to me 
be disagreeable. 	I did not wait a second call, 
and we were soon on the road. 

The night was dark: and chilly, and I foun,d 
the poncho, used by the natives, of greater ser- 
'vice than any great coat I could have had. 
About day-light we reached the summit of the 
mountain Zapata, which is very high, and we as-
cended by a zig zag road made by O'Higgins, 

(
Irishman,) in the time of his presidency 

Ifilhe kingdom of Chili. 	When the fog cleared 
away, the country around afforded me a most 
delightful view; 	the vallies which are at all 
supplied with water, being perfect gardens, and 
those which are not, of unequalled sterility, 
form a striking contrast. 	The mountains are 
very barren, and the earth from most of them 
is washed away. 	The values are perfectly 
level, and break from the mountains with great 
abruptness. 	In the interior of Chili, 	1. ob. 
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,nerved but few hills which ran gradually into 
tilt?, J3lai it 

1 	1.1 nine o'clock, we had reached Cura Cayce 
k.mt:iere we were joined by a  Spanish Gentle-
man, and an escort of soldiers, with whom I 
breakfasted on a stew of various ingredients, 
boiled eggs, and agua dent, for which repast 
both parties (eight in number) paid a half. dol- 
lar. 	This really excited my astonishment, and 
I could not but give the child of our host 
the other half, who prayed to the holy Virgin 
to frank me thKough life with every blessing. 

• We now proceeded on our journey to the 
foot of the second questa or mountain, when it 
became quite clear, and the refreshing breeze 
which had hitherto accompanied us, 	having 
died away, we found the heat so oppressive, 
that we gladly took shelter at a farm-house in 
the plain of Poangue, which lay' near the road, 
and where we experienced great hospitaliii 
from its inhabitants. 	A repast of meat and 
fruit was soon ready for us, as well as.some of 
the best wine I found in the country, and after 
giving' a little indulgence to our appetites, we 
stretched our saddle cloths, and each accord- 
ing to the custom of the country, 	wrapped 
himself in his poncho, and retired to rest. 

About three o'clock our guides were again on 
the alert, who informed us it was time to pro. 

ft. 

Al 
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ceed, and in a few minutes we were again oil  
the Toad. 

The mountain of Prado*, which was now 	 e- Ijk 
fore us, is of a prodigious height, and as 1 . 

j 

had left the main road for a nearer cut, and the 
country bearing nothing but a dry thorn, it 
was very disagreeable. 	Here my companion's 
horse became tired, but not more so, I believe, 
than he was himself; however, the first diffi-
culty was soon obviated, for a team belonging 
to some farmers in the neighbourhood was 
stopped in the king's name by the soldiers, and 
one of the horses taken .out, and I doubt not 
sold immediately on their arrival at the city.. 
The fatigued horse was not left as an equiva- 
lent. 	This incident gave me a pretty clear 
conception of the beauties of the Spanish con- 
stitution, or 	rather of 	the grievous burden 

Yr which the poor Chilinans groan. 
e crossed this mountain, whose summit 

afforded me the most rapturous view it is possi. 
ble for the imagination to conceive, or fancy 
paint. 	In an instant, the stupendous ridge of 
the Andes or Cordilleral presented themselves 
to us, reducing those, which I had before con-
sidered inaccessible, to the comparative insig- 
nificance of a mole hill. 	This magnificent 

• This mountain is called by Vancouver, Praow 	. ... 
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coins of mountains, as is observed by Dr: Ro-
berin, no less remarkable for extent, than 
Vevpcion, rises in different 'places more than 
o 	third above the 	Pcak 	of Tenerifl'e, the 
highest land in the ancient hemisphere. 	The 
Andes may literally be said to hide their headp, 
in the clouds ; the storms often roll, and the 
thunder ' bursts below • their summits, 	which 
though exposed to the rays of the sun, 'in • the • 
centre of the torrid zone, are covered with ever-
lasting snows*. 

The city of Santiago was also before us, to-
gether with a most extensive plain, beautifully 
interspersed 	with 	villages, 	rivers, 	and 	little 
hills. These rivers are supplied from the snow, 
which descends from the Andes. 	The Maypo- 
cho, irrigating the country adjacent to the city, 
the Maypo and Colina'at the distance of six or 
seven leagues No and S. render in their respet- 
tive districts similar benefits. 	 ' . 

Descended into the plain, it was with great 
difficulty my companion (notwithstanding the 
acquisition of a 	fresh 	horse) 	could travel, 
therefore on reaching a house three leagues 
from the city, and being wholly inadequate to 
pursue his journey, I put him to bed. 	It was 

* Robertsou'u flistory of South America, Book IV_ 
Togo 4. 	1 	• 

zi Q 
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now late. in 	the evening, and not willing ur 
leave him, I tarried also. 	The general disper 
travellers was 'soon prepared, and after Ilkhadj 
eaten heartily, I endeavoured to sleep, b 
was a vain attempt, for the fleas attacked me in 
such numbers, that I was obliged to retreat 
from the house, and fortunately I discovered a 
cart with some straw, which. being free from 
these 	vermin, 	I 	slept 	profoundly 	until the 
morning, when I proceeded on to the city, 
and reached the hospitable mansion of Senora 
Donna Carmilita Ramerez de Isquerda. 	Here 
.1 found every thing ready for my reception, 
every thing I could wish, and away from Eng- 
.land, 1 never spent my time so much to my 
satisfaction. 

I must now take a brief view of•Santiago 
and its vicinity. 	This city, named in compli- 
ment to St. James, the patron of Spain, is si- 

- tuated in nearly 33°  4.51  south latitude, and 
about four or five leagues to the west of the 
Cordilleras or Andes, which run from North 
to South, through the whole of South Ame- 
rica. 	The plain in which it stands, is of une-
qualled fertility, and not of less extent than 
thirty to thirty-five leagues in circumference, 
bounded on the east by the Andes, on the 
wea by the mountain of Prado ; by the river 
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:Cana on the North, and on the South by the 
A f ay po. 

Peter de Baldivia when he 'conquered this \
ti 

 
untry, finding a considerable village of In-

dians on the banks of the Maypocho, laid the 
foundation of St. Jago, on this luxuriant spot,. 
in the year 1541, and following the example of 
Pizarro, 	with 	that of Lima, laid 	it out in 
squares .of 160 yards each way, with streets 
about 30 feet wide, running at right angles, 
and neatly paved with smooth pebble stones; 
and from the constant supply of water con-
ducted to each, by means of canals from the 
river, they might, with a comparatively ,small 
portion of trouble, 	be 	of unequalled cleanli- 
ness. 	There are few cities possessing this ad- 
vantage, 	and as few whose inhabitants do not 
appreciate it. 	• 

" The streets which run," says Frazier, "from 
East to West, receive their water from the first 
canals of the river, and those which cross from . 
North to South, from those which run in the 
middle of the squares, across the gardens and 
streets, under little bridges from whence it is 
caused to flow out. 	Were it not for that re- 
lief, 	Continues he, the 	gardens 	would pro- 
duce nothing for want of rain for eight months 

'in the year, whereas by this means the city. af- 
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fords all the delight of the country in relation to 
fruit and herbs ; in the day the cool shade, and 
night the sweet scents of the orange flowers, .ands  
floripondoes, which perfume the houses. 

The houses are spacious and elegant, not, 
withstanding they have only a ground floor. 
Each has a large square court in front, and a 
garden behind, and some contain many families. 
The city possesses no fortification, and is open 
at every point but the East, where stands the 
mountain of St. Lucia, which might be occupied 
to great advantage. 	Near the centre is the 
Placa Real, or Royal Square, on the west side 
of which, is the Cathedral (now, rebuilding) and 
Bishop's Palace; the North is occupied by the . 
Palace of the President, the royal court, council 
house, and prison. 	Of these, the two first are 
handsome buildings. On the cast is the market, 
and a beggarly row of empty shops, 'and what 
they call a row of handsome porticos from the 
South, but the shops under these porticos are 
very respectable. There is also a gallery on this 
side, for the purpose of viewing the torus or 
bull fights, which are occasionally exhibited here. 
In the middle of this square, stands a fduntain 
of brass, and I dare say was once gas handsome 
as many writers have described it, but its present 
appearance does not justify me in drawing any 
such conclusion. 
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The market I attended regularly, and found 
it well supplied with every article of subsistence, 

• and meat much superior to what I expected. 
Uhe custom-house, and exchange, are superior 
buildings, 	but the mint in point of elegance, 
eclipses any other I saw in South America. 	Its 
interior is laid out to greater advantage than that 
at Lima, though the machinery with which it is 
worked is nearly the same. 	The governor of 
this place, as I have already said of Lima, can 
order the execution of any man within his go-
vernment, without consulting with, or having the 
approbation of the President. 	He is absolute 
monarch within his walls. 
. 	There arc imany churches here, handsome 
alone froin the quantity of gilding about the va—
rious altars, neither of w hich can be compared, for 
beauty or elegance, to those at Lima. Here like 
all other places, where bigotry and superstition 
are predominant features, they tell you marvel-
lous stories relative to their different image or 
saints: 	That one Was seen to . shed tears of 
blood—another to kneel—a third to wave its 
hand at the approach of a profane person; and 
they believe, or fain to believe, every thing they 
relate, 	However, the seed of luxury, and con- 
sequently contempt, which is rapidly dissemi-
nating itself in the church, could easily be per- 
ceived, for those votaries of idolatry, who but a ... 
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few years ago thought it sacrilege to prostrate 
themselves before the altars of their Tutelar 
Saints, but upon bare stones, have now servants 
to attend them with soft velvet cushions, whitb 
has more the appearance of repose than devo- 
tion. 	To the box, even of the father confessor, 
these articles are also taken. 

This city possesses several monasteries, both 
for men and women, but they are neither spaci-
ous, nor hand4ome, and resemble those of Lima 
only in the conduct of their inmates; for, I was 
assured from the most respectable authority, that 
the monks, as well as nuns, livelhe most profli-
gate and licentious lives it is possible to conceive, 
and notwithstanding they appear to carry under 
their cloaks or veils, the most rigid religion, when 
in their cloisters they throw off their pious masks, 
and give themselves up to the illicit enjoyment 
of those passions, which, from their oaths, they 
are not only bound to detect in others, but re- 
nounce themselves. 	This I am fully authorised 
to say, for I have now in my possession the most 
irrefragable proofs of their guilt; but, says Dr. 
TIobc,itson, when speaking of the priests, " the 
giddy, the profligate, the avaricious, to whom 
the rigid discipline of a convent is intolerable, 
eon,,ider a mission to America, as a relief from 
km); tification and bondage. 	There they soon, 
nbtain some parochial charge; anal, by their sir   

di• 
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tuation far removed from the inspection of their 
monastic superiors, and exempt, by their

, 
	charac- 

ter, from the jurisdiction of their diocesan,.. they 
Ore hardly subject to control. According to the 
testimony of the most zealous catholics; many of 
the regular clergy in the Spanish settlementsi.are 
not only destitute of the virtues becoming their 
profession, but regardless of that external deco-
rum and respect,' for the opinion of mankind, 
which preserve a semblance of worth, where the 
reality is wantiug. 	Secure of impunity, some 
regulars, in contempt of their vow of poverty, 

-engage openly in coininerce, and are so'rapaci- 
'Dusty eager in amassing wealth, that they become 
the most grievous oppressors of the Indians, 
whom it was their duty to have protected. Others 
with no less flagrant violation of their vow of 
chastity, indulge with little disguis4e in the most 

, dissolute licentiousness." 	 16 
The river Maypocho is in every part fordable, 

excepting in the rainy season, or when the snow 
on the mountains melts the most, when it in-
creases 'to so enormous a degree,,  that it has been 
necessary to build a wall on its left bank, to pre-
tent any injury being done by its great overflow. 
Its course is very rapid.. This wall is perpendi-
cular on each side, about ten feet high, with nu-
merous flights of steps leading to the' top, where 
there is only sufficient room for two or three 
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people to walk conveniently abreast each other. 
The trees on , the inside form a very pleasant 
shelter from the oppressive rays of the sun 
throughout the day. 	It is called the racantar3, 
which literally means, to bind or keep back the 
sea. 	During two hourS of the evening, it is the 
fashionable resort of the belles and beaux of the 
city, 	and had it been well arranged at first, it 
would unquestionably have been the most de-
lightful promenade in that country. Two parties 
cannot meet, without the one greatly inconveni-
encing the other, and as there is no . walk so 
pleasing to the fair, this must constantly occur. 
The bridge which crosses the .Alaypocho, .has 
eight arches, is well built, and handsome. 	, 

During the time of the Patri, or revolution, 
several wise institutions took place, and to every 
art or science the greatest encouragement was 
given, the whole of which, without reserve, was 
destroyed immediately on the return of the Spa-
niards to power; and this extensive city cannot 
now boast of a school or seminary calculated to 
expand the mind or enlighten the understanding; 
mither does. any one dare to keep a book, or 
read one, under a heavy penalty, which has not 
becrt approved of by the inquisitor fiscal, or one 
of his satellites ;.and even the Bibles and Testa. 
Hients from the Bible Society, which were pro-
fesul;ated with go much assiduity by Captain 
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liellier,' were, immediately after his departure, 
collected by order of the bishop, and publicly 
burnt. 	• 

The inhabitants are voluptuous and indolent, 
possessing good natural abilities, if properly cul- 
tivated. 	The women, who are generally the 
best informed, study 	to rival each other in 
the personal accomplishments of their children, 
without paying the least attention to a single 
mental one ; and if their darling boy can strut 
with grace—adjust his cocked hat—gamble—
waltz, and dance a minuet,—it is matter of little 
consequence, if he knows not the Andes from 
the Alps ; and at maturity he becomes, like his 
father, too lazy to improve his mind, and too 
proud and ignorant to allow another to be a su-
perior genius to himself. To this alone can they 
attribute the loss of that liberty, of which for 
three years, they were the entir9 possessors. 
The women are pretty, interesting, and docile; 
the tan proud, vindictive, revengeful. 	The 
character of the Spaniard is inherent in them, 
except his duplicity, in which they are makiimg 
rapid strides to attain. % 

The fashionable hour lavishing, is from ten 
to twelve at night. 	They a,muse themselves at 
cards or dancing until a late hour, when they 
return, make a hearty supper, go immediately to 
bed, and if they arc up a coup of hours before 
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dinner, it may be considered a wonderful exer- 
tion. 	.They retire again from three, until six or 
seven, and after a short walk on the Tacarnar, 
and a little refreshment of preserves, lemonade,_ 
&c. &c. they again prepare to visit ; some the 
Tertulia*, others their friends, and many to fly 
into the arms of their lovers, who are, perhaps, 
waiting with anxiety at the secret place of assig, 
nation. 	Thus it is, then, their days and nights 
roll away, and I am persuaded, there are few 
who, possessing enough to satiate their vanity or 
lust to-day, calculate on ihc approach of to-mor-. 
row. 	The women, when young, dress elegantly; 
but at a more advanced age they become such 
huge monsters, or rather lumps of fat, that any 
thing elegant loses its effect the instant it is ap-
plied ; to this, there are but few exceptions. 

I should neither be doing justice to my own 
feelings, nor to the hospitality of the inhabitants 
of Santiago, was I to withhold my warmest ac-
knowledgement for the very friendly manner in 
which I was received, and treated by them du-
ring my stay in the capital; and, notwithstand-
ing they have for so long a series of years had 
no other example but that which has been set 
Ulm by the most sordid, remorseless and wick- 
td of Spaniards, the want of kindness, attention • 

',chid liberality to strangers can in no instance be. 

• A gambling-house. 
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foUnd to augment the inamiabilities which they 
must necessarily have inculcated from so long an 
intercourse with people so depraved. 

The use of the mate is general amongst the 
inhabitants of Chili, and is a luxury in which the 
lowest individual indulges himself. 	Mate is an 
herb, found most plentifully in the kingdom of 
Paraguay, from whence it is sent to the different 
countries on the South American Continent. It 
is used in the following manner. 	The herb be-
ing dryed, and, cut small, is put into a silver, or 
another vessel, called a mate-pot, and with it a 
considerable quantity of sugar. Boiling water is 
then infused, and after it has stood a few seconds, 
a long tube, globular at the reverse end, is in-
troduced into the pot. It is now in a state to be 
presented to the guest, who, taking the mate pot 
in his hand, places the small'end of the tube in 
his mouth; and sucks through it the delicious 
decoction—when he has taken as much as he 
chooses, he presents the vessel to the person 
nearest him, and so it continues to be_passed 
until it becomes exhausted, or the party has 
drank sufficient. 

The population of Santiago does not exceed, 
I suppose, 50,000 souls, although it is com- 
puted to be considerably more. 	There are ,a 
great many slaves, and they are treated with 
marked humanity. 
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The country, extending towards the River 
Maypo, Colina and Cordillera Mountains, is 
particularly beautiful, and of uncommon fertility. 
It is almoSt a continuation of cuintas, or country 
seats belonging to gentlemen of the city, to 
which they make frequent excursions, or occa-
sionally retire, as may be most suited to their 
convenience or taste. 

There is a road of communication across the 
Cordilleras, between Santiago and Buenos Ayres, 
but for four months it is shut up by the frost, 
and is at all times difficult to pass. 	I was given 
to understand, unless the mules, 	as well as 
guides, are experienced, it is exceedingly dan-. 
gerous, the precipices and chasms being of such 
stupendous. height or depth. 	Mcndoca is the 
first town you arrive at on the eastern side, 
'. bun it is a continual plain to the River de la 
Plato. 

The few towns, worthy of notice in the coup. 
try of Chili, are Valparaiso, Penco, or Concep- 
titnt, 	Copiapo, 	Coquimbo, 	Chilan. Quillota,. 
Aeoneaqua, Rancaqua, Maule, St. John de la 
Cordillera, and hIendoca. 	The latter being 
non in possession of the patriots, as well as on 
the east side of the Cordilleras, I think, ought 
Igo longer to be numbered among the cities of 
chili. 	These towns are not very populous, 
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and, principally of Mestizoes, Mulattoes, and. 
Indians. 

The governor of this kingdom is styled the 
President, 	but acts in subordination to the 
Viceroy of Lima; however, from the remote-
ness of the situation, as well as not having a 
convenient communication with that city, 	it 
may be said he is quite independent. 	The 
residence is always at Santiago, where he is at 
the head of a court, consisting of four judges, 
two attorney-generals, with others of subordinate 
rank, such as reporters, secretaries, Sze. &c. 

During my visit at this city, an order arrived 
for the re-establishment of the tribunal of In-
quisition, and which was to.  be put in force at 
do early period. 	This court is subordinate to 
the Limanan one, which sends to Santiago a 
commissary general, with a necessary IN.nber 
of officers, who are distributed at they different 
towns, where " they, employ themselves," says 
Frazier, " upon matters of sorcerers true or false, 
and certain crimes, the cognizance whereof be- 
longs to the Inquisition, as polygamy, Ste. 	As 
for heretics, I am sure none fall into their hands. 
They there study so little, that they are not 
subject to run astray through too much curio-
sity ; only the desire to distinguish themselves 
from others by an honourable title, make some 
churchmen learn a little schopj divinity and 

• s 
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morality, to bear the name of a Licentiate)  •or 
Doctor, which the Dominicans and the Jesuits 
confer by a privilege obtained from the Pope, 
though ,there is nb University established at 
Santiago ; 	but these titles are to be had of 
then] so easily, that there are some among the 
licentiates who know little Latin, which they 
do not look upon as necessary for attaining the 
sciences."  

Whether this writer's observations be just or 
not, I shall not pretend to determine ; but I can 

*say, that on its being made public, that this 
merciless court was again restored to its original 
functions, it diffused a general gloom on the 
countenance of every individual, of whatever 
class or society. 	I heard no remark made on the 
tinliillet; it was prudent perhaps to be silent. 

*to trthquakes, or tremblor de tierres, are fre-
(pie ftiy felt throughout Chili, and often very 
atarrhing ; in fact, the city, as well as the other 
tom ts, bear evident proofs of it in the structure 
of tl.eir houses; for they are seldom,  built of a 
second story, an4 always with materials well 
calculated to withstand a sudden shock—such 
as long unburnt bricks, inlaid with cane, or 
other stuff of equal elasticity. 	Among those 
which have happened here, the most severe was 
to 1647, when nearly the whole city :vas dos-
ti dyed, as Kell as the greater part of the inba- 

v 	.. 
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bitants, for those who were not swallowed up in 
the vortex of this convulsion of nature, became 

' victims to the disease which followed ; as the 
air. was, for a considerable period, contaminated 
by exhalations the most unwholesome. 	Histo- 
rians say " The earth continued to tremble fur 
three successive days." 	1 felt the shock of one 
only, and it was very inconsiderable. 

The country throughout, is very rich in ores , 
of every description, 	particularly gold, silver, 
and copper, but neither of the mines arc now 
worked to any extent, from the internal comma-
tions, and various revolutions the country has 
undergone, during these last four or five years. 
I did not go to the mines, and as there was not a 
single mineralogist in the country, I was not so 
successful in procuring specimens as at Lima. 

It was but a few days after nvy arrival at St. 
Jingo, that a report was in circulation of ships 
of war having been seen off Conception, which 
was followed by the news of the English squa-
dron haVing left the port of Valparaiso in pur- 
suit of them. 	My feelings, at being left behind, 
can be with greater ease conceived than des-
cribed, for though I was in a house where every 
thing was at my disposal, I could not but regret 
being absent, when my presence , might have 
been useful ; however, these men of war proved 
to be clouds, and in a fortnight,4he Briton and 
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squadron had returned, 	when I, wishing to 
secure a passage to England, ordered my guide 
to prepare the horses for starting, and after a 
journey similar to the one I described in the 
beginning of this chapter, 1 arrived on board, 
where 1 found, to my great satisfaction, my old 
friends as I left them, all well, and with me 
anxious to redouble Cape Hord, and return 
to that happy country, 'which possessed the 
different objects of our affection, 	and whose 
worth could only be appreciated in so remote 
aregion. 
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CONCLUSION. 

THE morning of the 28th of March, when we 
quitted the port of Valparaiso, was of unequal-
ed serenity, but the wind soon veered round to' 
the southward, and occasioned us again to make 
the Island of Juan Fernandez. 	Here the breeze 
became propitious, and as we increased our 
southern latitude, so did it increase in strength, 
and on the 13th April we were in the latitude of 
Cape • Horn. 	The weather had now become 
tempestuous, and the sea rolled from the pole is 
heavy waves, which roared as they dashed them-
selves against the inhospitable shores of Terra del 
Fuego, and. Statten Island ; but, notwithstand- 
ing this, and our ignorance of• the entrance of. 
the straights Le• Make, it was the intention of 
Sir Thomas to regain the Atlantic by that pas- 
sage. The fog which had hovered over the land, .. 
clearing away, we discovered ourselves a little 
to the eastward of the entrance, and it was with 
difficulty we could gain it without being carried 
by the current upon Statten Island, whose shores 
bore a most terrific appearance: 	Scarcely had . 
we weathered the rocks, and openetthe straights, . 

• 5 
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when .a sudden gust of wind carried away the 
main-yard in the slings ; but the point was very 
fortunately gained, and we were soon wafted 

' through into the great Atlantic Ocean, when the 
carpenters were set to work on the main-yard, 
and on the fourth day the fish was complIted, 
and again aloft. 	The Tagus, our consort, not 
being able to follow . us through the Straights, 
bore up, and went to the . eastward of Statten 
Island, nor did she join us again until the 2 7 t h , 
of April, when we arrived off the harbour of 
Riode Janeiro. 	In this port we found Admiral 
Dixon with 'his squadron preparing to sail for 
England. 	Our refit was expedited as much as 

'possible, and on ' the 	14th of May, we all 
weighed anchor for our return to this country. 
During our tedious voyage back, we were first 
informed of Napoleon's return from Elba ', to 
Vrance, which, was soon followed by an ac-
count of his disasters at the memorable battle 
tif Waterloo, but we were not put in possession 
6i the particulars until the 7th of July 1815, 
which period brought His Majesty's ship Briton, 
ix ,afety at Plymouth, and consequently me, to 
1101 conclusion of my narrative. 	 . 

rtNis. 

H. Hue Et.:4611berr, Prelietr, St. JOrtt's Square. Londun. 
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